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DANCE

RAISED OVER $300

PREACHED LOYALTY

W HAT

IS

THE

Town Hall
W EDNESDAY NIGHT
SEPTEMBER 2

to be set on the old campground on
Middle street hill. It is thought that
•••I this sum will defray the expenses.
Auspices Bay View Society
•••
To err is human; to forgive, dl- •••
104-105
••• vine.—Pope.
-• J The marker, a granite block weighing
•••
•••
six tons, is already on the lot
4?. ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •«. ii over
and the bronze tablet, properly in
scribed, is in process of manufacture.
ON NATIONAL COMMITTEE
Mrs Eliza Plummer, general chair
man, has these details in hand and
The
appointment
of
Paul
Cloke,
EAST UNION, ME.
will announce in the near future the
dean of the college of technology of date for dedication.
SUNDAY, AUGUST 30
the University of Maine, as chairFinal contributions which have
r
DINNER $1.25
. man of the State of Maine commit been received during the summer and
Chicken Soup
tee of the American engineering not as yet acknowledged were:
Celery
Olives
Saitines. council in its campaign to alleviate ' Grace A Flood ......................... $5 00
Ada L. Walker ......................... 5 00
Lettuce Cucumber & Tomato Salad
unemployment, is announced by L .1Mrs. Nellie Gamage ................ 2.00
Fried Spring Chicken
W. Wallace, executive secretary of Mrs. C. Alice Weymouth ........ 2 00
(Southern style)
the council. Mr. Cloke will appoint H. G. York .Seattle, Wash.) .. 25 00
Any funds in excess of the costs will
Roast Chicken, Chicken a la King other members of the state commit
be used In grading and maintenance.
Dressing, Cranberry Sauce
tee.
Those desiring to contribute may
Creamed Potatoes
send their money either direct to
Corn on the Cob
String Brans
Mrs. Plummer at 57 Pleasant street,
Hot Rolls
Rockland, or to John M. Richardson
AFTER SHOPPING
Blackberry Pie
Blueberry Pie
at The Courier-Gazette office, who
Green Apple Pie Home Made Cake
acted as treasurer.
lee Cream
Coffee
A T FOODLAND
N. B. Dinners rooked to order
You Can Leave Your Bundles with
thirty minute wait
"SARCASM A SLIP"
104T&SU

Smalley’s Orchestra

4^, ••• ••• ••• ••• ••»•♦•••• ••• •••
•••

•••

ROSE-ANNE LODGE

Billy H em ingw ay

THE LITTLE SHOP AROUND
THE CORNER

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

Osteopathic Physician

Fruit Candy Ice Cream
Soda Cigars Tobacco

35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
PHONE 136

105-lt

limited

CLOTHIERS A N D TAILORS

340 Washington Street,
Boston
Will Exhibit
Fall and Winter Samples and Garments
OP

Young M en’s, Men’s and Custom Clothing
AT

The Thorndike, Septem ber 1 and 2
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO CALL
HENRY WANDLESS
104-105

AN ENERGIZING LUNCH—
need not necessarily be a
heavy one. Our fine sand
wiches and other dainty foods
are very nourishing, yet
easy
to
digest.
When
you partake of any of the
many tempting suggestions
offered here daily, you'll feel
fit as a fiddle Your appetite
will be gratified and your pal
ate will be pleased!

CHISHOLM’S SPA
Cor. Main and Lindsey Sts.
ROCKLAND

S p e c ia l S a le
V IC T O R R E C O R D S
20c each
Thousands to Choose From
Come In and Hear Them!

MAINE MUSIC STORE

on the present day wave of intoler
ance and faltering loyalty to national
institutions. He stressed the menace
to the country and its government
presented by the 250 societies of
“isms” of communistic tendencies

CODE

B IL L ?

briefly as possible in a message from difficult thing to understand is the
Gov. Gardiner:
present unscientific arrangement of
our state government. In brief the
After the war we continued to drift Act creates a Finance Department
away from the idea of true economy. which is modem and has the ap
Our nation as a whole developed the proval of our own best accounting ex
habit of careless spending and the perts, and a consolidation of activi
old ideas concerning thrift and care ties of a health and welfare nature in
ful administration of financial affairs one department.
became a bit “old fashioned." There
•The purpose of the first of these
were many demands for the govern two departments is financial econo
ment to spend money, and prosperous my and control. Bookkeeping now
times made us willing to increase ex scattered through all the state
penditures by existing agencies as agencies will be uniformly carried
well as to go into new fields.
on in the accounts and control divi
After the orgy of lavish spending sion, and the auditor’s department
and careless administration of busi will carry on a continuous post-audit
ness, we woke up to the fact th a t we oi all transactions of the state gov
must mend our ways and again take ernment, thus acting as a check on
up that sturdy staff handed us by executives and seeing th at legisla
our forefathers—Economy. Strange tive provisions are complied with.
as it may seem we found the rugged The other two divisions of the de
stick in the same old place—behind partment are concerned with pur
the door in our own house.
chasing and taxation. There is a
During the last ten years I have better system of budgeting and the
served the State of Maine in various approval in advance by the Governor
capacities and like many others have and Council of work programs of the
been alarmed at the constantly rising various departments in accordance
cost of state government. It is plain with legislative appropriations.
that our expenditures are growing
Through the provisions of the Act
faster than the rate at which the it is conservatively estimated that a
, wealth of the State is increasing. quarter of a million dollars may be
Needham Man Pays His Re
I Such a situat'on must be remedied.
saved annually.
When I assumed office as Governor
• • *•
spects To Mr. Dentinger’s
in January, 1928. it was apparent to
The
purpose
of the reorganization
me that my service to the people of
Communication
i the State would be of little vaflue un- of health and welfare work, now
scattered through eighteen different
Congressman Donald B. Partridge less some effort were made to lighten agencies, is to bring about economv
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Who Yesterday Addressed the I the burden of taxation. In order and better coordination. In ten
Having read Mr. Anthonsen’s
Forty Club
that I might be in a position to urge
article in your paper and feeling that
I economy upon the other officials of years annual expenditures for health,
it was merely a rather humorous a t
and institutional work have
■the State, I studied carefully the ex- welfare
tempt to explain to the people of the
increased from $2,000,000 to $3,000.very attractive town of Rockland which are boring from within today I penses of the Executive Department 000 and it is apparent th a t better
how at least one visitor felt about a and urged the service men of the na- t°r which a governor is solely re- machinery is needed to manage and
i. .v‘ sponsible.
Believing th a t “true
noise that must be very trying to tlon to rise and, crush
them. Along p^ nQmy bpg,ns #t «omp„ , began control these activities. During the
those in the hospital, as well as many with his serious thoughts the Con
past good work has been accom
there. During mv first year those plished by the various boards of
residents, and one that could doubt
gressman
produced
a
group
of
rollick
expenses
were
reduced
$14,000.
during
less be lessened with equal effective
trustees, but with the increasing work
the second year $15,000, making a and problems of management, with
ness, I read with surprise W. E. ing stories
Dr. Rupert L. Stratton was induct- ^ a' savings for the two years ° f each board and commission running
Dentinger's rather vituperative a t
tack upon the writer and residents of ed into office with due ceremonies,
. . .
.
.. . its business independently of the
Additional instances may be cited others, there has come about a lack
Massachusetts. I wonder just what Dr. E. L. Scarlott becoming secre
of
savings
which
are
possible
if
a of coordination and much duplication
the State as well as the incident of tary and Lawrence Miller being re
the lady in Camden Hills has to do elected treasurer. Jerome Burrows little time and thought are put into of work, which means unnecessary
with the question of the diaphone and Col. W. H. Butler were voted details. In 1927 the cost of legislative expense. Political rivalry has been
and if it is customary for all citizens to the board of directors. Mr. Bur printing and binding was over $63,000. engendered in the struggle for legis
of California to so bitterly resent rows, the retiring president, was giv By the economies put into effect last lative appropriations and this has
this bill was reduced to about contributed neither to economy nor
en a rousing reception as he accept winter
criticism.
$36,000. in.. other words,, a „saving
of to cooperative action.
„
Since Mr. Dentinger feels that sar ed the past president's jewel. Annual tvfnnn
. - 5 ,^
The bill creates the Department of
casm is a slip from the behaviour of reports showed the club to have 58
a well bred person, it appears to me members and to be in a flourishing tising legislative committee hearings Health and Welfare with three sepa
rate bureaus of Health, Social Wel
that he is either very inconsistent, financial condition.
which in 1927 amounted to nearlv fare and Institutional Service. The
or has laken a long slide in that di
$12,000. In 1931 this was reduced to department will have at its head a
rection himself. It seems rather A NOTABLE PAGEANT under $6,000. These savings, men
single commissioner whose first duty
small to take this way of airing a
tioned merely as illustrations, total is to act as the coordinating agent in
grievance against the state of Massa
bringing about closer cooperation in
. . . .
chusetts but I am forced to conclude Conducted By East Union $62,000.
work of the various state agencies
that this is what prompted the gen
Students of Rural Educa-1 It is practically impossible, how the
under the three bureaus mentioned.
tleman from California, rather than
ever, for a governor to find time to His accompanying duty is to act as
a real love for the diaphone.
tional School
delve into the minute affairs of all the direct agent of the Governor and
I should not say this as it really
the departments. A measure intro
has nothing to do with the matter
A vivid and colorful pageant was duced last winter would provide the Council and Legislature in keeping
them informed as to actual condi
but I could not help noticing that the put on by 14 smart and promising needed assistance. There must be tions
and needs prevailing through
customary “boost” for California was youngsters, directed and trained by economv all along the line. The out the institutions and agencies.
not lacking.
J. C. Sargent.
th at skilful director of religious edu- issue of economy becomes clean cut
• • • •
i cation. Miss Margaret McKnight, at this time inasmuch as the “Act
Needham, Mass., Aug. 28.
The Act itself is easy to understand
at Pioneer Grange hall recently in Relating to thp Administration of the
such a fashion as to be a credit to >state” on which you will vote No- although it is the result of much
WET IN FINLAND
: any community. It showed not only vember 9th is a move toward econo- labor and much study. Any question
th a t these children are a decided my and efficiency in all the state as to what the Act covers can be best
Peter Nelson Gives Scandi asset to East Union but th at the agencies. It is a product of the 85th answered by reading the bill.
It is designed to check the increase
County Association for Rural Legislature. Members of th» Grange
navian Countries the Once Knox
Religious Education, with Dr. H. V. were instrumental in the formation of money demanded from the home
of Maine and yet to permit
Over—W eather Also Wet Tweedie as president, Joseph W. of the Code Bill and those members owners
carrying on of effective work for
Robinson as treasurer, J. L. Corson of' the Legislature were as keenly the
the common welfare of all our people.
as superintendent, Miss McKnight as aware as any of us of the necessity In so far as I have had a p art in its
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I arrived here last night from a trip I director with Mrs. Beatrice Brown for some action to curb the increas- formulation it represents the best
through the Scandinavian countries. as capable assistant, Miss Carol ing cost of State government.
effort I could contribute after three
• • • «
I have ’been through Sweden, Fin Gardner as guest pianist and Rev.
terms of service in the Legislature
The original report of the Survey and two years of service as chief
land, Norway and Denmark, and Herman Winchenbaugh as publicity
there is no drunkenness compared chairman, is functioning with effici- experts did not receive 100% favor executive. No claim is made that the
in the eyes of the Maine folks form- Act is perfect but I have yet to hear
with what there was some years ago, I ency.
Miss McKnight opened the fes- ing the citizens' committee. Five of anyone who has any definite sug
and I have been in cafes, hotels and
restaurants where liquor is served. tivities with explanatory comments public hearings were held and the gestion of a better measure. If there
The four countries have reduced and a display of handcraft by the entire subject was much discussed were a better wav of saving the taxdrunkenness to a minimum. Sweden children of the East Union Bible prior to the meeting of the 85th pavers of the State $250,000 each
has what is known as the Blatt sys School, in session for seven weeks.
Legislature. The citizens' committee year, I would be most happy to learn
In fact the children themselves cooperated in submitting the first of It. I believe with others who are
tem which is the best of all because
it keeps hard liquor. Here wine and conducted the devotions, songs, pag- draft of the Code Bill to th a t body, well acquainted with the Act, includ
beer have become the chief drink eantry very nicely, Rev. Mr. Corson
The presiding officers of the two ing many members of your organizabodies selected a joint committee of ion, that this is a reasonable move
where hard was 10 years ago. Nor closing with the benediction.
way has no control of the amount
“They Who Weave” is a pageant in six on the part of the Senate and ten for simplification of government,
purchased by the individual, but re which ideals of pairents are per- on the p art of the House to hear this with the fiscal control and coopera
stricts the amount manufactured and trayed as reflected in lives of their matter. However, the Grange legis- tion which are so necessary for
sold to stores owned by the govern deScendants so that each contri- lative group, through their leaders, economy.
ment to concessionaires. Denmark butes to “the garment of character" instigated a move that culminated in
has another system eliminating the of all they meet in life.
ithe appointment of seven new mem1
Ml Ml.
sale of hard drink—that of taxing al
Hope Brown, as record keeper; bers to the committee, this being
cohol at $21 a gallon. The Danes Shirley Morton, as Rachel; Dorothy done to insure representation from
have also enacted a drastic law Morton, as Marv; Martha Gould, as Pac^ countv in the State and a larger
REAL ESTATE
against bootleggers which has almost I Crusading Mother; Alfred Young, as Proportion from rural sections. Of
the
final
Code
committee
of
twentyeliminated hard liquor in the coun Pioneer Mother; Geraldine Gould, as
TRANSACTIONS
try. Alcohol sold there is only 10 medern mother’, were all dressed' in ‘wo members, nearly half were mem
percent of what it was before the appropriate costumes. These con bers of the Grange.
This legislative committee held
control system.
stituted the impressive cast of char
Finland on the other hand is just acters with the following students several public hearings which were
the opposite, there is a situation of the Bible school as holders of well advertised and well attended
George E. Robbins and William J.
i Their final action was to cut down Robbins of Union sold land and
similar to that in the U.S.A. Bootn
a
1vH
edMnrtnnadw
m
iMar^
r
ie
,
original
draft
of
the
code
bill
I legging is flourishing, you can go David Morton, William Kearly, Alice about one. half Tilis the committee buildings in Union to John Wakiinto a hotel or restaurant in Helsing Laird, Harold Laird, B arbara M or-1
parta of New York city.
: unanimously endorsed and both
fors, the capital, and Scotch brandy ._„ __________
Wallace K. Robbins of Hope sold
tOw
<
r
Yoang'
Marion
Young.
branches
of
the
Legislature
passed
and more will be served to you at 75
land in Hope to Clifton H. Robbins
Members
who
were
present
every
tbe
measure
bv
overwhe!ming
macents a drink. The prohibition law Bible
of Hope.
iHlft ran/A
/\l fsession
AZA/AfAAZA»A were TTzamo
school
T ope (jorities, 24 to 3 in the Senate, 116 to
is openly violated, with the countries Brown, Martha Gould, William
Alexander McDonald of Rockland,
j
24
in
the
House
lliam
94
iy,
4
-Y
-io
UnticQ
south of the Baltic running great
Isidore DeWinter and Earle C. Cogan
^
eR
J
ly>
MorT
3n;
Sh‘rIey
’
Men
and
women
of
rural
Maine,
quantities of alcohol into the coun
Thomaston sold land in Thomas
MJoi ton, Alfireda Young, B arbara Mor- fhis js a iegisiative act on which you of
try. Drunkenness Is more common T-ZAVA
ton to Mary Frances Wall of Thom
n<ZA«A«ZA*A
ZA»A W
TT
I
XP
WV
ton.
Marion
and
Hazel
Young.
are to vote November 9th. Your aston.
among the poor than the rich. There
was so much of it in fact, that the Three more missed only one session. powerful group of Grange represen
Ellery V. Townsend of Thomaston
The
pleasant
and
profitable
enter
tatives on the committee helped for sold land in Union to John E. Lilja
law had to be changed to arrest only
tainment
closed
with
personal
ex
mulate it and could have destroyed of Union.
those persons who were dead drunk.
Even the officials there admit, the amination of the pupils' handcraft it entirely had such a course seemed
Benjamin T. Fales of South Thom
displayed
around
walls
and
tables
of
!
to them for the best interests of the
law is unenforceable and must be
aston sold land in Spruce Head
the
cheery
Grange
hall
by
interested
state.
Instead,
they
were
solidly
bechanged at the first opportunity.
Island to Forrest J. Maynard of MilIn all the countries I saw no visitors from Rockland, Glencove hind it. The bill was not railroaded ton, Mass.
drunkenness except in Finland. In and other towns, who constituted an through, but was the final result of
Benjamin T. Fales of South Thom
Sweden a person is allowed five audience of 50 or more, who com careful consideration and painstak aston sold land on Spruce Head
standard size bottles of hard liquor plimented Miss McKnight, Mrs. ing work on the part of the 85th Island to S. H. Maynard of Milton,
Legislature.
per month and one can draw it from Brown, and the students.
Mass.
• ♦*•
a state-controlled wine shop at one
Harriet M. Defrees of Chicago, 111.,
A SHAVE-TAIL’S ERROR
The Grange of Maine has been
time, but much of the drinking is
I credited with being largely instru sold land and buildings in Camden to
done in hotels and restaurants where
One hoary Major of Infantry was mental in securing a referendum vote Edna Waitt Skinner and Davis A.
you can get all the wine and beer you
Skinner of Washington, D. C.
want. Hard liquor is sold only with waxing wroth at the national rifle j on the Administrative Code Bill in
Frank P. Harden of Lincolnville
! meals and this is allotted by a sue- and pistol matches. He had been | order th a t the voters might have the sold land in Camden to Arthur L.
[ cial machine. All people are satis assigned to the task of taking care of opportunity to express approval or Knight of Camden.
fied. Most of th e people, and th a t the trap-shooters, and he had aspired disapproval of the work of their rep
Hugo Lehtinen of St. George sold
applies to Norway and Denmark, to be in charge of the international resentatives. It was apparent that land and buildings in Long Cove
have almost forgotten hard Honor. champions. He called his numerous the desire of Grange members was to Hugo Lehtinen, Jr., of St. George.
that they might have the opportunity
Beer and light wine are always kept assistants together and roared:George N. Hall of Camden, James
“Any of you birds know anything j to secure full information before the
before them, and I want to say th at
of trap-shooting?”
measure became a law, and it is for W. Hall and Rena Dow of Tenant's
i both are excellent.
“Yeh, Major, I’m your boy—” a that reason that I am sending you Harbor, Mary A. Gregory of Rock
There has been an awful rain the
this message. I believe th a t the Act port and Rose B. Richards of Rock
last five weeks and it is raining hard voice from the rear rank.
A shave-tail advanced with uncer is worthy of your support. However, land sold land in St. George with
here today—all one can do is to sit
if after due consideration you feel buildings to Ernest Rawley of St.
In the hotel and look out through the tain mien and faced the Major.
“W hat do you know of trap-shoot that this Code act is a bad piece of George.
window. The farmers are hard hit
Alonzo Rhoades of Washington
ing? he was asked.
| legislation you have the right to vote
all over northern Europe.
“Trap-shooting! Good gracious, against it. If you are in doubt it sold land situated in Washington to
Peter Nelson
Major, I thought you said crap-shoot- would Be safe to stand by your repre- Harold W. Wadsworth of Union.
88 Drnnninn’enseade,
Harold W. Wadsworth of Union
i sentatives of the 85th Legislature
ing.”
Frederlcia, Denmark, Aug. 20.
zazvza

The Trumbull Players
Presenting

“N ancy’s P riv ate A ffair”
W ALDOBORO, SEPT. 3
Seats checked at Rexall Store

RO CKPORT,

SEPT. 4

N

Seats checked at Studio Shop

U N IO N , S E P T E M B E R

5

Rockland patrons may make reservations by calling
1019
105-106
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Volume 86................ Number 105

THREE CENTS A COPY

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
The 4th Maine Fund Reaches Forty Club Heard Cong.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Goal— Marker Dedication
Partridge-President Strat Gov. Gardiner Offers Simple Explanation of Measure
Advertising rates based upon clrcula-I
tlon and very reasonable.
On W hich W e Vote Soon
In Near Future
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
ton Assumes Office
The Rockland Gazette was established '
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab- |
A total of $307 has been raised to
Congressman Donald B. Partridge
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
What is this code bill?
in 1882. The Free Press was established date toward the erection of a marker of Norway gave the Forty Club yes
who gave the matter careful study,
in 1855 and In 1891 changed its name t o |
Many persons are now asking that and register a “yes" vote.
the Tribune. These papers consolidated in memory of the 4th Maine Regiment terday a ringing inspirational address
question.
The
story
is
here
told
as
In itself the bill is simple: the only
March 17. 1897.

OW L’S H EA D

it.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, September I, 1931

T uesday
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NORTH

HAVEN

TRAGEDY

Christiansen Fatally Injured When A u to Sideswiped
Telephone Pole— Joseph Belmore, Jr., Injured
Von Ahnen escaped injuries other
State Patrolman George I. Shaw
and Medical Examiner H. W. Fro- than a cut on th e nose, and the girls
hock were called late Sunday night had no serious injuries, though suf
fering from a nerve shock.
to North Haven where had occurred
The identity of the car whose
an automobile accident fatal to one headlights are said to have blinded
of the car’s occupants and injuring Von Ahnen, and which is said to have
the others.
been traveling a t very high speed,
The victim was Thorleif C hristian had not been learned at last accounts.
sen, 20, who was employed on the
Patrolman Shaw and Dr. Frohock
Weld yacht Corona. He leaves p ar made a very thorough study of the
ents in Norway, but It is understood situation, their work carrying them
that he had no relatives in this coun well into the night.
try.
Dr. Horace Pettee and Dr. H. EdThe automobile involved in the ac ginton, members of the summer
cident was a model A Ford coupe, colony; and Dr. Daniel Woodman,
owned by Joseph Belmore, Jr., of the resident physician, aided the in
North Haven, and being driven at jured.
the time by Fred Von Ahnen, a saildr
Von Ahnen was arraigned in Rock
on the Corona. With him on the land Municipal Court yesterday fore
driver’s seat were Blanche and Beu noon and pleaded guilty to driving
lah, daughters of Hanson T. Crock without a license. In the afternoon
ett.
he was arraigned on the charge of
According; to the story they were manslaughter and entered a plea of
returning from church, with young ] not guilty.
•
Belmore on the left running board
County Attorney Ensign Otis im
and Christiansen on the right ru n  mediately moved a continuance on
ning board. The time was 9.30.
the ground th a t the material wit
About a mile from the village the nesses could not be present, one of
driver suddenly became blinded by them being in the hospital for an in
the glare of an approaching ca r’s definite period while the two girls
headlights.
Von Ahnen turned were in a state of nervous upset.
sharply to the right to avoid a pos
Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., counsel for
sible collision, but swung too far, and the respondent offered no opposition
sideswiped a telephone pole with such to continuance, and the case will be
force th a t the latter was broken. heard Wednesday morning Sept. 9 at
The car went a considerable distance 9 o’clock.
after the impact and is said to have
"If any crime has been committed,’’
turned over a t least once, the vehicle said Judge W alter H. Butler, "it was
being completely ruined.
involuntary manslaughter, and I do
Christiansen received the main not want to fix the bail at too large
force of the collision, and suffered a a figure."
broken neck, broken ribs and broken
The sum named was $1000 and
legs. He lived about 25 minutes.
this was furnished by Capt. Ford of
Belmore's left leg was broken. He the yacht Corona, who flew from
was taken to Knox Hospital.
| North Haven to serve as bondsman.

IN

JUDG E

B U T L E R ’S

COURT

Numerous Cases H ave Been On Trial W ith Booze A t
Bottom o f Most of Them
Charles J. Roberson alias Harold three most im portant cases before
Marvin, alias James Langtry, whose Judge Butler yesterday forenoon—
residence is nowhere in particular, the charge in each instance being the
and who was born in Toledo, Ohio, I operation of a motor car while under
was before Judge Walter H. Butler the Influence of intoxicating liquor
Saturday forenoon on a charge of
Charles G raham of Appleton was
having cashed an alleged forged given a fine of $10 and costs (taxed
chock a t Maynard Brennan's filling at $22.84) or 60 days in Jail with In
station.
definite suspension of his license.
The State and local police who He paid.
handled the case found th a t Rob
Nathaniel Talbot of Camden was
erson was driving an automobile said given a fine of $10 and costs (taxed
to have been stolen in Manchester, at $11.42) or 60 days in Jail and his
1^. H.. the license plate of which had sentence indefinitely suspended. He
been made over. Included in the paid.
triple-titled respondent's possession
John O'Brien of Rockland was
were a pawn ticket, showing th a t he fined $100 and costs, but on recom
had hocked a Smith & Wesson re mendation of the State Poulce the
volver; a liberal supply of cartridges; payment was suspended for one
a consignment of Prince Albert to month to give the respondent an op
bacco which is believed to have been portunity to make financial arrange
part of the loot in the Holden Post- ments. Other circumstances entered
office robbery: and three checks into the case.
which bore the apparent signature
The officers figuring in the above
of Dr. E. B. Sanger of Bangor.
were: G raham . Deputy Sheriff
Judge Butler continued the case cases
Talbot, State Patrolman
until afternoon fixing the bail at Ludwick;
$2000. Meantime Sheriff John K. Shaw; O'Brien, State Patrolman
Farrar arrived from Penobscot Coun Thompson.
ty and presented evidence against
the prisoner of such a convincing YOUR FAVORITE POEM
nature th at Judge Butler promptly
If I had to live my life again I would
surrendered Roberson to the Penob
have made a rule to read some poetry
scot County official.
and listen to some music at least once a
Before he was released, however, week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
a trustee process was served by of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick seeking the
ORPHANT ANNIE
return of the money which Brennan Little LlTTI.E
Orphant Annie’s come to our
had given to the prisoner as change
house to stay
An’ wash the cups and saucers up. and
for the alleged bogus check.
brush the crum bs away,
The local complaints were dis An’ shoo
the chickens off the porch, a n ’
missed with the departure of the
dust the hearth, a n ’ sweep.
An’ make the fire, an' bake the bread,
prisoner.

• • ♦»

Arthur L. Fish, alias Lewis A.
Fish, of Union, was before Judge
Butler on two counts Saturday. One
charged him with driving a motor
car not properly licensed: and the
other with uttering checks without
funds to support them. He was
given an alternative sentence of $10
and costs (taxed at $7.32) or 30 days
in jail, on the first case, and 60 days
In jail on the second case, the two
sentences to be served consecutive
ly. Fish said that, rum was at the
bottom of his troubles.

an' earn her board-an’-keep;
An’ all us other children, when the sup
per things Is done.
We set around the kitchen fire an’ has
the mostest fun
A-llst'nln’ to the witch tales ’at Annie
tells about.
An’ the gobble-uns ’at gits you
Ef you
Don’t
Watch
Out!

Onc’t they was a little boy wouldn't say
his pray’rs—
An’ when he went to bed 'at night, away
up stairs,
His mammy heerd him holler, an’ his
daddy heerd him bawl.
An’ when they tu r n ’t the klvvers down,
he wasn’t there at all!
** ♦•
An’ they seeked him In the rafter-room,
an’ cubby-hole, a n ’ press.
Rum was also at the bottom of the An’ seeked him up the Chlmbley-flue.
an’ ever’wheres, I guess.
But all they ever found was thlst his
pants a n ’ roundabout!—
sold land in Washington to Ellis L. An’ the
gobble-uns ’ll git you
Maddocks and Emma L. Maddocks
Ef you
Don’t
of Union.
W atch
Cora F. Farrand of Thomaston
Out!

sold land and buildings In Thomas
ton to Mrs. Dorothy W. Blair of
Thomaston.
Everett C. Dyer of Hope sold land
and buildings in Hope to Augusta P.
Dyer of Camden.
CHILDREN'S CLOTHING

The appeal for children's clothing
in this paper a week ago has brought
slow response. The Educational Club
is fitting out one girl. Miss Ames of
Elm street has fitted out another.
The American Legion Auxiliary do
nated $5 toward helping some child.
Clothing is needed very, very badly
and should be sent to the City Build
ing or it will be called for gladly. It
is time to commence knitting mittens
for the kiddies. One young lady
more than 90 years of age has k n it
ted the first two pairs out of some
used yarn given to the City Matron.
There will be a greater call for m it
tens this winter than last, because
the need will be greater. S tart k n it
ting.

An’ one time a little girl ’ud alius laugh
an* grin.
An’ make fun of ever’ one an' all her
blood-an’-kln.
An’ onc't when they was “company.’’ a n ’
ole folks was there.
She mocked ’em a n ’ shocked ’em. a n ’
said she d idn’t care!
An’ thlst as she kicked her heels, a n ’
tu rn ’t to ru n an' hide.
They was two great big Black Things
a-standlh’ by her side.
An’ they snatched her through the
cellin’ ’fore she know’d what she’s
about!
An’ the gobble-uns ’ll git you
Ef you
Don’t
W atch
Out!
An’ little O rphant Annie says, when the
blaze Is blue.
An’ the lampwlck sputters, an’ the wind
goes woo-oo!
An’ you hear the crickets quit, an’ the
moon is gray
| An’ the llghtnln’-bugs In dew Is all
squenched away.—
. You better m ind yer parents, and yer
;
teachers fond and dear.
. An’ churlsh them ’at loves you. an’ dry
the orphant’s tear.
An' help the pore an ’ needy ones ’at
clusters all about.
I Er the gobble-uns ’ll git you
Ef you
Don’t
Watch
1
Out!
—James Whitcomb Riley.
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ZYOU VOTE SEPT. 14

Mrs. Robert Jamieson will entertain
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
at 1 o'clock luncheon Tuesday at But Probably Many Do Not
In a little more than a month
hundreds of Knox County radios
Camp Bokavi, Hosmer Pond, Mrs.
Rockland. Me.. Sept. 1 1931
But Everything Points To Another Pennant Fluttering Frank E. Morrow, Mrs. Walter P.
will be tuned in on the World
Know W hat For — This
Personally appeared Fran!
nk S. Lyddle,
who on oath declars th a t he Is Press
Scries baseball games, which now
Conley, Mrs. Millard B. Long, Mrs.
In That N ew St. George Ball Park
m an In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
Story Tells
bid fair to be played by the Phil
Zelma Dwinal, Mrs. John Bird, Mrs.
and th at of the issue of this paper of
adelphia Athletics and St. Louis
Aug. 29. 1931. there was printed a total
T. Jenness French. Mrs. Luie M.
Monday, Sept. 14 is election day,
of 6186 copies.
W. H BUTLER
Cardinals. Meantime make sure
Chandler. Mrs. Herbert Thomas, Mrs.
Notary Pubic.
St. George
The League Standing
th at those tubes are o. k.
1Ludwig Setter, Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs, but it is doubtful if many persons s
ab r bh tb po a e Mrs. H arry Richards and Mrs Oscar know what it is all about. S o m e ;SE
While it seems to be all over but
Whosoever therefore shall confess
the shouting there are many in Dwyer, 3b ........ 4
The pleasantries indulged in
1 H. Emery of Bar Harbor.
me before men, him will I confess
have thought it was the administra- £
quiries as to whether Rockland has a Smith, ss ........ 3
by the W'EEI broadcaster and E.
also before my Father which is in
Mrs. Genevieve Newton has re tive code bill but that does not come £
Archer,
c
........
5
mathematical chance of winning the
B. Rideout each morning are
heaven.—Matt. 10:32.
turned to her home in Malden, Mass.,
pennant and Bok prize. Yes. Rock M. Simmons, cf 4
listened to with interest. Maine
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Leo before them until Nov. 9, while others jg
0 10
land has four remaining games and Davidson, lb .... 4
folks
were
filled
with
pride
yes
have thought it was the 5-cent gaso- £
F.
Strong.
PLEDGING THE FLAG
0 3
St. George five on the schedule as Monaghan. If
terday morning when the morn
line
tax bill, which will not be voted
Horace
Smith
of
Washington
was
ing broadcaster told how he had | now arranged. Should St. George Morrissey, 2b ...
weekend guest of his sister Mrs. Fred upon until September 1932.
£
TILLSON W H ARF, ROCKLAND
i
lose
all
five
its
standing
would
be
14
Feyler,
rf
........
5
spent
his
vacation
at
Greenville,
There has just died at his home in
B Herrick.
Grubb, p .......... 5
What the election really is for is to ' £
1
won
and
12
lost.
Should
Rockland
Moosehcad
Lake,
and
intimated
Tampa. Fla.. Francis M. Bellamy, the
News was received Friday of the pass upon the constitutional amend- £
win all four its standing would be
Telephone 547— 944
that it was the ideal place.
most quoted man in America. This
1 death in Portland of Mrs. A rthur N.
38 6 8 10 27
' 15 won and 11 lost. There also enters
ment
which
would
change
the
present
5
Smith. Deceased was born in CamThomaston
designation arises out of the fact that
Bobby Jones will discuss the ! into the proposition the m atter of
ab r bh tb po a e den 54 years ago. daughter of Wil- constitutional limit of 31 for Senate EE
"Battle of Beverly Country ' the game with Camden which Rockhe was author of that striking
0 liam and Lottie (Andrews) Glover. membership to an indefinite num- £
Club'*'at Chicago where the best ! land protested last week. Should Burns, c ........... 5
promise of allegiance to the Flag,
Daily schedules serving Penobscot Bay points
2 She is survived by her husband, one ber, based wholly on the population £
of America's amateur golfers j the protest be allowed Rockland Boggs. 2b ........ 3
which daily receives recitation by will contend for his abdicated
0
daughter
and
a
sister
Miss
Florence
‘Kirkland
........
1
would have five games to play in£
through to Bar Harbor, connecting with Bos
0 Glover of Oakland, Calif. Funeral of the several counties.
Feehan, lb ...... 4
thousands of school children and
title when he is interviewed by : stead of four.
Under this apportionment counties , as
0
services
were
held
Sunday
and
burial
Vinal,
cf
..........
5
patriotic societies. I t was in 1892 G rantland Rice during the
There would seem to be small
of 30.000 or more will have one Sena- as
0 - was in Portland.
ton-Maine, Pan American Airways planes for
4
doubt that St. George will repeat its i
Sawyer, If
Coca-Cola program Wednesday,
that Bellamy, then on the staff of the
0 Charles Warner Jones of Jersey tor; from 30,000 to 60.000 two; from £
Stone, rf
4
,
championship
stunt,
and
if
so
no
at
10.30
p.
m.
The
tournament
Youth's Companion, wrote the words:
1; City, N. J., is the guest of Mr. and 60.000 to 120,000. three; more than a
Boston, Portland, Bangor, Calais, St. John and
will be at its half-way mark, and i fair minded person will begrudge Condon, p ...... 4
0 ’ Mrs. Jo h n L. Tewksbury .
"I Pledge Allegiance to the
120.000 and less than 240,000, four; IBS
only the more skilled golfers will 1Manager Rawley's team th a t honor. Benner. 3b ...... 4
Mrs.
Robert
W.
Jamieson
enter
Flag of the United States and to
over 240.000, five. Under the proThe slight element of doubt serves to L. Sawyer, ss .... 4
remain after three days of com
Halifax.
tained th e Friday Auction Clut^and visions of the proposed amendment [£
the Republic for Whicb It
make the remaining games very inpetition.
guests
at
Camp
Bokavi.
Hosmer
Pond.
Stands. One Nation, Indivisible,
the only changes in the existing ap- , £
38 2 8 8 27 5 3
teresting. The standing:
With Liberty and Justice For
•Kirkland batted for Boggs in the Refreshments were served and honors portionment with present census fig- £
While the duel between those
Won Lost PC.
in
cards
went
to
Mrs.
Charles
W
ar
All.”
ures would be to give Oxford two £
St. George ............. 14
Titans of the track. Sun Beau
7
.666 ninth.
Reservations may be made for all points
ner Jones of Jersey City, N. J.. Mrs.
It is our impression that the
Rcckland .............. 11
11
and Twenty Grand, in the Sara
.500 St. George .... 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 1-6 Leo Strong and Mrs. Joseph A. Brew Senators instead of one, and Andro- —
scoggin
three
Senators
instead
of
—
Thomaston
....
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0—
2
pledge was written in connection
Thomaston ............ 10
11
toga Cup, has attracted most a t
.476
ster.
two. The representation of the other , £
103-tf
.364 Two-base hits. Archer, Feyler.
14
with the work undertaken by th? tention in the two-race broad , Camden .. ................. 8
Eugene Davis and friend James 14 counties in the Senate would reBases
on
balls,
off
Grubb
3,
off
Con-1
-illlllllllllllll!llllllllil!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!l!!l!lllllll!llllilllllllllllllllllilllh"
cast
of
next
Saturday,
the
Hope
Stewart
have
returned
to
SouthYouth's Companion to ally the
main the same for the present.
don 7. Struck out, by Grubb 3. by;
This Week's Games
ful Stakes which Clem McCarthy
bridge, Mass., after a visit with the
"Are you positive,” demandec
schools of the country with the
Franklin, Knox, Lincoln, Piscata-1 American consumers of meat are
Tonight
(5.45)—Thomaston
at Condon 6. Umpires, Mealey and former's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
will describe at 4.30 p. m„ prom
quis, Sagadahoc and Waldo would j demanding pork products with more counsel, “that the prisoner is th
Dailey. Scorer. Winslow.
Chicago World Fair, a gigantic task, ises to be a stirring contest.
Rockland.
Davis, Cedar street.
have one each.
lean in proportion to fat than for- man who stole your car?”
•••
Wednesday (5.45 p. m.)—Camden
which failing in the hands of the
Miss Edna Hodson has returned
Hancock, Somerset and Washing- I merly. The present demand is for a
1
at
St.
George.
The
Philadelphia
Colored
Giants
German
listeners
will
hear
to Margate, N. J., where she is em
"Well," answered the witness,
committee had been unloaded upon
hog with a slaughter weight of about
Thursday (5.45)—St. George at won their fourth consecutive victory ployed in teaching, after a visit with ton would have two each.
authentic Negro music in the
the Boston weekly. Here also the
Aroostook, Kennebec, Penobscot and 200 pounds, rather long, fairly deep, was until you cross-examined me
at Togus Sunday by a score of 3 to 2. relatives in Camden.
Rockland.
second of a series of good will
York would have three each.
j fairly well finished, and with a good Now I ’m not sure whether I ever hq
m atter languished, until placed in
Friday (5.45)—St. George vs. Jeff Mealey played rightfield for Togus
programs overseas to Germany
Miss Alice Libbey of Waterville has
a car at all.”—Buffalo News.
Cumberland would have four,
proportion of lean meat.
contributing one of the few hits made been a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomaston at Rockland.
charge of a member of the paper's
by the National Broadcasting
Saturday
(4.30
p.
m.)—Thomaston
by
that
team
off
Jackman
th
e
under
Co. The program will be broad
Arthur Davis.
advertising staff, and it became one of
hand twirler of the colored aggrega
cast in America from 5 to 6 p. m., 1at Camden.
Jam es Cucinotta has returned to
th e outstanding successes of the
Note:
Double-headers
will
result
in
tion.
L
ater
in
the
game
he
hit
a
next Sunday. The program has
Fall River, Mass., after a visit with
great exhibition. I t was through the
i
the
event
storm
prevents
the
playing
vicious
grounder
which
w-ould
prob
been titled “The Dixie Jubilee."
ROCKLAND D IV IS IO N
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cuci
of any of the above games.
ably have won the game for Togus notta.
initiative and direction of a former
if
it,
had
bounded
an
inch
higher
The Adventures of Sherlock
Mrs. Bertha Harding and son Carl
Rockland boy, Harold Roberts, now
St. George 6, Thomaston 2
over th e pitcher s head. He caught I Brooi5S of Columbia were recent
Holmes, dramatic series based
of New York and with a summer
The double-header scheduled at one fly nicely and would have made guesU Qf Miss Maude M Thorndike.
on Arthur Conan Doyle's cele
place at Owl's Head, that this success
Community Park for Saturday did a dandy running catch if he had not j ^ iss Hildegarde Rodgers who has
brated detective stories, will re
was achieved.
not materialize because of the two-; slipped on the semi-muddy turf.
hp*pn emDioved
during the
the summer
summer
turn to the air Sept. 17, at 9.30
been
employed during
as to j
»• « «
p. m. The same cast has been j hour debate which ensued
at G reen Gables, has returned to her
whether the conditions were fit for j The fans are admiring th e excel- home in Belfast.
retained. The "Adventure of the
"ABROAD WITH THE JIMMIES"
Speckled Band," which inaugu 1playing at all. In the end, however, jlent work of the four centerfielders
Miss Florence Codman left Monday
rated the earlier series, has been ! one game was played and It proved in the Twilight League—Mealey of for Philadelphia after spending the
a
very
interesting
contest,
besides
Rockland,
Dailey
of
Camden,
Vinal
of
selected
again
for
the
opening
summer with her parents, Dr. end
From France, under date of Aug.
advancing St. George another step Thomaston and M. Simmons cf St. Mrs. Charles A. E. Codman. at Camp
episode. Thereafter the series
29. we are treated to this picture by
j
toward
the
pennant.
I
George.
will assume a different form of
Wawenock, Lake Megunticook. Dr.
the associated press:
The team from the Harbor unlimThomaston 4, Rockland 3
presentation. Instead of giving
Codman and wife will return next
Cannes paid homage to New York's
bered a new pitcher by the name of
Rockland had a lead of 3 to 1 in Tuesday.
a separate adventure each week,
dapper Mayer James J. Walker yes
Grubb, who is said to have had a the fourth inning a t Community
the producers will select longer
Mi. and Mrs. Charles Shoemaker
terday. Several thousand enthusias
remarkable prep school career la st}Park last night, and while she con- returned Monday to Philadelphia
stories and present them in
tic French citizens cheered after he
serials of varying length. The ( spring. He enters Colgate Univer- tinued to play high grade baseball after spending the summer in Cam
deposited a wreath on the Soldiers’
first of these is to be ‘ The i sity this year, and is said to have was found to have shot h er bolt, as den.
Memorial.
been offered $5000 by the New York Jonly one h it was made off Kirkland.
Hound of the Baskervilles."
A large number of members of Mt.
“With French champagne, I toast
Giants to sign up with th a t team the auburn-haired ace from Camp Battle Lodge
___ of Odd Fellows and
the greatest wet in America,” said
after he completes his college course. Wapello. Gray was very effective the I Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge spent
WARREN
Deputy Mayor Picaud. after a solemn
His appearance on the St. George j greater part of the game, but it was Sunday at Round Pond,
ceremony in City Hall gave place to
team at this juncture appears to be Grafton's lusty swat in th e last in j The Camden fire department was
Miss
Helen
Sinnott
returned
to
a more informal meeting in the local
because he is the guest of Rev. M r.: ning following an equally lusty swat | called to Simonton Monday morning
Milton
Saturday
after
spending
the
mayor’s office.
Moore of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., who by Benner, and a wild pitch which ( for a blaze at the home of Benjamin
week
here
as
the
guest
of
Miss
Chris
Seizing a champagne glass. Mayor
, is summering at St. George. The gave Thomaston the winning run.
- of the house
Tallenbloom. —
The ell
tine Stevens at Hilltop Inn.
Walker responded:
Thomastonians were a bit perplexed I Rockland introduced a new player and the stable were destroyed. A
Overnight
guest
of
Mrs.
Mary
“If anv proof is needed I'll furnish
to find him in the rural atm osphere' by the name of McPhee, who p la y ed __________
amount of hay and some tools
it forthwith." Thereupon he put the Lockie Friday was Rev. D. T. Burgh of Knox County, but offered no fo r-, a rattling good game at short, and j large
were also burned. It is thought the
of
Washington.
D.
C..
who
was
called
glass to his lips.
mal
objection.
who
demonstrated
very
plainlv
‘hat
|
jlay
caught
from a spark from the
Then while the band played the to Portland by the illness of his sis
In fact they gave him a very he knows what a bat is for. Whqt a chimney.
ter.
“Star Spangled Banner" New York's
At th e annual meeting of the CamTwenty-five members of the Beu cordial reception in the first inning.1Pity th a t this good natured and
mayor marched in procession and lah Land Club were royally enter successive hits being made by Fee- I highly efficient infielder could not 1den Y acht Club, P. G. Willey, John
Vinal and M. Sawyer. There have been in Rockland s lineup at the Tayior and Marcus Chandler were
laid down a large wreath at the tained a t a chicken supper Friday han,
were already two men out. however, ^ 'P n i n g of the season! Some.nic" j elected house committee. Mr. Willey
Willey
monument to the Unknown Soldier. evening by Frank Montgomery at his and Feehan was nipoed a t the plate' mfieldmg was also done last night by was also chosen a director.
beautiful home. The rooms were at
“The greatest wet in America.” tractively decorated with gladioli. on a particularly fine throw by M. Onev. Fowler and Boggs while Frye.
Elizabeth, widow of Charles E.
Truly a noble title to travel under. Guests present from out of town were Simmons in center field. After that McCarty. Stone and G rafton played Durrell, died at hey home on Elm
the
outer
gardens
in
right
fine
style.
street, Monday morning. She is sur
Almost it suggests possibilities for Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Starrett of Thomaston made only two hits until
The score:
vived by one daughter, Mrs. Carl
Bangor, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chase the eighth inning when they landed
presidential nomination.
Thomaston
Whitehouse of Camden, and two sons,
of Framingham. Mrs. Storey of Mel on him for three more consecutive
ab r bh tb po a
Vance Durrell of Portland and Granrose. The evening was pleasantly hits, making their only scores of the
Burns, c .......... 4 1 0 0 5 2 0 I ville Durrell of Conway, N. H. The
game.
spent socially.
»
SEARCHING BROWNING
Except for his freedotff in issuing Boggs. 2b ........ 3 1 2 2 4, 3 0 j funeral will be held today, Tuesday,
Hilltop Inn closed Sunday for the
passes to first Condon pitched an Feehan, lb ...... 3 0 2 2 9 0 0 I at 2 o'clock. Rev. Leroy Campbell
season.
In the multiplicity of clubs which
Miss Evelyn Sawyer returned to excellent game, holding Dwyer & Vinal, cf ......... 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 [Ufficiating, and burial will be at
Sfbne. rf .......... 3 0 1 1 1 0
1South Gardiner.
spring out of the social, religious and Glastonbury. Conn.. Monday to re Co. to eight hits.
1
The game was really wrecked so Benner, 3b ...... 4 1 1 1 0
literary soil of this vicinity, some sume her teaching duties.
Kirkland,
p
....
4
0
0
0
0
2
Miss Arlene Sawyer was tendered far as Thomaston was concerned
endure for a brief season, while now a miscellaneous shower Friday eve when a base on balls, two passed Grafton. If ...... 4 1 2 2 4* 0
APPLETON
A large number of delegates are
and then one establishes roots of ning by Mrs. Leroy Norwood and Mrs. balls, a single by Morrissey and a L. Sawyer, ss .... 3 0 0 0
03
expected to arrive the last of the week
X Pound B arrel
permanence and flourishes into a Henry McCraw at the home of the double by Feyler netted St. George
3 Ounce Jare
32 4 8 8 24 11 1 to remain over Labor Day attending
wholesome age.
Has there ever former. Two tables of bridge were three runs.
|C
the
Pentecostal
Convention,
among
at play later in the evening and J, The star of this game was MorRockland
existed here a Browning club? Such first honors went to Miss Hilda rissey, who accepted eight chances,
ab r bh tb po a e them Evangelist Harry Taylor and A.
clubs some years ago presented a Aspey, consolation to Mrs. Alfred some’ of them so difficult th a t noth Dimick. rf .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 R. Avery of Portland and J. H. Lord,
popular form of literary association. Hawes of Union.
ing but his long frame and agility Frye, rf ..... .... 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 Oakland. N. Ruth Bowles. Brooklyn
Wilder
Moore's
crewhave
been
served
to scoop ’em in. He was ably Fowler. 2b ... ... 4 1 2 2 3 3 1 N. Y , Golda Banks, NI?w Mexico, and
We have always thought upon the
painting the buildings owned b y ! seconded in his fine showing by McPhee. ss . .... 3 1 1 2 2 2 0 Miss Vivian Howorth, Texas, are ex
poet as an acquired taste, to be had Fred Butler.
1Johnny Davidson, who said to sun- Onev. 3b ... .... 4 0 0 0 4 3 c pected on Labor Day. The Smith
only with much seeking after, though
Mrs. Charles Erickson has been 1dry wild throws: “They shall not Mealey, cf . .... 4 1 2 3 0 0 0 evangelistic party who ate in the
we are aware th a t with some he is spending the past week with Miss pass.” Vinal, M. Simmons. Mona Wotton, lb . .... 3 0 0 0 5 0 0 northern part of the State expect to
ghan and Stone picked some nice McCarty, If .... 2 0 0 0 3 0 1 give a service here on their way
set among the elect. We are moved Gwendolyn Green at Vinalhaven.
‘G atti ......... .... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mrs. Clarence Blackington and
to this allusion by the inquiry of a friends of Fiskdale, M ass, were the ones out of the foggy dome. Stone Flanagan, c .... 3 0 0 0 3 0 0
nabbed five of them besides making
correspondent for the source of a guests Friday of Mr, and Mrs. George a very fine throw to Benner at third. Gray, p .... .... 3 0 1 1 1 0 0
1 Q uart Bottle
Teague.
Browning quotation:
The score:
29
3
6
8‘23
&
2
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Victor
Green
of
_________
——
=
=
=
=
=
=
>C
The flesh I wear.
• G atti batted for McCarty in the 1 Keys made to order. Keys maae
The earth I tread.
Searsport recently visited Mr. and i
to fit locks when original keys are
Are not more clear to me
Mrs. Charles Erickson.
I Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. ninth.
Than my belief.
t Kirkland out for attempted bunt ' lost. House, Office or Car, Code
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie and [ Charles Wilson were Mr. and Mrs.
8 OUNCE J A R
The latest edition of Bartlett family motored Saturday to Augusta . Andrew Wilson, Mrs. Beatrice Watts on th ird strike.
books provide keys for all locks
B E A R D S L E Y ’S
Scissors and
quotes copiously from the poet but where they were supper guests of Mr and daughter Patricia of Thomaston Thomaston ........ 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 1—4 [ without bother.
„C
and Mr. Frye and daughter of Rock Rockland .......... 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0—3 Knives Sharpened.
does not print these lines. Dispair- and Mrs. Reginald Stackpole.
F
A
N
C
Y
Two-base hits, McPhee. Mealey. 1 Prom pt Service, Reasonable Prices
A demonstration of a new’ alumi land.
ing of running them down in the
D R IE D O l L J L r
Seventy-three pupils and guests Bases on balls, off Kirkland 4, off
combination of cooking utensils
open fields of the poet's many num
will take place at Mrs. Fred Starrett's were in attendance at the Baptist Gray 2. Struck out, by Kirkland 6, |
volumes—a formidable task—we turn Thursday evening at 7.30 daylight Church school Sunday.
by G ray 2. Hit by pitcher. Stone. ,
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Medium Size
Mr. and Mrs. James Storer of Feehan. Sacrifice hits, Frye, Double
to our bookish readers who love to time. Interested people are invited.
Telephone 791
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cinqmars and North Waldoboro were callers Sun play, McPhee, Fowler and Wotton. :
J ar
engage in this form of research.
96-tf
1
family of Dexter were callers Sunday day at Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Winslow’s. Umpire Wahle. Scorer. Winslow.
Thursday
of
last
week
the
Russell
on friends here
FORD RESUMES WORK
Carl Moody of Albany is spending I Farm at Razorville was th e scene of
two weeks with his parents Mr. and a very pleasant picnic gathering of
' 20 members of the Russell and Boggs
Evidence continues to increase that Mrs. C. T. Moody.
P e r Can
Mr. and Mrs. Erroll Scott of Provi- I families. Miss Lillian Russell of
One P o u n d
the peak of unemployment has been
dence and Mrs. Hilda Kempton, of i Boston. Miss Edna F. Boggs, Mrs.
,c
passed and better conditions are Cambridge, were overnight guests Harold Boggs and daughter Helene of
c
manifesting themselves. Today's news Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Wilder j Brooklyn. N. Y , Mrs. Carrie Smith
I and family, Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mr.
from the Ford Motor Co. is one of the Moore.
Per
Mrs. Mary Lockie, Mrs. Ida Libbey | and Mrs. Freeland Littlefield of
features, containing as it does the
Can
and Mrs. George Teague called on j South Portland, Mrs. G riffin and two
statement that fifteen to twenty-five Mrs. Erastus Stahl and Mrs. Louis children and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
thousand men are to be put to work Sawyer in Camden W’ednesday.
Boggs and family of South Portland
Miss Hilda Wilson of Waldoboro were among those present.
THREE
on Sept. 8th, with expectation of the
Mr.
__ and Mrs. Reginald Stackpole
W e have a few Dollar Day Bargains left which are
number being doubled by the middle was guest last week of Miss Mabel
Crawford.
| and family of Augusta and Miss
of the month. It was only a month
n o w Super-Bargains. These few pieces m ust be
Mrs. Benjamin E. W atts was a , Jessie Louis of Brookline, Mass., were
ago that these large forces were laid caller Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. Jo- dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
sold.
Make us an offer!
Mrs. Chester Wyllie.
off. This early return of them is seph Perkins in Belfast.
P lain n r Stalled
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leonard
Cousins
are
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Rogers of Bos
3 Ounce Bot.
significant in its suggestion that Mr.
occupying
the
Fuller
ren
t
lately
va
ton and Mrs. How’ard MacDonald of
Ford, a keen observer of business Quincy spent the past week with cated bv Mrs. Abbie Stetson.
P er
conditions, perceives real promise of Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Winslow.
Friends are sorry to learn of the
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Robinson ill health of Roland Wade of CamB
ottle
returning prosperity.
CROW
and children Leigh. Helen and James j den. Mr. Wade was among those
of Penn's Grove. N. J., are visiting who motored to Boston with Mr. and
TRAFFIC BY AIR
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robinson.
Mrs. R. J. Andrews. He went to the
Mrs. Harold Boggs returned Friday j Dr. Lahey’s clinic in Boston,
That within the period of ten days to her home in Brooklyn after spend
half a hundred passengers should ing the summer with her sister Miss
TOO BAD NOT MAINE
LARGE
G OLD M ED A L
make use of the Boston-Bangor air Edna F. Boggs. Her daughter Helene
The
Pepperell
Manufacturing
Co.
will
remain
for
a
few
weeks
with
S
IZ
E
plane service in relation to its Rock
has placed an order for 50,000
relatives here.
These pieces WILL be sold and at once!
land connection, suggests the import
Guests this week a t Mr. and Mrs. j spindles with the Saco-Lowell shops,
ance of this community as a link in G. F. Winslow's are Mr. and Mrs. i according to an announcement by D.
the new agency for travel. The his Warren Lawrence, daughter Esther F. Edwards, president of the latter
Mrs. E. F. Lawrence of Cochitu- concern.
P e r Can
tory of these newly installed air lines and
P er Pkg.
ate, Mass.
, The spindles, equivalent to 194 new
shows gradual growth in business,
Mrs. Willard Boggs of Marlboro,! spinning frames, are to be installed
Telephone 980
j in a new plant at Lindale, Ga.
which should prove true in this case. Mass., is visiting relatives here.
313-319 Main Street,
Rockland, Me.
I t would have been too bad to leave Mrs. Hugh Blodgett and daughter
Particularly in European countries,
Helen returned Friday to Westfield,
Rockland out of the calculation, as IN. J., after visiting Mr. and Mrs. the low price of butter in recent
one time seemed likely to happen.
Mansfield Robinson for several weeks. months has stimulated consumption.

s
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MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO. I

'St

LABOR
DAY

W EEK OF A U G U ST 5 1 s t
BUFFALO

G R A N D EE

PEANUT

OLIVE

BUTTER

BUTTER

24

2 5

S w eet Mixed

B E A R D S L E Y ’S

PICK LES Acme Brand

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

57

C rie H ardw are Co.

H l ? 171?

VO G T’S

25

SKINLESS

MITY NICE

A fte r D o lla r D a y

B A R G A IN S

4-PIECE BEDROOM SUITE

THREE LAWN UMBRELLAS
A FEW REFRIGERATORS (m ixed sizes)
FOUR SW AYERS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

SPREA D
IO

M u sta r d

9

PURITAN
Frankfurters
M arsh m allow s

25

21

PURE

BIZET

RANCHO

VANILLA

OLIVES

VIEN N A
SA U SA G E

27

IVORY SOAP

9

CRAB
MEAT
25

3 c. 25'

CAKE
FLOUR

Every-Other-Day
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T A I I f H U T I4 C T flU JW Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to- King Solomon’s Temple Chapter
• rVLiIV Ur 1 fllZi 1 v n l l night for nomination of officers.
starts its season’s meetings Thurs
day night.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Kora Temple Shrine Band will give
Sept. 1—Owl's Head—Seth Parker en a free concert in Postoffice square
tertainm ent at Baptist Church.
Sept. 1-3—Hancock County Fair at from 2 to 4 Sunday afternoon.
Ellsworth.
Sept. 3 (2 to 8 p. m .)—Educational
Harold Leach resumed his duties
Club picnic, Mrs. Lena Merrill, Broad
way.
with the Rockland National Bank
Sept. 4—Camden—Lions gift ball and yesterday, after a week’s vacation.
entertainm ent at opera house.
Sept. 5—Knox Pomona meets with
Medomak Valley Grange. Burkettvllle.
The first meeting of the season of
Sept. 7—State m uster In Bath
the Auxiliary of Sons of Union Vet
8ept. 7-9—Bluehlll Fair.
Sept. 7-in_Maine State Fair at Lewis erans will take place Wednesday
ton.
night. No supper.
Sept. 8—Rockland schools begin ses
sions.
Sept. 8—Camden—final concert of
Regular meeting of Rockland
summer series at the opera house.
Sept. 19—American Legion boxing ex Lodge, F.&A.M.. tonight. This is the
hibition at Empire Theatre.
first meeting of the lodge after the
Sept. 11—Rockport—annual
concert
by students of Curtis Institute summer summer vacation.
school at Town hall.
. s S£t U—Boy Scout Court of Honor
John Bergholt who has been gar
In Thomaston.
dener at the Silsby nurseries has ob
Sept. 11-12—Monroe Fair.
Sept. 12—Llmeroek Pomona Grange tained a position in Bangor and
m eets with North Haven GrangeSept. 13—Vinalhaven—Field day of moved his family there last week.
Knox County World War organizations.
Sept. 14—Commercial College opens.
What is your idea of the ideals of
Sept. 14—Special election to vote upon
our Woman's Educational Club?
membership of sta te Senate.
Sept. 14-16—Fall conclave of 38th Dis Round table discussion for the next
tric t Rotartans at Lakewood.
picnic at the home of Mrs. Lena Mer
Sept. 16-17—New Belfast Fair.
Sept. 22-23—Unity Park Fair.
rill, Rankin street.
Sept. 29-Oct. 1—North Knox Fair.
Oct. 6-7—Annual convention of the
The National Association of PostMaine Baraca Phllathea Union at Farm 
ington.
office Clerks has endorsed the fiveo ct. 6-8—Lincoln County Fair.
Nov. 9—Special election to vote upon I day week for all postal employes. A
administrative code bill.
resolution adopted unanimously in

Edwin Libby Relief Corps holds its
first meeting of the 1931-32 season
Thursday evening at G rand Army
Hall a t 7.30.

W ALTER G. TIBBITTS
Death of Prominent Califor
nian, a Former WellKnown Rockland Boy

T he news which reached Rockland
James Gray of Central Fire Sta Aug 23, of the death of Capt. Walter
tion is having his annual vacation. Greenough Tibbitts, incurred in an
C. B. Brown is back with the com
automobile accident th a t day near
pany ready for all alarms.
Clarkesville, Calif., brought deep sor
The Maine Yacht Corporation or row to this city, his native home, and
ganized at Portland with a capital where his surviving brother, William
of $50,000, has as its president Franz F. Tibbetts, and his sister, Mrs. A. D.
U. Burkett, formerly of Union.
iM aria Tibbetts) Bird, still reside.
A letter received by Mrs. Bird from
E. M. Benner, on his annual vaca her son Ralph, who lives in Califor
tion from the postofflee, is on a motor nia, states that Capt. and Mrs. Tib
trip into Northern Maine and New bitts, together with Mrs. Maude
Brunswick, accompanied by his wife W right of Merced, a friend who had
and son Hugh.
been visiting them a t their camp at
Echo Lake in the Sierras, were re
John E. Knowlton went to Round turning to their home in Alameda to
Pond Sunday on the Odd Fellows ex attend a birthday gathering for their
cursion and met there his cousin Fred son Walter. Somewhere between
Luce of Round Pond, whom he had Placerville and Folsom, as they were
not seen for 65 years.
making a left turn, one of the front
tires blew out, making it impossible
To secure Dr. E. A. Farrington, to steer the car, which crashed
superintendent of the Bancroft through the fence. One of the fence
School as speaker, the Educational rails pierced the windshield, striking
Club’s picnic has been changed to Capt. Tibbitts in the chest, killing
him instantly. Another rail struck
structs its national officers to do all Thursday, at Mrs. Lena Merrill’s.
Mrs. Tibbitts, who was in the rear
COMING REUNIONS
possible to have such a law enacted.
Sept. 2—Wellman family at home of
Lloyd Clark is home from Hatchet seat, breaking her collar bone, a rib,
W. C. Wellman, South Hope.
severing an artery in the right fore
Sept. 3—Young family at the home of
The date of the annual concert by Mountain Camp, well browned and arm, and bruising her shoulder and
R alph Young In Union.
muscled
by
his
experience
as
swim
Sept. 5—Leadbetter family a t Crock the students of the summer school ming instructor. He will resume his the side of her body badly.
e tt's hall. North Haven.
of the Curtis Institute has been an 
Mrs. Wright, who was beside Capt.
Sept. 7—Whitmore family at home of nounced for Friday, Sept. 11, in studies at Massachusetts Institute of Tibbitts in the front seat, was unin
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant, Union.
Tecchnology
this
month.
jured, and through her training as a
Sept. 12—Simmons family at the home Rockport Town hall, under the direc
of Mr. and Mrs. James MacLaughlln, Old tion of Josef Hofmann.
Further
nurse was able to render valuable
County Road, Rockland.
All
pupils
who
have
not
previously
details will be announced.
assistance. She freed Capt. Tibbitts
registered for High School courses are from the rail and found he was past
WEATHER
asked
to
do
so,
on
or
before
Satur
Irving Elwell who attended the ball
help. Then turning to Mrs. Tibbitts
This first day of September brings game at Togus Sunday improved the day. This notice applies to both out she made a tourniquet, stopping the
the crisp morning air and clear blue opportunity to call upon Capt. Wil of town and resident pupils. Princi loss of blood from the severed artery,
skies which we are wont to associate liam P. Cook at the Hospital Build pal Blalsdell will be in his office dally until help could be gotten from a
with the first of the fall months. ing. He found this 92-year-old Civil from 9 to 12 and 1 to 5.
passing car, about 10 minutes later.
Wind is northwest. The closing days War veteran in excellent spirits, able
Mrs. Tibbitts is now a t the Alameda
of August had a variety of weather, to read and write without glasses,
Wednesday at 2.30 there will be a Sanitarium.
n ot up to the standard set by the and as keen minded as in his prime. meeting at the Ingraham Hill chapel
Capt. Tibbitts was born in Rock
month as a whole. Friday and S at He is in fact talking of making a to form an organization of the W. C. land Sept. 26.1861, the son of Alpheus
urday kept the shoppers dodging I Rockland visit before long.
T. U. Mrs. Helen Hyde Carlson, Chandler and Fidelia (Farrow) Tib
showers, and cheated the baseball
State organizer, and Miss Alena bitts. The elder Tibbitts was a sailfans of the double-header they had
There will be a supper at Penob Young, county president, will be the m aker in those busy shipping days
anticipated a t Community Park. scot View Grange Thursday at 6.30. speakers. All ladies in the neighbor and young Walter on graduating from
Sunday morning was dubious but by The program for the evening will in hood are invited.
high school learned the trade. Then
early afternoon Che sun had broken clude singing. My Old Kentucky
at th e age of 19 he heard the call of
through the clouds.
Yesterday Home; roll call, places of interest I
The little daughter of Ernest Cay- the sea and shipped on the schooner
morning was also delightful, noon have visited during the summer; the ton was knocked down by a motor Nile, Capt. Luke Spear, of the White
temperature 75, but the afternoon story of Labor Day by Mrs. Steward, car driven by John Achorn of Rock & Case fleet, for New York. There
shower was very wet while it lasted. reading. It's all in the state of the port at the Ford runway Sunday eve he joined the clipper ship Oracle for
This morning mercury 52.
mind. Minnie Miles; singing. Work ning. She was taken to Knox Hos San Francisco, which was destined to
for the Night is Coming; state cur pital, but seemed be suffering noth be his home and out of which port
L. W. Fickett and Don Clark of the rent events, Charles Gregory; read ing more serious than a bruise on he commanded ships of the famous
Maine Music Store left yesterday a ft ings, Mary Gregory, Lizzie Smith, the forehead. It was said that no Chapm an <fe Flint Line, the smartest
ernoon for Boston where for several Margaret Maxey, Harriet E. Richard blame was attached to the driver. • clippers afloat. Many times he
days they will take a special course son; special reading by Myra Dyer
crossed the western ocean and was
in servicing the new R.C.A. Victor.
and special music; a talk by Rev.
Brilliant moon and excellent roads known as one of the most successful
Charles Crane,.
indicate th at the Seth Parker en m asters on the coast. Then he left
The Rockland baseball team goes
tertainment at Owl’s Head this eve the sea and became prominent ashore,
The
annual
meeting
of
the
Maine
to Togus next Sunday for what will
ning will find a filled house. This building several vessels and engaging
Library
Association
will
be
held
in
probably be the closing game of the
fourth presentation of Seth Parker in other noteworthy enterprises in
season there. As before, the team, Kittery tomorrow, Thursday and Fri in this locality is being given by the which he prospered.
while playing under the name of day, when the Fogg Memorial Libra- same cast as last winter. The pro
I n the year 1917 he founded the
Rockland, will represent the flower i ry of Eliot and the Rice Library of ceeds will be used to help defray ex Barnes & Tibbitts Construction Co.
of Knox County, with a hired pitcher. 1Kittery will combine to entertain the penses on repairs recently made on of Alameda and five years later be
! members of the association. A ban- the church.
came president of the Western Hous
Kenneth V. White's short wave 1quet will be held in the Grange hall,
ing Corporation. In addition to
radio station on Sunday intercepted with Henry E. Dunnack, State Li
The Public Library will be closed serving on the State Harbor Board,
a message being sent from a station brarian, acting as master of cere Thursday of this week to enable the he was for many years a member of
in Spain to one in Peoria, Hl. It was monies. May Lambert Becker will staff to attend the Maine Library As the Alameda City Planning Commis
Russian and was to be forwarded to be the speaker of the evening. At sociation’s annual convention at Kit sion, only recently resigning as
a party in New York. This was the morning session, Louis Ibbotson, tery. At the Children's Librarian’s chairman. His striking personality
promptly done by Kenneth who had librarian of the University of Maine, round table Thursday morning Miss and pronounced ability surrounded
made a careful transcription of the will address the gathering, and the Hazel Marshall is to talk informally him with friends and admirers to
evening speakers will be Mary Ellpn on the successful summer reading whom his untimely death has
message.
Chase and Eric Kelley, both well clubs of the Rockland library. Miss brought deep sadness.
Congressman Donald B. Partridge, known writers. The feature of Fri Snow, librarian, leaves this evening
C apt. Tibbitts was m arried Sept. 12,
who spoke before the Forty Club yes day will be a book display and a talk for the convention, where she will 1893, to Grace Thurber Cilley of
terday, was a caller at The Courier- on the new fall books by Charles E. have charge of exhibits from the sev Rockland, daughter of the late Major
Gazette office before departing for Campbell of Portland. The Rock eral libraries of the State, illustrat Gen. Jonathan P. Cilley, and there
home.
He smiled enigmatically land, library will close Thursday so ing methods used in public libraries. are two sons, Jonathan C. of Ala
when asked if he had any political that the entire force, including. Miss
meda and Walter Farrow Tibbitts of
plans for the future, but it looked as Margaret Snow, librarian. Miss Ruth
At the annual meeting of the Piedmont, as well as the Rockland
if some interesting word might soon 1Rogers, Miss Hazel Marshall and Camden Yacht Club, Commodore brother and sister, surviving.
come out of the Oxford hills.
i Mrs. Stella McRae, may attend.
Capt. Tibbitts retained his love for
Cyrus H. K. Curtis of Philadelphia
was elected for the 25th consecutive old-tim e friends and scenes and
The annual Stock Reducing Sale ; If you have not already purchased year. His yacht, the Lyndonia, flag made a number of visits here, where
a t Palmer's Jewelry Store continues your ticket to the Seth Parker enter- ship of the local fleet, is well known he was always warmly welcomed.
until Sept. 5. I t constitutes a re- i tainment tonight a t Owl's Head, I in every port along the Atlantic W ith Mrs. Tibbitts he had traveled
markable buying opportunity for ! procure it at the door, price 25 cents, I Coast. The roster of the club is as much in Europe and his letters of
high grade gifts.—adv.
* 1—adv.
•
I follows: Vice - Commodore. Robert travel published in th is paper are
I Law, secretary, T. Jenness French; pleasantly recalled.
T he origin of the family is English,
; treasurer, Millard B. Long; meas
urer, Chauncey B. Borland; direc the early spelling of the name being
tors, Cyrus H. K. Curtis, Robert Law, adopted by Capt. Tibbitts. though in
All kinds of Awnings—Porch Chairs and Hammocks
John Bird, George E. Allen, Z. M. Maine, where there are many de
Dwinal, E. G. Young; regatta com scendants, the spelling Tibbetts is
Recovered— Auto Awnings, Truck Covers— Boat
mittee, John Bird, John Taylor, commonly used.
F uneral services were held from
Covers, etc.— Hammock Tops— Anything in Canvas
Eugene C. Rich, J. Hugh MontgomI ery, Oliver H. Mayhew, C. B. Bor- the residence, 1246 St. Charles street,
Prompt Service Year Around
' land, Harold Corthell and A. L. An Alameda, on Aug. 26, with interment
TENTS FOR SALE OR TO LET—Tents Waterproofed and Repaired
at Mountain View Cemetery.
derson.
FLAGS OF ALL SIZES
Miss E tta O'Brien is back with The
At this season of the year we make
ail forms of automobile insurance our Courier-Gazette force, after a week's
i specialty. Tel. 675, Roberts & Veazie vacation.
HERBERT E. SIMMONS, Foreman
i Inc. M. F. Lovejoy Mgr., Masonic
18 WILLOW STREET
77-78Ttf
TEL. 1262-W
Sunday sailings of the Eastern
ITemple.—Tadv.
46-S-tf
Steamship Lines will be discontinued
after Sept. 6.
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SPRUCE HEAD

Mrs. Arthur Thomas of Oakland
an dtwo nieces Thelma and Iris
Bradford and Peleg Bradford, Jr. of
South Portland have been guests for
a week of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Bur
ton.
Paul York has returned home after
a short visit with his cousin Richard
Harris in Rockland.
Mrs. May Adams of Shrewsbury,
Mass., was over-night guest Thurs
day of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Adams.
Mrs. Freeman Elwell suffered an ill
turn Monday and is seriously ill at
her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dunbar and
two sons of Mendon, Mass, are guests
of Mrs. Carrie McLeod.
Mr. and Mrs. Milledge Randall of
White Head atended the dance at ,
Spruce Head Thursday night.
Miss Caroline Robinson who has 1
been visiting hesr niece Mrs. Callie
Morrill during the summer will
spend the winter with Mrs. Foster,
Main street, Thomaston.
Mrs. Stanley Simmons and two
sons have returned home from Seal ‘
Island where they have been spend
ing the remainder of the summer
with Mr. Simmons wh ois lobstering
there.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Newhall and
children of ockland called on friends
here Sunday night.
Mrs. Margaret Carr is spending a
few days with her parents in Rock
port. Mr. and Mrs. Carr will occupy
the Helen Meservey house for the
winter and Mrs. Carr ill teach school
during the fall term.

$
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TO RIPEN TOMATOES
If handled right, tomatoes will
ripen successfully after frost has
killed the vines. I t is probably best to
pick all the tomatoes after the first
frost. Select only uninjured fruits that
are mature or nearly so, and avoid
bruising or other injury. Those in
the right stage of ripeness show a
yellowish-white color near the blos
som ends or on the sides. A wellventilated dry cellar is a good place
for ripening. Put the tomatoes in one
layer on shelves or shallow trays. If
the room is dark the tomatoes will
ripen more uniformly. At a tempera
ture of about 70 deg. F. with a humi
dity of from 75 to 80 percent, tomatoes
ripen rapidly but do not keep well
after ripening. At a temperature of
60 deg. F. they ripen at a moderate
rate. A temperature of about 55 deg.
F. is the lowest at which they will
ripen satisfactorily.
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o ff fo r s c h o o l F u lly E q u ip p e d

Don’t send your boy or girl off to school next Tuesday without some new clothes
to help their changed environment. Do your part to make their school year a suc
cess. W hether you buy it ready made or buy the material to make it we feel we
can give the quality you want at the price you want.
Here are special values to make the fam ily pocketbook go farther.

S e n te r C r a n e ’s h a s a p r e s 
e n t fo r y o u r g irl o r b o y

FEEDING THE FARM HORSE
The method of feeding the farm
horse has much to do with his con
dition and with utilization of the feed,
says the Bureau of Animal Industry.
If the horse bolts his grain, make him
eat it slowly by spreading it out in a
flat box, by putting some smooth
stones (about 3 inches in diameter) in
a box, or by mixing the grain with
bran, cut hay, or similar feed. If two
kinds of hay are fed, one of which
is especially palatable, the horse may
waste the feed by pulling it out and
trampling it. In this case, feed only
one kind at a time. Feed some hay
before the night grain, as otherwise
the horse fills up on hay afterwards,
and grain is forced through stomach
too quickly. Keep the grain box and
manger free from chaff, dirt, and
other trash. Feed the horse only at
regular intervals in the work season.

__

The first 150 parents buying $2.00 or
over in our Children’s Department (2d
floor) will receive free a School Bag . . .
with outside extension pocket and pen
cil case . . . genuine cowhide straps.
Purchases must be made by parents or
some adult person.

For B oys

F o r G ir ls

Blouses, 4 to 13 ................... 79 and .98
Knickers, 7 to 1 3 ................ 1.00 and up
Suits, 2 to 1 0 ..................... 1.00 and up
Shirts, 8 to 1 4 ......................... 79 and .98
Golf Stockings, 7'/2 to I I ..... 19 and up
Running Pants, 6 to 16 ................... 45
Athletic Shirts, 8 to 1 6 ..................... 25
Sweaters, 28 to 3 6 ............ 1.59 and up
New Ties

Dresses, 2 to 1 4 ................. 1.00 and up
Sweaters,. 2 to 1 4 ...............1.00 and up
Long Ribbed Hose, 5 to 10............ 12%
% Length Golf H o se ............ 19 and up
Anklets, 6 to 1 0 ............... 12% and up
Punjab Percales, 36 in........................18
Knit Union Suits in colors................ 59
School Companions ........... 19 and .25

R e c e iv e d T o o L a te F o r D o lla r D a y s
JU ST A R R IV ED !

L a d ie s C o tto n V e s t s
Combed Yarn, Built Up Shoulders,
Bodice Top.

Sizes 36-44

2 5 c e a c h 4 fo r $ 1 .0 0

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Fresh tomatoes can be filled with
almost any left-over meat or vegeta
bles for a stuffed tomato salad. A fill
Philip Morton, William Kearly, Alice which once brought her fame and
EAST UNION
ing made of chopped meat such as
Layr, Harold Layr. Barbara Morton, glory.
chicken, veal, or tongue, cooked peas,
Hazel Young, Marion Young.
A school of nearly 1000 have been
Miss
Hilda
Anderson
of
Warren
is
Chopped pickles or cucumber, celery,
Members of the school present at chased to sea by boats manned by
and salad dressing, is very good. After visiting Mrs. May Robbins.
every session' were Hope Brown, men and women, many of them the
the tomatoes have been peeled and
After a delightful summer, the Martha Gould, William Kearly, children of noted Massachusetts
scooped out, they should be seasoned camp girls have returned to their Dorothy Morton, Shirley Morton, Al- whaling men.
inside with salt, turned upside down
freda Young, Barbara Morton, Ma
The herd of small whales, known
to drain, and placed in the icebox respective homes.
George Livingstone of Providence rion Young, Hazel Young; missed to the initiate as black fish, appeared
until the time to fill and serve them.
only one session, Geraldine Gould, a t the harbor entrance Tuesday.
is with his family in this place.
Philip Morton, Doris Payson.
They were first sighted by Captain
Winter killing causes nearly as
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Morton ac
This school was under the direction L. D. Baker, who spread the alarm.
heavy losses to the winter wheat crop companied by Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Dorof Miss Margaret McKnight assisted Scores of residents responded and
as all wheat diseases combined. Us
ing hardy varieties, sowing in stubble nan attended the fair a t Bangor last by Mrs. Beatrice B. Brown and Miss dories, motorboats and larger sailing
Carol Gardner, pianist, and under vessels were manned as the Cape
or cornstalks, preparing a firm seed Wednesday.
bed on fallowed land by means of a
William Miller of Augusta was a their efficient leadership has been a Codders prepared to drive the mam
great success. The handwork by the mals out to sea.
duck-foot cultivator, sowing with recent caller on friends in town.
children was fine, and all who at
Two hours were required to turn
• • • •
furrow drills a t proper rates and
tended the closing exercises felt very the leaders of the herd seaward and
dates, and mulching with straw, re
Bible School a Success
grateful to the Directors of Religious during the “rodeo” the shores were
duce winter injury of wheat.
The Bible School closed Thursday Education. Benediction by J. L. Cor lined with vacationists.
evening with an Interesting program
The small whales, which weighed
Dairy cows produce more milk if by the children. Especially worthy of son, superintendent.
from 3 to 6 tons, came in last year
they have constant access to pure mention was a pageant, “They Who
and foundered on the beach. It cost
A MARINE RODEO
drinking water than if they are wa Weave,” presented In a very credit
the town a great deal to bury the
tered Irregularly or only at certain able manner. Characters: Record
hours. An automatic water bowl for Keeper, Hope Brown; Rachel, Shir Wellfleet Masses Its Forces To Drive mammals and their presence on the
beach presents a menace to the
Unwelcoming Whales To Sea
each cow is the best way to supply ley Morton; Mary, Dorothy Morton;
health of the residents.
water when the cows are confined in Crusader Mother, M artha Gould;
Wellfleet, famed in history as a
individual stalls, the Bureau of Dairy Pioneer Mother, Alfreda Young;
One memory European nations
Industry has found: Place it at the Modern mother, Geraldine Oould; whaling town, has mobilized its citi
right height—from 26 to 28 inches holders of threads, Marjorie Davis, zens in a war against the mammal usually keep green is where they last
buried the hatchet.—Arkansas GaSt. George defeated Camden 7 to above the floor for Jerseys and other
6 a t St. George last night. Full score small breeds and from 28 to 30 inches
in Thursday's issue.
for Holsteins.

A W N IN G S

ROCKLAND AW NING CO., Inc.

BORN

Sheep will probably be fewer in the
next two or three years, says the Bu
reau of Agricultural Economics, in its
midsummer sheep and wool outlook.
Lamb production is at high levels,
and poor range will probably cause
western sheepmen to market more
than the usual proportion of the lamb
crop and to hold back fewer ewe
MARRIED
lambs for breeding. The proportion
RUSSELL-WILSON—At Rockport. Aug. of unfinished lambs in the marketing
29. by Rev. F. F. Fowle. A. Richard
Russell of West Rockport and Miss of Western States will be above aver
Hilda Wilson of Waldoboro.
age, the bureau expects..

AUSPLAND — At Community Hospital.
Camden. Aug. 28. to Mr. and Mrs Ed
w ard C. Auspland. a son. Edward
Clarence. Jr.
LERMAN—At Rockland. Aug. 26. to Mr
and Mrs. Sam Lerman. a aon. Homer.
ALLEN—At Rockland. *Aug. 30. to Mr
and Mrs. Henry K. Allen of Tenant's
Harbor, a daughter.

ING

a
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Printing must have a “wallop” to it to gain a favorable impression
these days. It must be quality through and through— the sort that
commands attention at all times.
We know printing— for that’s our business—and it’s your business
to get the best at the lowest possible prices, consistent with such
quality.
Whenever you’re in the market let us figure with you.

T h e C o u r ie r -G a z e tte

DIED
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
TIBBITTS—In Clarkesville, El Dorado
NICE NEW comb honey for sale, cheap.
County. Calif., Aug.
23. Walter
Greenough Tibbitts of Alameda, native Any day but Sunday. GEORGE BREW
105*It
of Rockland, aged 70 years. 10 months, STER. 43 Rankin St.
27 days. Burial In Alameda.
THOMPSON—At Friendship. Aug. 30.
M yrtle L. Thompson, aged 61 years. 5
m onths. 28 days. Funeral Tuesday at
1.30 standard, from late residence.
DURRELL—At Camden. Aug. 31. Mrs.
Elizabeth Durrell. aged 72 years Fu
SERVICE & REPAIRS
neral Tuesday at 2 o'clock. Burial at
South Gardiner.
ALL MAKES OF SETS
MAKINEN—At South Thomaston. Aug
31, Ellas Maklnen. aged 60 years, 4
m onths. 10 days.
R. W . TYLER
SELLERS—At Rockland. Aug. 31. Wilder
A ustin Sellers of Vinalhaven. aged 55
PHONE 58-2-7
yea
■ears. 1 month, 17 days. Interm ent In
Vln
"nalhaven.

RADIO

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to each and every one a t Knox Hospital
(or th e ir kindness during the Illness and
death o( our loved one.
Mrs. Ernest Havener. Miss Marcia Hav
ener.

S P E C IA L S A L E
ffO
Preserving P eaches
S w eet Potatoes 8 lbs
Green T om atoes pk
33c
Preserving Jars qts $1.09 pt 99c
Pickling Vinegar
gal
25c
BUSHEL
B A SK ET

TESTED

LOBSTERS
TU ESD A Y -W E D N ESD A Y SPECIAL

Nobleboro.

Nilo's Repair Shop, Spring street,
will be open Saturday nights here
after.—adv.
8-tf
“Porter, how much to carry bag
gage?"
“T en cents the first parcel, then
SIM ON K. H A R T
five cents each further parcel."
MONUMENTS
“I will carry the first parcel and
you take the other.”—Lustige Kolner 53 Pleasant S t Tel. 911-M Rockland
30Ttf
Zeitung.
,

25c

POUND
P e r r y ’s M a r k e t

25c

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-W ORD PUZZLE
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By RUTH DAVIS SARGENT
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quite a bit of gusto. It
Hwaswithsuch
a lot of money, all to
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
lO-An eagle
12-Rend
14—A noble
20-Consume
22- Boy’s name (short)
23- Pleasure
24- Percolates
25- Pertaining to boron
26- Leases
29-Grassy meadow
33- The East
34- A color
35- Breathes noisily In
sleep
VERTICAL
36- City of Italy
37- Territory (abbr.)
1- Part of the body
38- Winged (Bot.)
2- Ancient business
40-An entry in an
quarter of Venice
account
3- Towards
42-Comrade
4- Confined in small 45-Portugese coin
space
47- Entirely
5- Uneven
48- Augment
6- To strike gently
50—Suffix used in nouns
7- Backbones
of Latin origin
8- Exist
52-Thus
9- A church festival
54-Act
Solution to Previous Puzzle
ROBBINS REUNION

HORIZONTAL
1-Skill
4-Malls
8-An insect
11-Revelled
13-Become visible
15- Mother
16- Terminate
17- A pastry
18- Stannum (abbr.)
19- Thin
21-Tidy
23-Gazes
25-A member of a
primitive race of
northern Africa
27- Kitchen utensil
28- Reported birth
place of Apollo
and Artemis
30- Before
31- Ever (Poet.)
32- Decay
35-Country of Europe
37-To make lace
39-Drills
41-Ships of the desert
43-ln

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

44- A kind of rubber
45- Musical note
46- Epoch
48- Alto (Music)
49- Musical note
51-A hard coating of
the teeth
53-Conveyed by a deed
55- Pronoun
56- Vehicle on runners
(pi.)
57- Lyric poem

Mrs. May F. Robbins Writes of Their
Old-time Gatherings
I Lines read by their writer at the re
cent family gathering |
The Robbins family have gathered once
more.
To unite in friendship they have come
To greet one another In peace and good
will.
And proclaim to the faithful ones 'Well i
Done."
Full many years have we met together.
B ut in a larger number than we meet
today;
We looked forward to those pleasant
gatherings
When all came, some from a long dis- ,
lance away.

■ ■■ — ■

Fathers, mothers, brothers and sisters
A P P I F T f l M R l P l f 'P
Some times there were three hundred In ,
r-\l I
1 v-'lx
all.
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley and daughAlwavs on time for the bountiful dinner .
j W attle Match were callprs
When the tables sent forth the welcome ' er anci H attie Hatch were callers
call.
, Tuesday on Mary Bye, R. N., m RockU nc^W U lard was one of our grand old

G ra c e W entw orth of S e a rs.

Whose voice rang out In gladsome song, mont was a weekend guest at L. N.
"Marching Through Georgia” was h i s , Moody'S.
Yet. many others he was very fond.
Laurence and Lucy Moody with

several young friends attended Ban■——
— fair Wednesday
W erinesdav evening
i ir fair
la ir W ednesday evening.
evening.
Winchester,
i Mrs. Grace Adams of Wim
j Mass., was a recent guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Moody.
I Several from this place were in
Rockland Dollar Days.
What a large and happy family circle
Bertha Johnson of Morrill was a
Assembled on th a t first reunion day!
So long ago. but pleasant memories
recent guest of Mrs. Elizabeth
Have often cheered us along our way.
Sprowl.
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman entertained her
We were always sure of a glad welcome
With ‘ Old Glory” proudly waving on Sunday school class “The Voyagers,”
Making us feel the spirit of patriotism.
Tuesday afternoon at her home. ReWlth peace and good fellowship ever ; freshments were served with 11 memnl«h.
| bers and two visitors seated at the
o. for the good old reunion days,
' table. Games were played during
When children's voices rang out in , the afternoon and a fine time enchildish glee.
, ..
. joyed. The members present were
For their bright faces gladdened the •! J
__
day,
1Ida Williams, Ruth Demuth, Dorothy
And sad hearts were made light hearted Gushee, Merle Griffin. William Norand lree.
wood, Wallace Withee, Elizabeth
We renewed old acquaintances then.
Fish, Eleanor Fuller, Arnold Pitman,
And many new faces did we meet.
Warren Moody. Marie Perry, the two

The older ones who are with us today,
No doubt took a part In singing those
hymns.
Seldom Wiley, E. M. Stubbs. Jeruel Hart
Which in their memory will never grow
dim.

Yes, we^enjoyed those pleasant gather-

N o rm a n Post> J r

„ f P ra n k .

For this grand old family we love to lin, Mass., and Ernestine Fuller,
greet.
.
_____________

THE VIRGINIAN
Softly, oh I softly the years have come
and gone,
Each In Its tu rn has quickly slipped
Just 25 years ago this week Dustin
away.
But Just a clasp of that friendly hand.
Farnum opened in New York in The
Has cheered our hearts along life's way. .................... ...
,
,
__
Virginian, the play from Owen Wis-

There has been many a summer's sun.
ter's famous novel. Five years ago
As well as many a winter's snow.
since first we met In that happy re-1 a silent movie was made of It, and
union
two years ago a talkie was produced.
Ju st five and forty years ago.

When the play opened, Mr. Wister's
The marine slogan m ight be | novel was four years old. Now It is
amended to “Join the Lindbergh 29, and its annual sales are still in
family and see the world.”—Indian- i excess of 15,000, as the Macmillan Co.
apolis Star.
1confesses.

H ave This C atalog H andy!
TIME
FOR
H ARVESTING
TOOLS

A great guide book for buying Harvesting tools and Equipment.
Farm, Garden, Poultry and Dairy Supplies—a t prices that please.
Everything from the largest harvester to a jar ring.
Replacement Parts a Specialty
Write or call for your copy NOW! The supply is limited.
2131
IA R M , DAIRY

an d

POULTRY SUPPLIES — 8EEDS

P! L N D A L L
P E D tR A L a n d

TEMPLE

5
STS.,

W H IT N E Y
PORTLAND

MAINE

gether, to haDd to anybody. Stella |
Unshed with pride as she slipped It
in her worn pocketbook.
“Well, ray girl,” Bill had said, “I
guess now you and the young
cues'll be getting some of those
things you’ve been telling me you
needed.”
“Oh, Bill, honey,” Stella said.
“Isn't it wonderful, after these
four long weeks with you wearing
out shoe leather trying to find a
job, to have finally gotten placed,
and to be giving me ten dollars to
fix up the kiddies and ourselves!”
“Don’t forget yourself, Stella,”
Bill admonished her. “If you see
some little thing you want, buy it.”
And then, slowly, "but go easy with j
it, old girl. I don't need to tell
you that, 1 know. But ten dollars
is a lot of money today. Buy the
things we really need."
“I’ll hang on to it till 1 see just
the right things, Bill dear," she
promised, kissing him good-by at
the door.
Stella’s work went quickly that
morning. She whistled a little tune
as she did the dishes. It had been
so long since they had had money.
The kiddies were a little ragged
and worn In their last year’s
clothes. And Bill, the things he
HERE really isn't anything on a
needed, and herself, too. Well,
scorching mid-summer afternoon
she’d buy some of them this fine
to equal an iced beverage for driv
morning. She’s surprise Bill to
ing away the depressing effects of
night with just what that ten dol
lars could do.
the heat. The musical clink of ice
’ It didn’t seem possible on that
in the glasses, the delicious tang
early fall day that tragedy could
of wisely blended fru it juices and
lurk around Stella, when she felt
the new energy which science has
so happy and secure with that care
found is supplied by the sugar used
fully folded bill In her purse. But
,nr sweetening, all combine to im
it struck her forcibly as she stood
prove one's bodily comfort and give
beside the stocking counter in
Blakeley’s big store, about to pay
for some socks, her first purchase
for BilL The ten dollars was not i
in her pocketbook.
Frantically. {
she searched the shabby envelope
she carried, discovered the hole in
the inner pocket where she had J
tucked the bill, retraced her steps
anxiously to the very door of the
By NELLIE MAXWELL
store. But the ten dpllars was
gone.
♦♦♦«- She thought her heart would
Break as she stepped into the busy
Life Is prand, and so are its
s tre e t Bill’s hard-earned ten dol- ,
environm ents of Past and F u 
lars gone! How could she have
ture. Would the face of nature
be so serene and beautiful If
been so careless. Why hadn’t she
m an’s destiny were not equally
noticed that hole In the pocketbook
so?—Thoreau.
before she had placed that precious
bill within i t
D ishes for A ll Occasions
She paused a moment before the
entrance of the great Hotel GrayE 'i)R a Sunday night lunch a
don, leaning against a pillar for
V simple dish which Is easy to
support. The world had gone dizzy
prepare and serve is the following:
and black before her eyes.
Sunday Dish.—Melt one-half of a
A car, large and shining, drove
up before the Graydon, a chauffeur i tablespoonful of butter, add one
cupful of grated crumbs, mix well,
at the wheel. A lady, beautifully
add two cupfuls of milk with one
gowned and middle-aged, came
well-beaten egg. Mix and cook,
down the Graydon steps to enter
when hot, add one-half cupful of
it. Blindly, Stella moved on. She
grated cheese, a hit of salt and a
must not make a display of herself
dash of paprika and cayenne.
on the public street. Then some
Serve on crisp rounds of buttered
thing brushed her elbow. She
toast. Mustard, too, may be added
turned and found it, the hand of
if desired.
the woman who had come down
For Any Dinner.—Take a small
the hotel steps.
“Is something the matter?" the
chuck roast, brown it in a little
woman asked kindly. “Yon looked
fat and add a tablespoonful of wa
ter, cook slowly until well done.
as if you were about to falL Are
you faint?”
An hour before serving add pota
“Thank you; no.” Stella spoke
toes, arranging them around the
bravely, but there was no mistak
meat. Cook in a tightly-covered
ing the tears in her eyes.
scotch kettle. Serve with the po
.“Won’t you tell me what’s trou
tatoes surrounding the meat. An
bling you?" the woman urged. “I
onion may be added or a clove of
can see you are bothered by some
garlic for flavor. Serve with
thing. Perhaps it might help you
Buttered Parsnips. — Cut the
if you knew I had a daughter once,
parsnips into even-sized pieces and
a girl who would be about your
place in a heavy kettle with two or
age today. I lost her.”
three tablespoonfuls of butter, de
The sympathy Stella saw in
pending upon the amount of pars
every line of the sweetly, saddened
nips. Stir and cook without add
face regarding her was exactly
ing any water, if possible. When
w hat she needed.
tender the parsnips will be a light
“Oh, I shouldn't tell you this,”
brown and most delightful flavor.
she began. “1 don’t even know
Season with salt and pepper and
you. But It’s nearly killing me.
serve.
This morning my husband. Bill, o il,
Date Puff.—Beat six eggs sepa.you can’t guess how good he is to
ratelv, add one cupful of powdered
me. gave me ten dollars to buy
sugar to the yolks of the eggs, onethings for the babies and myself.
half cupful of walnut meats and
He worked so hard for it. And
half a package of dates finely cut.
now. well, I don't know how, hut
Add four heaping tablespnonfuls of
I’ve lost ltl And it was all Bill
bread crumbs to which one tea
had to give. And I’ve lost i t !”
spoonful of baking powder is add
Tears poured unrestrained down
ed. Mix well, then fold In the
. Stella’s cheeks. It seemed so even
stiffly beaten whites of the eggs
more monstrous, now that she had
and bake half an hour in a slow
said it, that she had lost that ten
oven. Serve with whipped cream.
dollars. Then she was surprised
Fruit Salad.—Place a slice of
by a light in the woman’s eyes.
pineapple on a crisp lettuce leaf,
| “Do you know, my dear,” the
on this a spoonful of cottage
woman was saying excitedly, fum
cheese. On top of the cheese ar
bling in her own bended purse,
range two slices of canned pear
“it’s the most curious thing, hut
with a section of orange between.
Jason, he’s my chauffeur, found this
Dot the cheese with bits of maraten-dollar bill In front of one of i chlno cherry and serve with a
the large stores. I think It was—
spoonful of mayonnaise.
Salmon Sandwiches. — Add a
| “Blakeley’s?” Stella asked ea
sour, chopped pickle to two or
gerly.
three tablespoonfuls of flaked sal
; “Yes, Blakeley’s,” the woman ! mon mixed with salad dressing.
went on, “and, my dear, fancy 1 Spread on buttered bread and serve
finding you Just after you'd lost | with a hot or cold drink.
It I”
((cY 1931. W e s te r n N e w s p a p e r U n ion.)
j “Why, how wonderful," Stella I
exulted. "To have you find ine I
right after I’d lost it,” she echoed
H om estead in Path of
like a child.
"Well, run and do your errands, [
Road H olds Up Work
my dear!” The woman smiled and
Pittston,
Pa.—Definite steps have
gave her a kindly, maternal push.
And It wasn’t until after the ' been taken to remove “the house
in the middle of the road" at
woman had departed in her great
Moosic near here.
ear, and Stella was on her way re
The house, owned hy John Gar
joicing with the ten-dollar hill held
vey, has obstructed completion of
close to her hand, that it dawned
the highway between here and
upon her that she wasn’t clasping
Scrnijton for several years due to a
the same ten-dollar hill at all with
dispute over price.
which she had started from home.
An award of $13,500 was made
This one was new and fresh. The
to the Garveys but Moosic borough
other had heen overworked and
was unable to pay the assessment,
crumpled. But the woman and her
and the owners refused to relin
car were gone. Stella had no idea
quish their title until full payment
who she was. And she still had
made. To date, judgments
ten dollars with which to buy j was
aggregating $70,000 have been re
things, for the babies. Stella's
turned against the borough as the
heart gave a great hound of felic
result of the road construction.
ity. What a good old world It was
Two had turns must be made hy
after all!
motorists before they can puss
( © b y McClure N e w s p a p e r S y n d ic a te .)
around the Garvey homestead.
(W N U 8 e r v lc e .)
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K IT C H E N
CUPBOARD

That’* an Idea
“Now boys,” said the professor,
"If you’ll just put a few crazy an
swers in your examination 1 can
sell them to a magazine for $20.”

York city is visiting Mr. and Mrs. ’
Clement Rinehart.
/
By
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Davis, Miss
Jane Rogers
Dorothy Davis and Master H. W.
Davis, Jr., returned Monday to their
home in Waban, Bass., after
spending the summer with Mr. and
Mrs. A. Hartel, Jr.
Owen D. Evans and Miss Janet
Evans returned Saturday to Ridley
Park, Pa.
Clive Brook, Charles Rogers, Rich
ard Arlen, Fay Wray and Jean
Arthur will star in “The Lawyer’s
Secret” at the Playhouse, Wednes
day.
Miss Myrtle Thompson died early
Sunday morning after a lingering
illness. Funeral services held at her
late home Tuesday at 1.30 standard.
Miss Marian Thurston returned
Monday to her home in West H art
ford, Conn., after spending several
weeks here.
Miss Phyllis Harrington of Newton,
Mass., is visiting Miss Eleanor
Hartel.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Howe and
son Volney of Gardner, Mass., and
summer visitors here, were in an
VINALHAVEN
automobile accident at Falmouth,
Joseph S. Black. 79, one of VinalThe Trumbull Players in “Nancy’s Mass., last Thursday evening. Mrs.
haven's oldest business men and one
prominent in the granite industry, Private Affair." Rockport Town hall, Howe is in St. Luke's Hospital, Beds
ford, Mass., with a fractured a r m /
105-106
died at his home last Sunday. One Friday, Sept. 4.
and Mr. Howe is suffering from a
week ago he suffered a very serious
broken nose and nervous shock.
ill turn, but meantime had rallied
FRIENDSHIP
| Miss Alice Seller of Greenfield,
considerably. He was a member of
Mass., driver of the other car was
the Masonic order. Obituary notice
Mrs. Carrie Sampson of Bath is killed and Miss Clarice Palmer of
will be given in next issue,
visiting her sister Mrs. Albion Wot- Brookline, an occupant of her car,
i Miss Catherine Jordan and Miss ton.
has since died.
j Marian Marsh of Rockland were
Rev. E. H. Timberlake. Mr. and Mrs.
H. C. Winans of New York city is
guests last week of Mrs. E .C. Mac Albion Wotton and son Luther, Harry visiting Dr. and Mrs. Charles Ing
intosh.
Burns, Beatrice Bramball, Daisy ham on Morse Island.
one a new zest in life. The ease
A group of the younger social set Simmons, Margaret Osier and G ert
with which cooling drinks are pre
Arthur P. Spear, Jr., has returned
numbering 60 were delightfully en rude Simmons spent last Thursday to Boston after spending his vaca
pared permits no one an excuse for
tertained Friday evening at East- at Washington campground getting tion with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
not enjoying them.
j holm. Supper was served in the a t the grounds and buidings in readi Arthur Spear.
Ambrosia Punch
tractive porch dining room which ness for the campmeeting.
Mix together one quart grape juice,
Edward Eskesen and Maurice *
Mrs Amy Stebbins and daughter Simenson are motoring through
I was adorned with cut flowers. In the
juice of three oranges, juice of
dance
hall
the
decorations
were
of
Ethel
returned
home
Saturday
from
three lemons, one-half teaspoon
Canada on their return trip to Madi- 1
pastel shades of crepe paper. Music a motor trip to the White Mountains son, N. J., after visiting Mr. and Mrs.
ground cinnamon, one cap sugar.
was by Lou Merrithew. banjo. Vinal and Vermont.
Stir until the sugar is thoroughly
Samuel Redmond for two weeks.
■Smith trombone. Neil Calderwood.
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Stebbins Tif
dissolved. Add one quart ginger
John Whittlesey of Newton spent
piano. John Roberts, drums. The Waterville, Vt„ visited Gertrude Sim j the weekend with his parents on
ale.
_________________________________ pretty colored favors added to the mons last week.
Island.
gav coloring of the gowns, and a
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Wall and I Morse
Mrs. Ferdinand D. Armstrong is
ROCKPORT
scene of animation and happiness family of Rockport recently visited
spending a few days in Boston.
Chester Brown.
Fred Crozier of New York was a Jwas Presented.
Rev.
Mr.
Little
preached
in
th
e
M.
recent caller on his aunt, Mrs. Min- ‘ The midsummer night dance in
It seems that Chicago and New
nie Crozier.
Memorial hall has been given the E. Church last Sunday.
York youths sow their wild oats with
The
Roadside
Cemetery
Association
rieir,
1namp of a pajama dance, so it may
vi^fno. EIh», G
M has been bp understood that
affair wiU be held its annual meeting Friday eve j machine-guns.—Ohio State Journal,
Pn-riinpr'the
somewhat unusual in appearance.
ning at the Hatchet Cove Community i ------------------------------------------------Garamer the past week, left Friday
,.
„ n
,
. .
for Waterbury. Conn., where next ,Mrs- f
Libby and daughter House. E. H. Lawry was elected
week she will resume her teaching 1
returned Monday to their home president.
Mrs. E. H. Timberlake and son
duties. Enroute she spent the week- ln, , 0llaSj , ,
_ .
..
.
end with her sister Miss Frances , Mr, a" d Mrs^ Parker Morse and Marlon are in Auburn.
Miss Elizabeth Daniels of Cam
Gardiner. Mrs. Gilbert has been at- , ™
Ml? Dmkenson of Worcester
tending Yale summer school for sev-1who have been guests of Mrs. Morse s bridge visited Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Sell Your Broilers and Fowl While
eral weeks
mother Mrs. Mary Cassie returned Tompkins over the weekend.
Elmer" Crockett spent the weekend ’ today t0 thcir homes' They were ac~ ‘ Miss Margaret Fishback of New
the Market is High
with friends in Portland.
: ----------------------------------------~--------Call or write
Miss Hortense Bohndell entertained
the cousins at an all-day picnic on
COHEN BROS.
Wednesday at the wigwam and it was
* WARREN, TEL. 2-3
a very pleasant occasion. There
were 18 present and the time was de
And a Track Will Call
voted to games, sewing and social
60-tf
chat.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman M. Welch
have returned to Glenridge, N. J.,
For the entire year of
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
erick F. Richards.
1931
we will give Jz^th
Mrs Elizabeth Spear spent the
weekend with relatives in Hope.
Sack of Norman R.
Mrs. Alton Brown and son Neil
Flour in exchange for
who have been residing in Rockland
are making their home for the pres
twelve labels taken
Sea V iew Garage, Inc.
ent with Mrs. Brown’s parents, Mr.
689 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1250
and MrS. C. L McKinney, upper Main
from our Three Crow
street, while Mr. Brown is employed ,
ROCKLAND
12 oz. Baking Powder
in Portland.
M -tf
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Auspland
Can
and
brought
in
to
are receiving congratulations on the |
birth of a son, Edward Clarence, Jr.,
us. This is the first and
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
at Camden Community Hospital, j
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
only Citrous Baking
Aug. 28.
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
Miss Harriet Cavanaugh, daughter
Powder to be placed on
when
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cavanaugh, j
underwent an appendicitis operation 1
the market. Absolutely
M ENTHYL BALM
last week at a Westtbrook hospital.
will bring almost instant relief?
Pure.
Favorable reports are received as to
A scientifically compounded ex
her progress.
ternal application that should be
Miss Marion Weidman entertained
in every home. Sold only at
at a family dinner party Wednesday |
evening in honor of the birthday an 
Johnston’s Drug Store
niversary of Harry P ratt of Rock
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
land. Those present were Mrs. Cora |
Talbot, Mrs. Emma Frohock. Miss
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
Maude A. Pratt and Miss Carrie Sher•
75 cents
riffs of Rockland. Mr. P ratt was the
62-tf
recipient of several nice gifts.
Rockland, Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Dame of Haver
hill, Mass., are at the Griffin cottage
for a short stay.
Lieut. Alvin Fisher, U.S.N.R., and
Lieut. E. E. Elmore, U.S.N., of the
C h e a p e s t In s e c t S p r a y Y o u C a n U se
UJ5.S. Taylor, were recent guests of
j Mr and Mrs Frederick F. Richards.
L a b o ra to r y -T e ste d —S u p er -S tre n g th
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Merrifield and
DYER
TIBBETTS
’ son Paul of Springvale are visiting
For
For
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Paul for ten days.
Tickets are now on sale for
SALES
SERVICE
"Nancy's Private Affair" to be pre
sented next Friday evening a t Town
Fred C. Dyer Pearl Tibbetts
TEL. 1219
ROCKLAND
40 PARK STREET
hall by the Trumbull Players. Lovers
of good comedy will want to see this
play as those who have witnessed it
in the larger cities speak highly of
its humor, and the players will surely
bring to it the same strong acting
that they have exhibited in the two
previous performances, "My Son” and
''Smilin’ Through," which so delighted
their audiences.
A. Richard Russell of West Rockport
and Miss Hilda Wilson of Waldoboro
were married Saturday evening at
the Methodist parsonage by Rev. F.
F. Fowle.
District Supt. A. I. Oliver was in
town Monday and held the first quar
terly conference a t the Methodist
vestry in the evening.
It is gratifying news to the towns
people to learn th at they will again
be privileged to hear the artist stu 
dents of the Curtis Institute of Music
in another of those delightful con
certs at Town hall in the near future.
The net receipts from the same are
to be applied to the Public Library
Building Fund.

Summer Swallows

E GAVE It to her that morning

II

Every-Otber-Day
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“ Honor at S take,” Youth
Steals Rather Than Beg

Birmingham, Ala.—To save his
honor, James Robert Benson, nine
teen, committed two robberies
Save small pieces of soap from the which netted him $143. He told
kitchen and bathroom, and run them authorities that he was broke and
through your meat grinder to make ‘ rode into town on a freight train.
“And do you think I would ask a
soap chips. Be sure to wash your man for a dime on the streets? i'll
food chopper well. Fill a jar with say not,” he explained. lie said his
soap chips and hot water and let it honor was at stake and that he'd
stand, to make soap jelly, for va rather steal than beg.
rious kinds of washing needs, in
cluding shampoos.

companied by Mrs. Cassie's sister-inlaw Mrs. Findlay of Detroit and
grandson Willie Shaw who have been
visitors here several weeks.
Miss Lillian Ross is home from
Boston for a week's vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Owens and
sons Wallace and Albert who have
been at Bridgeside the past week left
today for a short stay in Boston be
fore returning to Utica, N. Y.
The apron sale at the store of Mrs.
Elizabeth Bartoji Wednesday at 1.30
is in charge of Mrs. Sadie Brown. It
is a benefit for the Reorganized
Church of Latter Day Saints.
Herbert Cassie of Portland is
spending a week at home.
The automobile accident Saturday
evening about 10.30 resulted in no
serious injury to the occupants of the
cars. But the cars driven by Clyde
Orcutt and John Roberts of East-,
holm were in a smashup on the road
near the paving cutting at the shores
of Carver's Pond. A hearing was
held Monday morning in Firemen’s
hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wadsworth
are occupying the George Callahan
house on the Ridge.

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

Free!

J O H N B IR D CO.

PLYM OUTH
and D E S O T O

H ints for H om em akers
By Jane Rogers

44tf

Takes Less To Kill—
/gF Surest, Q uickest Death to
Flies. Mosquitoes, Roaches,
Bed Bugs. Ants. Moths. Fleas
M O ST

POPU LA R

THROUGHOUT

THI

W ORLD

HMRAtSERVICL
1 E M B A L M IN G 4
W T 0 R A M B U IA N U

JO B

Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 450
781-1

B U R P E E ’S
ROCKLAND. ME.

VIN ALH A VEN A N D
ROCKLAND
STEAM BO A T CO.

HEN the inner soles of your
favorite bedroom slippers be
come shabby, tear them out and
replace with new ones which can
he quickly made from a discarded
felt hat. Glue them in lightly.

W

Sliced fruits intended for salads
can be given a distinctive and
piquant flavor by marinating them
for an hour or so in a liquid com
posed of eight tablespoons lemon
juice, eight tablespoons orange
juice, ten tablespoons oil, two table
spoons sugar and one-half teaspoon
salt. When ready to serve, drain
and serve with mayonnaise or other
cooked dressing. The liquid, known
as a marinade, keeps well in a
covered jar and makes an excellent
dressing for green salads.

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

We make our printing say ‘Hello’
. . . cordially, interestingly, attractively. We make type talk
with ready attention and convincing salesmanship. We plan
your printing requirements with
intelligence and economy.

STATIONERY
BOOKLETS
BROCHURES
BROADSIDES
OFFICE AND
FACTORY
FORMS

Courier-Gazette
Rockland, Maine

BOATS
Between
ROCKLAND
Vlnalhaven, North Haven, Stonington,
Swan’s Island
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
JULY 1
Subject to Change Without Notice
Eastern Standard Time
DAILY, SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vlnalhaven dally ex
cept Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M.
Arriving at Rockland at 8.20 A. M. and
2 20 P. M. Returning leaves Rockland at
9.30 A. M. and 3.30 P. M. direct for Vlnal
haven, arriving at 10.50 A. M. and 4.50
P. M.

STONINGTON & SWAN’S ISLAND
LINE
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
cept Sundays at 6 00 A. M.. Stonington
655. North Haven 7.50; due at Rockland
about 9.00 A. M. Returning, leaves Rock
land at 2 00 P. M.; North Haven 3.00,
Stonington at 4.00; due to arrive at
Swan's Island about 5 00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 1, 1931

more and considered it my own dis
WEST ROCKPORT
covery. On making inquiry I found
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heal and son
that it was gathered in almost the
exact spot where I discovered mine Harold in company with Mr. and
so many years ago, so it seemed more Mrs. Charles Rhodes of Rockport and
others motored to Carmel Sunday to
i than ever an old friend. It was yel attend the campmeeting.
low foxglove, but don’t send to a
Mrs. Clifford Doerfler and daugh
florist for seeds as I did, for you will
Adella F. Veazie
only be disappointed, as the yellow ter Doris of Watertown, Mass., have
foxglove of the florist is but a dingy been visiting Mrs. Doerfler’s niece,
» > » t t i i > . > >
and unsatisfactory color, while the Mrs. Walter Wheeler, the past few
wild variety is a bright and cheerful weeks.
(Number Nineteen)
A pleasant surprise was in store
yellow.
those who attended the Sunday
Not long ago an article in The Cou
In the wild-flower corner I also for
rier-Gazette asked why so much pink found aralia in fruit, apios in flower, evening service here by the a t
tendance of several able preachers
phlox seems to be crowding other chelone or turtle head, closed gen whose parents were former members
tian,
indian
pipe
and
several
queer
colors to one side. Perhaps I can do
and workers in this church. Rev.
my bit toward helping to solve the things which I could not name. One Harry Leach of Hackensack, N. J.,
very
pretty
exhibit
was
a
ja
r
of
wild
problem. I have several kinds and
was invited to take charge of the
they are all bright colors or white, carrot colored artificially by immers service. Prayer was offered by Rev.
and I have noticed that when I let ing the stems in colored water in the Paul James of Auburn, N. Y. There
them go to seed the seedlings are all same way that pinks are colored were two duets by Mrs. James and
different from the parent plant and green for Saint Patrick's Day. A Miss Leach and Rev. Henry Vinal, a
mosti of them are a washed out or bowl of tiny pompon dahlias—Belle native of this village, gave an inter
dingy pink color. At first I wondered of Springfield—took mv fanev im esting talk. Vesper Leach of Rock
where these came from, as I had mensely, as they were the smallest I land and other members of the Leachnever had any such uninteresting have ever seen, and I never greatly W ial families were also present.
colors, but on reading an article admired the big sprawling varieties Rev. and Mrs. Henry Vinal were cele
written by some practical florist I which seem to be favorites with most brating their 50l.h wedding anni
learned that self sown seeds of phlox dahlia fanciers. I made the rounds versary. It was a very enjoyable
are not reliable, and nearly always three times, bringing up each time event ^or everyone.
produce flowers of faded pink colors. in the wild-flower corner and stop
A Pontiac coupe and a Ford tourI have found that phlox plants are ping there longest. You will be glad j ‘.ng car were in collision Sunday eve
greatly benefited if the roots are to know that after all was over, a ning near the residence of Henry
separated and reset every few years. thoughtful friend sent me some of ; Lamson. The Ford was badly dam
Try it and you will be surprised at the remnants from this corner and I aged and the Pontiac windshield
the tangle of matted roots you will am trying hard to keep them grow broken, rear tires flat and other dam
ing, as much earth is still left on the
find when you divide them.
age done. One occupant was so badly
I see that the black raspberry roots and thus I hope to have a tiny cut as to necessitate being taken to
query has been answered, but I think wild flower corner of my own the the hospital. The State Police held an
I can add to the testimony, for I have coming winter. Some of the plants I investigation.
seen them growing wild in the vicin recognize as coming from the region
Mr. and Mrs. William Vinal of
ity of Thorndike, Maine, where they of “the bog" where I have spent so Portland and Miss Carleen Vinal who
were called “thimble berries" Mv manv happv davs but where I have have been employed at the Samoset
nearest neighbor has several very not been able to go for at least a during the summer, were weekend
prolific bushes at her back door dozen years.
I attended the meeting at the a r guests of Mrs. Emma V. Leach. Miss
which she kindly offered to divide
returned to Portand with her
with me, but before I had the oppor boretum and there I met a basket Vinal
parents Sunday afternoon.
tunity to take them up two very full of old acquaintances, though
The annual church fair was held
thrifty ones came up in my flower they can hardly be called friends, as Thursday
afternoon on the Andrews
garden, probably brought by birds, they were poisonous plants, both wild iawn opposite the postofflee. Not all
and when they began to bear I was and cultivated. One plant which I
much surprised and pleased to find had never seen was hemp, and it is the goods were sold but on the whole
the fruit a rich cream color instead a rather attractive looking plant not it was counted very successful, and
of black. This year those bushes withstanding its shady reputation. thanks are due all who contributed
were taller than their owner, and None of the plants shown were pois or helped in any way.
Mrs. Mabel St. Clair of South War
bore all the berries I needed for two onous to the touch so they we-e
or three weeks. I picked a pint bas passed round and all had a close v’ew ren spent the weekend with relatives
ket full every other day for a long of them. I t has always seemed to me in this section and attended the fair.
Mrs. Laura Packard and Miss Mary
that there is gross carelessness in the
time.
A good many years ago when skir way we allow children to pick and Calderwood of Glencove visited
mishing round the hill above the handle aconite (monkshood* as it is Thursday with Mrs. Emma V. Leach
Oliver Holmes place I found a bush quite common in gardens and also an and were present at the fair.
Miss Fiske of Damariscotta was re
of this kind loaded with cream col almost deadly poison when eaten.
ored berries from which I picked al- , Children are so prone to put flowers cently the guest of her niece Mrs. A.
in the mouth that I pulled up the A. Clark.
most a pint dipper full.
Mrs. Inez Varney is ill with whoop
I went to the flower show at the roots of aconite which were in mv
Country Club and it was truly a won garden when I fell heir to it, and ing cough.
Richard Russell and Miss Hilda
derful display. I had not thought threw them on the rubbish heap out
there were so many flowers in t h e . of harm's way. Were my advice Wilson were married Saturday night.
whole city. I lingered a long time in asked I should certainly say ‘‘Go
the wild flower corner for manv of j thou and do likewise."
NORTH CUSHING
my old woodland favorites were there
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Larrabee re
Germany
wanted
a
place
in
the
and I found one old friend which I
turned Monday to their home in
had not seen for twenty years or sun,’ but doesn't like the blisters.— Shrewsbury, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Fauber and
children of Waynesboro, Va.. who
have been visiting her parents, Mr.
F e e t t h a t itc h , b u r n a n d c r a c k
and Mrs. E. W. Larrabee, returned to
their home Wednesday.
b e t w e e n to e s
Mrs. Alwilda Davis of North Wal
...f in d im m ediate r e lie f in a w arm bath
doboro is a guest of Mrs Pastorah
w it h R e sin o l Soap, fo llo w e d b y a
Cummings at the home of E. S. Vose.
generous app lication o f R esin o l
Mrs. Earl Shaw and daughter of
O in tm en t. H ea lin g starts at
Merchantville, N. J., are at E. W.
Sold by all
ILarrabee’s.
once as t h e so o th in g
drug atorea.
James Young is visiting his aunt,
Buy Reainol
m ed ication sin k s
today —have it
Mrs. Eda Marshall in Rockland.
in to th e
ready for cudHarold Smith is in Winchendon,
cracked
den need. Free
JMass.
sk in .
sample, w rite to
Mrs. Ida Smith and daughter CalResincl, Dcpt.
lie with Fred Robinson attended the
96, Balto., MdRobinson reunion Thursday in St.
i
| George.

R am bles
A f ie ld

R e s in o l

POPE'S PERSONAL PHONE
INSTALLED IN 30-DAY JOB

ONE FOOT OF LAND BARS
HOME OWNER FROM ROAD

Telephone Engineer* Encounter
Many Difficulties In Ancient
Vatican Buildings.

Realty Firm Reserved Plot When
Buyer Refused to Pay for
Improvements.

New York.—The difficulties of
Baltimore.—Stepping across a
Installing a modem telephone sys
strip of land one foot wide, even
tem In the century old Vatican City
though the ground itself is not
at Rome, especially as complicated
touched, constitutes trespass and
by ancient walls fo.ur feet thick and
is preventable hy law, the Mary
the fear of destroying Michelangelo
land Court of Appeals has decided.
frescoes and other priceless mason
A curious contest for the right
ry, were related hy Pilade Leoni,
to walk over a narrow strip sepa
engineer of the International Tele
rating a house owner’s property
phone and Telegraph company, who
from the public, higtiway arose in
returned recently from the Holy
a lawsuit bought by a realty com
city.
pany against Alonzo Slaysman, in
Mr. Leoni, who passed 14 months
Baltimore county, and later tried
in the Vatican City constructing
at Annapolis.
the system which provides 450 tele
As a result of the decision, Slays
phones for Pope Plus XXI, and the
man, who owns the property fac
408 people In the Holy city, said
ing on an Improved street, is pre
that the most painstaking perform
vented from using the highway
ance of all was the Installation of
because he cannot step across the
the telephone in the pope's person
one intervening foot of ground
al apartment. Only 20 minutes
which tie does not own.
each morning, while the pontiff at
When the realty company, which
tended mass, were allotted the en
owned the development, started
gineers,' with the result that the
the construction of a paved street
work required an entire month com
which would pass in front of Slayspared to the ten hours It would
man's lot, he was assessed $300
have taken under normal condi j for his share of the expense of lay
tions.
ing the road. He refused to pay,
“I don’t believe I have ever en
claiming he did not want the im
countered such a unique situation,"
provement sufficiently to pay that
Mr. Leoni said. “The Vatican City
amount.
Is four and one-half miles square.
The realty company proceeded to
We had neither maps nor charts.
build the highway. Instead of mak
And when you consider that the
ing it the full 50-foot width as in
whole area Is honeycombed with
tended. the roadway was narrowed
buildings dating back to the Elev- | to 49 feet, leaving a one-foot mar
enth and Twelfth eenturiese, the
gin between the paved road and
very origins of which are obscure,
Slaysman's property.
The com
you understand the task It was."
pleted road was then turned over
They had Instructions, he said,
to the county.
warning against any disturbance of
Slaysman, in order to use the
such works at art as frescoes, ma
new road, was obliged to step
sonry, and relief work. When they
across the one-foot strip, which
came upon such nrt obstacles they
he did without touching It. The
were forced to do the work on the
realty concern, however, warned
outside of the buildings and when
him that passing over its strip of
they were blocked by the frescoes
ground constituted trespass and
of Michaelangelo In the Sistlne
filed suit in the County court to
chapel It was necessary to resort to
prevent him.
underground tunneling.
The judge In the County court
The engineer said It was not un
ruled that the strip had been "re
usual for his men to descend two
served for punitive purposes" and
or three stories underground, open
refused to grant the realty com
some ancient door and find them
pany the right to prevent Slays
selves in a dark dungeon. Another
man using it.
troublesome Impediment was the
The Court of Appeals, however,
thickness of the walls, often four
took the opposite view. Even
feet through, In which the stone
though the company reserved the
and mortar were so solidified by
one-foot strip "for purposes of
passing centuries that it was like
which the court might not ap
trying to drill through steel.
prove," that did not interfere with
its legal right to prevent trespass
over it. The Appellate court then
N ew Haven Has Oldest
granted an injunction against
Slaysman.
W eather Records in U. S.
New Haven, Conn.—The oldest
continuous weather records of the
Pays Inventor’s Heirs
Western hemisphere are believed
for Fuse Used in W ar
in the possession of the United
States weather bureau here.
Paris.—The heirs of Andre LeWhile recordings have been found
fevre, who perfected a shrapnel
In other places pre dating those of
fuse used by Allied armies during
New Haven, they have not been
1917 and 1918. have been awarded
kept regularly and do not consti
$3,200 damages from the French
tute an unbroken record of readings
government and the costs of their
at specific Intervals, according to
suit as payment for the invention.
Leonard M. Tarr, government me
M. Lefevre, former minister of |
teorologist.
war, finished work on the 1. A. L. :
Previous to the establishment of
fuse in August, 1916, and presented
the weather bureau here in 1873,
the plan to the Ecole Pyrotechrecords were compiled faithfully by
nique de Bourges. The fuse was
professors at Yale university.
accepted and manufacture and use
These records were turned over to
of it begun, but the rights of the
the government and continued
inventor were not protected. After
without interruption for 152 years.
the war M. Lefevre sought pay
According to Tarr, the first ther
ment from the Allied armies, but
mometer was used In North Caroall except Belgium refused. He ob
I llna in 1670, and readings were jot
tained a decision from the war
ted down without regard for regu
irfinistry that payment was due
larity.
him, but the amount could not he
Boston and New Bedford, Mass..
decided. The petitioner died soon
I have readings older than New
after, and the question was
Haven, but again they are not con
dropped until liis heirs brought suit
tinuous.
against the government a short
time ago.

j Settles Balm Suit for
$200; R efused Divorce
Atlantic City, N. J.—Harold X.
Eichler put such a low value on his
wife’s affections that he lost his
, divorce suit recently in the New
Jersey Court of Chancery.
When Eichler admitted he had
settled a $10,000 heart balm action
for $200, Vice Chancellor Robert
H. Ingersoll took him in hand.
“A man who will sign a release
■ of his wife’s affections for $200 can't
he believed,” the jurist declared,
“and therefore your petition for dii vorce is dismissed."

Prison Hash M akes
Communist Repentant

T h e r e is T R E A S U R E

in your
List your items in
the

A T T IC !

Why not make some of those discarded things
in your attic gratify your desire for that cer
tain new thing for which you have been yearn
ing?

“HOUSEHOLD

GOODS for SALE"
Section of The Cou
rier-Gazette’s Want
Ads. Call 770 and an
Ad-Taker will help

They still have value and usefulness for some
one or you wouldn’t have saved them. Turn
that value into cash by locating those who
would welcome the chance to get them at a
fair price. Buyers are not hard to find.
Hundreds of people are daily reading our Want
Ads just for such opportunities for procuring
usable things without paying the “first hand”
price.

A d vertise in The

C ourier-G azette

San Francisco.—Announcing the
i newest recipe for dissolving tlie
j color In deep dyed Communists,
I prison hash, James Lacey, sent to
Jail for Inciting a disturbance, set
up such a conversational din is
court that he was sent back to his
cell. A week later Police Judge
Steiger had him brought before
him again and asked him if he was
j repentant. "I’ll do anything to get
away from that hash,” Lacey said
meekly. He was given a lecture on
citizenship and released.

Foreign T alkies Help
Students o f Languages
Chapel Hill, N. C.—Education of
youths through means of talkies
has been put into operation here by
E. Carrington Smith, manager of
the Carolina theater. Regular pro
grams of foreign language pictures
are presented eacli week.
So far, the pictures have been
mostly in Spanish, French and
German. Most of the pictures are
filmed in foreign lands. Foreign
language professors of the Univer
sity of North Carolina are enthu
siastic about the plan.
Swarms o f Seagulls

London.—The worst fog in living
memory descended on North Essex,
and traffic was stopped in ninny
places. At times it was impos
sible to see two yards ahead in the
Danbury and Woodham areas. Ra
venous sea gulls swarmed all over
the inland fields, eating all food in
sight. The birds came in flocks of
thousands which had hitherto been
unknown.

Page Fiva
THORNDIKEV1LLE
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Hemenway and
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Hemenway and
children Curtis and Myra were
guests at dinner last week Sunday
at James Doman’s in East Union.
Sydney Crabtree and A. W. Thorn
dike recently called on friends i n '
North Hope and Hope and also in- ;
spected the new State road which
is being built at the north part o f ,
the town.
Raymond Crabtree and family a c - !
companied by their guest Mrs. Mary
Watson, Frank Birchell, Isabel Me-1
Guire and two children, all of I
Massachusetts and Mrs. Sydneyi
Crabtree enjoyed a picnic last week
at Temple Heights, where they were
joined by Frank Heal and family!
who are summering at Islesboro.
Kenneth Gillette has a new Ford '
roadster.
Mrs. Elizabeth Howard visited a t '
Mrs. Lyford Mills last Wednesday.
Mrs. Flora Pushaw is employed a t 1
he Community Sweet Shop, South j
Hope.
Russell Upham has a Ford roadster
lought of Sea View Garage, Rock- j
land.
Lester Merrill is substituting o n '
’.he R. F. D. route while H. G. Ames i
regular carrier is on his vacation a
portion of which he has passed in
New Hampshire.
John Pushaw, Sr., is having im
provements made on his buildings,'
John and Joseph Pushaw doing the .
work.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lothrop
rave been entertaining friends from 1
Worcester, Mass., and relatives of |
Winthrop.
Mrs. Addie Tarbox spent last week
with relatives in Winthrop.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Leonard
md family visited friends here la st!
week Tuesday.
Recent visitors at Lester Merrill’s
were Mr. and Mrs. Sam Aylward, Mr. i
md Mrs. Fred Veazie of Rockland,1
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Bisbee and son
pf Rockport.
George Davis of Port Clyde is
pending two weeks with his cousin '
Myrven Merrill.

Loud Speaker Plays
Prank on W om an Orator
Washington.—A loud speaker re
cently played a cruel prank on Miss
Maude K. Wetmore of Newport,
R. I., when she was about to ad
dress a session of the Women's
Orgnniz,atlon for National Prohi
bition Reform here.
She had no end of trouble ad
justing her voice to the amplifier.
It was either too low or too loud.
Miss Wetmore was provoked. In
nn aside she exclaimed, “O! What's
the matter with the darned thing?"
The loud speaker was never bet
ter. It sent her words booming out
to her audience to he greeted hy
much laughter and applause.

Excavations Throw Light
on Ancient Bohemians
Prague. — Excavations, which
throw light on the cave dwellers of
northern Bohemia of 2500 B. C„
have been made near Maerisch-Neustadt In North Milliren. Well pre
served caves have been uncovered.
They show a comparatively com
fortable standard of living. Stone
fireplaces with cooking utensils of
clay, knives, forks, spoons of
bronze, and tools of bronze, stpne
and Iron, were found.

And education might put an end
Uncle Sam can scarcely avoid tak
ing an interest in Europe, although to bootlegging if the general public
for a while he will be taking none could be educated to a taste for good
out.—Weston (Ore.) Leader.
liquor.—San Diego Union.
Anyway, the depression solved the
Our prediction is that the depres
problem of what to do with old razor sion will be over long before any two
blades. We now shave with them.— experts agree as to what caused it.—
Thomaston (Ga.) Times.
Judge.

MOTORIST
By ALBERT L. CEOUGII

Road Clearance On “ Rough Going’’

|

L o o k Out For T ro u b le On R ocky B y v 'a y s

IN CASE YOU ARE tempted into or compelled to drive over a
lumber-road or other by-road or trail, having stones or stumps sticking
up through its surface, deep wheel ruts and very steep “pitches,” always
proceed very slowly and cautiously for fear that some part of the under
works of the car may strike on a stone and he broken or that the car
may ride upon some upwardly protruding part of the road, so as to lift
the rear wheels ofT the ground and thus become stuck through loss of
tracthai. t»There is a general belief that if the front axle (the lowest
part of a car) will clear a road obstruction, all other parts will do so
is well and this supposition is true on level, even ground, but not neces
sarily so under conditions such as those of the neglected woods road.
When a car is surmounting a very abrupt pitch or “thank you marm,”
especially if the wheel base is long, while the front axle clears all right,
some underpart to the rear of it may strike, particularly if the wheels
are in deep ruts. The clutch and transmission housings are the vital
and easily breakable parts most likely thus to bit a rock or other road
obstruction, although mufflers are occasionally struck. >The breakage
of such a housing is expensive to repair and as all contained lubricant
escapes, a car cannot be driven far if such an accident has occurred.
The most risky combination of circumstances is a very abrupt pitch in
a deeply rutted road, with a protruding rock or stump right in the
middle of the tra^k, in conjunction with a very long, low-hung car,
having a long engine and a deep transmission housing. Under such
conditions one cannot pick one’s way too carefully or make the car
creep along at too slow a pace and sometimes it is necessary to keep
the wheels out of ruts as a safety measure. Motorists who take hunting
and fishing trips and thus voluntarily travel on such “wild” roads,
should use short cars having liberal road clearance.
OLD E N G IN E “ PICK S l l»”
SLOW LY
T. W. w rites: I have an old e a r
w hi h serves m e so well th a t I h a te
to p a rt w ith it. Its only serious
shortcom ing is its slowness in pick 
ing up speed a s com pared w ith
m odern cars. Is th e re a n ything
1 can do to im prove it in th is r e 
sp e c t?
A nsw er: You can probably im 
prove the “g e t-a w a y ” of this car
considerably by installing a m od
e r n model of c a rb u re to r in place
of th e original old style one, w hich
we assum e is still in service. All
u p -to -d ate c a rb u re to rs have som e
fo rm of acc ele ratin g device, w hich

proved by in stallin g such a n a r 
ran g em en t
SL IPP IN G CLUTCH
C. II. W. w rite s: R ecently the
c lu tc h of m y ---------- c a r has begun
to slip when steep hills a re clim bed
so th a t I have to sh ift to second
r.peed. W hat do you th in k is w rong?

RASKOB'S DAUGHTER
According to the press, when Miss
Yvonne Raskob, 17-year-old daugh-1
ter of John J. Raskob, foe of pro- 1
libition, was in Chicago, recently, she 5
vas interviewed by a reporter and in ]
mswer to questions she stated th a t 1
with her father’s consent she had
aken a total abstinence pledge. Miss
Raskob was in the city as a delegate J
,0 the convention of the Students’
Spiritual Leadership Council, a Cath
olic society.—Union Signal.
One man who likes to see his busi
ness show a falling-off is a para
chute jumper.—Louisville Times.

su p p lies extra gasoline a t the m o
m e n t of sudden th ro ttle opening
a n d th is im proves the pick-up of
th e eng in e.' If th is engine is so
old th a t it has no h o t spot m anifold
o r a n y equivalent m eans for s u p 
p lying heat to th e m ixture, its a c 
c elera tio n w ould probably be im 

P

A nsw er: You m ay find th a t th e
facings have w orn so m uch th a t
th e pedal strik e s th e floor b oards,
w hen it re tu rn s to its released po si
tion, and th u s p re v e n ts th e full
force o f the sp rin g from a ctin g to
cause full p re ssu re betw een th e
driving and d riv en clutch m em I bers. In this case th e pedal a d I ju stm e n t should be ch an g ed so th a t
th e re is a liberal a m o u n t of free
I play between it a n d the .floor
' boards. Possibly th e facings have
I becom e greasy a n d need to be
1 w ashed w ith gaso lin e and it m ay
be, though it is very unlikely, th a t

iiohday Values

r e

P repare for
,- A .
^

4

Holiday!

th e S e d so n S ftn a l

<

Enjoy (He double holiday—answer the last call to the great
outdoors lor the Summer of 1931. Prepare lor it by taking
advantage ol the great anay ol unusual values at your Clover
dale Store — Use home ol “better groceries at low prices.”

__ '

A r m o u r 's V e r itie s!

50 c

12 oz.
lias

Experiments Show How
Far W e W alk Every Day
Boston.—The average American
takes 18,098 steps per day. the
equivalent of 7% miles.
At least this is the estimate of
Dr. Joseph Lelyveld of Boston, di
rector of researcli for the National
Association of Chiropodlsts-Podiatrists, based on a series of experi
ments.
The average housewife, in doing’
her daily household tasks walks as
far as from coast to coast each
year.
Other mileages recorded in stud
ies of pedestrians of all walks of
life included:
Woman shopper, 8% miles per
day: schoolboy, 15 miles; school
girl, 11J4 miles; doctor, 18 miles;
farmer with plow, 2514 miles;
salesgirl, 8 miles; steward In grill
room, 12^4 miles; conductor, 7
miles; policeman, 14 miles letter
carrier, 22 miles; store manager,
6% miles.

H IN T S
FOR
THE

Moxie
Clicquot Cluo
Canada Dry
Pinca^^le
Shrimp
Peas
THE HEALTH
DRINK

f y PIG Q K r
CONTENiS
GINGER
.ALE

CINGL7T
ALE

G e ish a

BOTS Z i W ’

2„27=
3

The Fancy Japanese

Crab M eat

.O r, 4 0 '

25,
a
w
c

NO >4

CLOVERDALE
CRUSHED OR SLICED

iin

(;|q
CAN

CLOVE.TDALE
FANCY LARGE

The Wonder Loaf

CLOVERDALE
EXTRA SIFTED

P abst C h e e se
White or Colored

C lo v e r d a le S tu ffe d O liv e s
w

10<

23

LB

Finest Medium-Sized Manzanillo
Olivet Stuffed with Pimientos

Pim iento

‘•of 19c ■%?!37

LB

SSc

Elmwood Farm
The New Boneless

Cloverdale Pastry Flour,

49c

C loverdale Fam ily Flour,

59c

C H IC K E N
All Round

P otatoes, local bought; peck 2 3 c
3’/4 os. jar 37c

Gold Medal ££
27c
Cut-Rite
3
2 S
Snow Peak 2a
a
L
B19c
Ward’s Cake
E
2 5
Ivory Soap C
»T« 6
£ 5
Chipso
D
Puritan Malt . 2
rolls

c

ASSORTED

ach

cakes

OR GRANULES

U.5

1 9 =

Popular Beverages
at Lowest Prices
CLICQUOT

Sec . . . 2 KITS 2 5c
YANKEE DRV

Ginger A le .

c

WELCH’S

c

BLUE RIBBON

Grape Juice
Brew .

.

3 tors 2 5c
. n tor 2 5c

.

2 ton 2 5c

Lime Juice .

. Ioi18c

BANNER
LIGHT OR DARK

Hafrenreffer

4 tors 2 5c

CONTENTS
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Watts; at cribbage, Harry Stewart j
THOMASTON
and Horace Keizer; at bridge. George
Mr. and Mrs. Donald George, Mrs. Day of New York city. Mrs. C harles;
Stonie Jameson and Miss Lizzie Lev- Smith, Mrs. Levi Turner, Mrs. Walter
cnsaler were entertained at supper Currier. Alfred Newcombe of Gales
Saturday at Mrs. Charles Creigh burg, 111., Dr. Lucy Spear, Mrs. Wil-j
ton’s. Anagrams were enjoyed dur liam G. Boynton, Middleboro, Mass.,
ing the evening.
Mrs. Edward Newcombe, Glen Rock, I
After visiting relatives and friends N. J. Guests from out of town in- I
in Philadelphia, Boston and P ort eluded Mr. and Mrs. George New-j
land George W. Tillson
. . .of. La. Grange,
. . . i combe, Washington, D. C.; Mrs.!
111., is visiting in the family of his , Wendell Robinson, Flushing, N. Y.; i
brother John Tillson, Mam street, Frank Robinson Buffalo. N. Y.; Miss;
and with the family of his nephew Harriet Noyes. Malden. Mass.; Mr.
Francis Tillson, who live on the old and Mrs William G Boynton, Mid- j
homestead on the Meadow road.
; diekoro: jjr. and j j rs j ames Kellogg,
Rev. A. I. Oliver, a former pastor ; Cambridge; Mr. and Mrs. George]
of the Methodist Episcopal Church ] Day. New York city; Miss Edith
in Thomaston and now superintend- I Watts, Lvnn; Mr. and Mrs. Sanford
ent of the Augusta District, occupied b . Comerv, Belmont, Mass.; Mrs.
the pulpit of the Federated Church I RiChard Webb. Rochester, N. Y.;
Sunday evening. Mr. Oliver is al- Mrs. John Matthews, Belmont,
ways gladly welcomed by a Thomas- j Mrs. Stonie W. Jameson of Boston 1
ton congregation.
, who is spending the week with her I
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. D. Gray and uncle Edward Brown, in Thomaston ]
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Creighton attended a meeting Monday of the
were entertained at dinner Saturday ' Philathea class of the Camden B a p -!
everting by Mrs. Gwendolyn Wolfe tist Church at the cottage of Mrs
Rochester at the home of her mother Thomas McKay. Lincolnville Beach,
at Warrenton Park, Rockland.
j Douglas Walker is in camp at Dead
Carl Gray and son Carl who have ] River with a group of young men,
been at their summer home at Pleas- 1 William Shimmer, Vernon, N. Y.;
ant Point, left Monday for New York Muff Porter and Amos Mills, Bel
mont; Albert McCarty, Rockland.
and Omaha.
Miss Harriet Rose of Boston is
Mrs. Alfred Levensaler and sons
Whitman and Alfred who have been spending her vacation in the home of
visiting Mrs. H enrietta LevensaJer, ; Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry La Valle and
returned Sunday to their home in
j Mrs. Catherine Messenger and daughConcord N. H.,
Mrs. B. H. Copeland who has been ter Ethel who have been spending
visiting her sister-in-law Mrs. John the past week with Mrs. Messenger's
McAvoy in Massachusetts has re  sister Mrs. Leona Reed, returned
Sundiv to their home in Malden,
turned home.
Mrs. Lulu Wetherell who has been Mass.
Mrs. Fannie Edgerton arrived from
a guest of Mrs. Emeline McKindsley, whose home is with her son New York Sunday and has joined ’
Mr. and Mrs. George Patterson at the [

RUN MOTOR OVER
FAGE_OFVICTIM
Notorious N ew York Gang*
ster Is Found Brutally
M urdered.
New York.—The body of Vin
cent Gaffney, notorious gangster
and jail breaker, who headed the
Gopher gang of Hell’s Kitchen 13
years ago, was found in front of a
bottling plant at 635 West Fiftyfourth street recently. Gaffney had
apparently put up a battle before
his slayers had pushed or thrown
him beneath an automobile's wheels,
___
for _39_ __________
stab wounds or cuts were
found In his hands and the back
of his neck and head,
The Imprint of an automobile
tire across his body and the marks
of a wheel rim on the left leg led
the police to believe that an au
tomobile, with one tire missing, had
been used as the final instrument
in Gaffney’s death. The gangster’s
head and face were crushed.
The Seeley Bottling works are
four and a half blocks from the
parochial school of the Church of
the Sacred H eart of Jesus, where
Gaffney went to school and whege
he met his childhood sweetheart.
Katherine Mowen;four blocks from
Tenth avenue and Fifty-first street,
where the gangster killed a man
In 1918, and about the same dis
tance from the church, where Katherine and Gaffney were married two
years ago, after the girl 4iail wait
ed 11 years for his release from
prison.
Watchman Finds Body.
When trucks and milk wagons
were still clattering through the
foggy streets, Jesse Shaw, a watch
man for the bottling works, found
Gaffney's body In front of the plant.
Detectives who had known Gaffney
well years ago when the gangster
was one of the leading criminal
figures of the city, were unable
to identify It, so badly was it dis
figured. Identification was finally
made from fingerprints on file at
police headquarters, and Gaffney’s
widow was notified.
Of recent months Gaffney had
gone back to old habits, the police
believe. For about a year after hjs
release from prison, with nine
years taken from a 20-year term
for manslaughter, Gaffney had ap
parently tried to “go straight."
Then about a year ago rumors
were heard of Ids conducting a
speakeasy on the upper West side.
Tried to "Muscle In.'”
Then Gaffney, also known under
the alias of Johnny Clinton, was
said to be attempting to “mus
cle In” on the territory of West
side and Long Island bootleggers.
The police believe that a bootleg
gers’ feud may have been respon
sible for his death, and were also
Investigating Gaffney's prison rec
ord when the former gangster
played a prominent part in a prison
riot at Sing Sing, caused by prison
politics, which resulted In the in
jury of several convicts. Revenge
for Gaffney’s participation In the
riot might have been the motive
for the killing, detectives said.
Gaffney first came into public
notice in 1918 when he killed
Charles (Chick) Tucker in a pistol
battle on Tenth avenue. Before
that, Gaffney, or Johnny Clinton,
j as he was known, had been arrest* ed four times, once for petty lar•' ceny, which netted him a term in
the penitentiary on Blackwell’s is
land ; twice for felonious assault,
and once for burglary. But his
killing of Tucker brought him the
only long prison term, 20 years
for manslaughter.

» -*
. . BuLlo. George
" T i S S t
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Studley will
S. Newcombe of Washington and
John and Theodore Robinson of close out their stock of goods this
month. The room now used for a
Flushing. , N.
Y„. .who
have been
will be
made two
a part
of the
house,
;nX rel„a ..t
" ______ storetr£
adding
more
roo'ms.
through northern Maine and in ■ Capt. and Mrs. Ray Harriman and
Canada.
daughter Jean of West Hartford,
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Creighton Conn., are visiting Frank H. Jordan.
who are spending a few weeks in
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hanly and
town, left Monday on a fishing trip daughter Coralie and Miss Spencer
to Sourdnahunk. Me.
who have been guests of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Errol Buker and son Mrs. George V. Hanly, left Monday
Leon arrived Sunday and are visit for Panama City, Fla.
ing Mrs. Buker's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Roberts of Dorchester,
Mrs. Truman Sawyer for a week. Mass., is the guest of Mrs. E. P. StarThey will then return to Bath to i rett'
take up their duties as teachers, Mr.I Mr and Mrs Moses ghaw, Mr. and
Buker in Bath and Mrs. Buker in I j,jrs. \yinfield Gilman and son Elwejl
Brunswick.
; of Skowhegan were guests Sunday at
Mrs. Mary L. Dingley who has been , the home of Mrs. Leona Reed. They
the guest of Mrs. James Watts sev- were accompanied home by Miss
eral weeks, returned Monday to her Kathleen Gilman who has been visithome in Brookline. Mass. Mrs. L evi; jng at the Reed home the past week.
Turner accompanied her as far as
The Auxiliary of Williams-Brazler
Portland.
Miss Mabelle Browne spent the Post, A. L„ will hold a sale of cooked
weekend at her home here. She re- food, fancy articles, fir pillows and
turned to Portsmouth Monday ac- aprons on the lawn of the Knox Hotel
companied by Mrs. Earl T. Brown ' annex Friday afternoon, Sept. 4.—ad.
105-106
who is spending the summer with
C apt. and Mrs. John Brown.
John Harding and eldest daughter
WALDOBORO
who have spent a few days with Mrs.
Henrietta Long returned Monday to J Loring Crowell has returned to
their home In Auburndale. Mass. Wolfboro. N. H.
Mrs. Harding and younger daughter
The Susannah Wesley Society met
have planned to remain in town until Monday evening in the Methodist
October.
I vestry.
Nathan Farwell entertained at h i s . The Baptist Missionary Society
farm in Waldoboro Sunday eve- wj!l hold its September meeting F ri
ning Mr. and Mrs. James A. Creigh day with Mrs. James Wood. It will
ton of Hamburg. N. Y., and Mr. and be an all-day session with picnic
Mrs. W. B. D. Gray of Thomaston.
luncheon followed by a program.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Grant and son
Mrs. Lizzie Tuttle of South Hope is
Charles of Brewer called on Mrs. visiting Mrs. Nellie Overlock.
Chesley Delano Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A BrumMiss Ena Orff and Miss Ruth Orff ; mitt have been at Martin's Point for
of Lawrence, Mass., are guests of Mr. La few days.
and Mrs. Chester Overlook.
; Mrs. Edward Connor and son RienMrs. Nancy Bushnell who visited ard of Bangor have been guests of
at Frank Flint’s last week returned Mrs. Connor’s sister Mrs. C. B. Stahl
to her home in Thomaston T hurs- ; at Stahl's Tavern,
day.
) Rev. George B. Davis of Aina has
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Venner been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Winmade a several davs' motor trip last field Davis.
week through the White Mountains
Mr. and Mrs Eli Osier and Harry
to Barre and Burlington, Vt., and Shuman of Auburn were at Mrs. Jane
across Lake Champlain to Albany, Osier's Sunday.
N. Y„ returning to Boston and thence
The steeple and belfry of the Baptist Church are undergoing repairs.
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Patten of West I
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Whitcomb of
Watertown. Mass., visited friends in Somerville. Mass., and Mrs. C. Sher
man Keene of New York have been
w i i Monday.
x v x v ix ik id v •
town
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W right 8uests ° f Miss Julia Ealer and Mlsses
were among the passengers Monday Je5' ie and Faye Keene,
from Thomaston to Monhegan.
Betty R^ed' w*1° ,has be??
A party of five from Thomaston Passin8 two weeks with Mrs. T E.
occupied Frank Flint’s cottage at Stenger at Martin s Point is visiting
Hathorne's Point for a few days last fr\e" ds at Moosehead Lake.
Miss Leona Rines who has been |
week. They were Mrs. Albert Carter
and sister, Mrs. Ramona Miller and visiting relatives in town has returned
Portland.
son Grayham of New Brunswick. to Mr
and Mrs. F. A. Levensaler of j
Miss Margaret Brady and Mrs. Olive South Eliot, accompanied by Miss
Keizer.
They
were
delighted
with
..
,
,
. ..
. . . Edith Levensaler, left Sunday for a
the place and pronounced it an ideal mQtor trj ,0 New Brunswlck.
spot in which to spend a vacation.
All schools in town will commence;
The card party under the auspices thf faR term Scpt 8
of the Thomaston Nurse Association
Mrs. Gracia D. Libby, Miss Clara
which was held Friday evening in the G and Miss Dora Gay passed the
assembly room in the High School weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Frank I
building, brought together a large Harding in Aina
company of residents and summer
Mrs. H. R. Smith and Mrs. J. T.
visitors. Special attention had been Gay attended the tea given by Mrs.
bestowed upon the decoration of the William Francke to the directors of
room, which was done with the rich the Knox Memorial and of the Lin
cdlored flowers for which Thomas coln Home
ton flower gardens are noted; men
tion should be made of the liberal
The Trumbull Flayers in “Nancy’s
supply by Thomaston’s successful Private Affair" Medomak hall Thurs
florist. Fred Brown. Music was fu r day. Sept. 3.
105-106
nished by Malcolm Creighton, pian
ist, Ten tables of bridge, one of
A returning tourist tells of seeing
anagrams, one of whist, and one of in Europe a bed 20 feet long and 10
cribbage were in play. The winners feet wide. Sounds like a lot of bunk.
were, at whist, Mrs. J. Emerson —Nashville Southern Lumberman.
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Waldoboro, Maine

104-105

*
*

FOR SALE

SITUATIONS

*
♦
|*

H

SNAP DllAGONS. sweet peas and
COMPETENT GIRL wanted to take
TEL asters for sale. CHESTER A. VOSE.
i charge
g"",jC of child and help In house. 105-lt
Brooklyn Heights. Thomaston.
Tel.
-----150-11.
105-107
PRACTICAL NURSE wishes cases.
STROLLER and carriage for sale. 50
ALICE M. KNIGHT, 29 James St., or Tel
452-W.
105-107 cents each. 610 MAIN ST. Tel. 1147-J.
________________________________105-tf
PRACTICAL NURSING wanted. Will
STUDEBAKER light six touring for
go anywhere, day or night. MRS ANNIE
Telephone 2548, Camden
sale. good running condition $24.
THURSTON, Rockville. Tel. 8469-3.
______________________ _________105*107 ROLAND E. PAYSON, East Union. Tel.
CHANCE OF LIFETIME—Reliable man Union 18-2.____________________ 105-107
130 Chestnut Street,
Camden
HARD WOOD for sale, fitted $14, long
wanted to call on farmers In Knox
County. Wonderful opportunity. Make $10 Junks $12; soft wood fitted $9. L. F.
105-106
105-tf
$8 to $20 dally. No experience or capt- TOLMAN Tel 263-13 City.
I tai needed.
Write today. McNESS
EIGHT-ROOM HOUSE for sale, on
IJN IQ N
iring service was used. The couple
AN INTERRUPTED VACATION
COMPANY. Dept. M., Freeport. Ill
i
upper
Park
St..
trade
for
quick
sale.
w
will reside in Rockport.
105 u Apply 261 PARK ST.____________ 105*107
Miss Merle Smith and friends of Mt Horeb Encampment. I.O.O.F..
for
SHORE SIDE fa m In Waldoboro, known
E. C. Jameson, who contributed -S A? ABLE ^ ° , MA,N
Waltham were callers on Mrs. Au- wil! hoie its regular meeting tonight,
RON hi4SSCr»°mAeli? family ot lw ° 1S ' } « l M the Willard J Ewell farm. 8-room
103-105 nouse. stable, henhouse. 250 fruit trees,
byne Hawes Tuesday evening.
Tuesday, when nomination of offi- $65,300 to the successful anti-Smith BOX 145. Camden.
blueberry land. 36 rods of good shore.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hawes, Edith cers will take place.
.♦ campaign of Southern Democrats, gg*^
suitable for cottages or camps, on State
and who testified in the Bishop Can
Hawes, Kalle Salo and George M ar
f I road; about 20 acres of land. H. L. TIBnon inquiry Thursday, is a New York
. j BETTS. Waldoboro, R. F. D. 3.
105*107
tin of Warren motored Wednesday to
Norwood -Carrol Reunion
business man who has a summer
THOROUGHBRED Angus cattle, six
Portland where the men attended the
Jefferson Lake was the scene of a home in Islesboro, and was cruising
* 1 cows, two heifers, one bull, for sale
meeting of the Eastern States F arm - happy gathering Aug. 15 when the
cheap. Grades and thoroughbred sheep
in Maine w aters when the Senate
ers Exchange held at the Eastland
Norwood-Carrol families met for their committee subpoena reached hint
APARTMENT, second floor, at 34 Pleas- ; H - D- CRIB. Thomaston. Tel. 83 105-tf
Mr and Mrs. Frederick Drown of annual reunion, with about 50 pres
ant St. Good location. Apply ANNE V , COTTON CLOTH grain bags for sale,
FLINT, 32 School St. Tel. 1013-M.
Edgewood. R. I., and Mrs. Aravesta ent. A picnic dinner was served. At
20 for $125 postage 10c extra. MRS.
105-107 C. B. TOLMAN, Warren. Me. Tel. 8-5
Paul of Attleboro, Mass., who were 145 the business meeting was called
--------FURNISHED APARTMENT to let. ----------------------------------------------105*107
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Merriam, and these officers reelected: Presi
FARMS LARGE AND SMALL for sale
Adyerttsements In this column not to NELSON B. COBB. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
have returned to their respective dent. T. J. Carrol; vice president.
105-tf —hen farms, dairy farms and blueberry
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
homes.
•rice right.
farms;
good locations, pr:
FURISHED TENEMENT to let. all
Lizzie Hawes; secretary and treasurer, cents, three tim es for 50 cents. Additional
104-106
one time. 10 modern, nice location, rent reasonable. P MILLER. East Union. M<
Howard Hawes and Madolyn Hawes Mrs. Herbert Hawes. Several loyal lines ftye cents each for
12-FOOT SKIFF for tender or suitable
for three tim es Six words make <FLOYD L. SHAW. 47 North Main St.
spent Wednesday and Thursday with members were unable fo attend and cents
I Tel. 422-R.
105-tf for row-boat for sale. Any kind of boat
a line.
their grandparents. Mr. and Mrs wefe greatly missed. The younger
Hill
SIX-ROOM tenem ent to let at 9 Suf built to order. C. R. STAPLES, 34
104*106
Charles Mank In North Warren.
set spent a greater part of the day in
folk St., all modern. MILTON M. GRIF Street.
FIN. 25 Ocean St.
105-tf
NOW IS THE TIME to set out Hardy
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Mackin of Win- the water and on the sand and it
Plants th a t will live In the
i
MODERN APARTMENT of five rooms Flowering
throp. Mass., visited Mrs Lulie afford proved an ideal place for the chilground all winter. Would like to have
T
!
and
bath
to
let
at
87A
Park
St.
Inquire
you
call
and
them or I will send you
and Mrs. Ethel Griffin Friday.
dren’s amusement The voungest
* at 89 PARK ST.
105-tf a price list. see
I also have Vlgero, Sheep
Mrs Abbie Burgess and Mrs. Mary member present was Philip Carrol,
I CLEAN SUNNY rent, new paint and Manure and Bone Meal, for plants, Nice
Brown were Sunday guests of Mr aged two months, son of Mr. and Mrs.
BUNCH OF KEYS found on North paper; electric lights, flush toilet. Tel. bouquets made up for 25 cents. EDWIN
Thomaston 67-12 or the PILLSBURY A. DEAN, Rockland. Maine. Tel. 671-J.
and Mrs. W. J. Bryant.
Maurice Carrol of West Rockport. Main St. Apply COURIER-GAZETTE
104-109
105*lt STUDIO.
105-107
Charles McKenney spent the week- The reunion will be held at the same
BLACK POCKETBOOK lost containing
TWO FURNISHED sleeping rooms with I LOOSE STRAW In field for sale. S.
end at his home at Skowhegan.
place next year on the third Saturday about
$25. N. Y. auto registration and ! sitting room and bath on same floor. ; H. DOE. Tel. 569.
103*105
Phillip Creighton is home from hi; of August.
operator's certificates, belonging to R uth ; Will let singly or together. 5 min. from , FITTED DRY HARD WOOD for sale
vacation trip to the New Hampshire
-----------------navis
Com
municate
with
BOSSA'S
;
postotfice.
TEL.
506J.
-_______
105-107
Davis
at $11 cord; fitted dry mixed wood $7 SO
$5 reward
STORE. Friendship
Bovs' Camp.
_
I LARGE FURNISHED FRONT ROOM cord; long wood $9 50 FRANK ERICK
SOUTH UNION
103-105 , t o let at 59 MASONIC ST.
104*106 SON. Box 70. R.F.D., Thomaston.
Mrs. Ada P att won the card table
APARTMENTS to let at 12 Cedar St. ______________________________ 103,105
I'
and four chairs in the I. G. A. con Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Leach of
. For particulars Inquire MRS J. A.
for SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
test.
’
I
JAMESON.
40 North Main
St. Tel. cottages for sale and rent, attractive
There will be the usual Child Ntw V T " ’ hAV% bee,n visitors for , ’
4 J 456-R.__________________________ 104-tf j prices. Ideal locations, tea houses, and
- - E.
— vestry several days at the home of Mrs. ! ’
| l UNFURNISHED apartm ent of 5 rooms
Jfore loU' 0RRIN J - DICKEY' BclI ? s-t4
Health Conference at the• M.
Blanche Robbins.
K with toilet, to let. Inquire 12 KNOX i Maine.
9 3 -ti
next Thursday from 2 to 4.
103-tf
Mrs.
John
Poland
of
Wollaston,
I
ST. Tel. 156-W.
SEVEN-ROOM house in Camden, for
About —
20v from
H ulu Union attended the
m. v vface jv n a s cin p several weeks w ith i WOMAN boarder wanted In country
sale;
city
water,
electric
lights.
acre
FURNISHED APARTMENT to let. land, garage, eight fruit trees, near
Hills reunion last Wednesday a t the " J " "
“ssuig several weeks w ith home MRS A F GROSS Lincolnville.
improvements. Apply 57 CRES beach, good neighborhood, overlooks bay.
home of Mrs Martha Hills. Belfast.
Mr, anc1, ^ A1 *n
„
Mc Tel
________________ 105-W7 modern
CENT ST.
103-105 Price right. 9* CHESTNUT
------------- ------HILL ~T..
ST
The farm owned bv Georee Rob- ” rS’ JoBn I-3111 °* Allston. Mass.,
STUDENT w ants chance to earn room ] FURNISHED apartm ent to let. 4 i Camden.
103-105
Me.
h is .
E - O hortec
ls ''siting her parents Mr. and Mrs. and board while attending High School, i rooms,
flush toilet, gas. lights and shed | PARTS for Model R. 1923 Hupmoblle
bins has been sold bj Charles Sa.o WflUpr RllWK!.
Appiv R. s. w . ow l s Head. Me. 105-107
at 29 McLoud St.; adults only. TEL. touring car for sale.
R. MESER VEY.
to John Weick of New York.
, j rs
starrett
returned
~ bushel _of pickling cu- i1 309-M._________________________103*105
FIVE OR TEN
103*105
Union. Maine.
Charles Greene of Somerville
APARTMENT of five rooms and bath at ! STOVE with hot water coll, also
home
from
South
Paris.
edwin
a
.
dean
.
Rockland.
T
ei.l
Mass., is visiting relatives in town
104*106 20 Camden St., all modern Improve- i household furnishings for sale. MRS.
Miss Lee Brann of Boston has re 071-J.
— *
ments. TEL. 639-J.
103-105 FRED A CLARK. 74 Camden St. 105-107
Mrs. Myrtle Judkins an d Mrs turned to Lewiston after a short visit
HAND-WOVEN LINEN TABLE CLOTH
front room with bath,
Marion Howell gave a m other and with Mrs. Alvin Fountain.
from 2 to 2>i yards long, wanted for to FURNISHED
SLABS or hard wood, long
let at 97 Union St. TEL. 836-Y.
daughter luncheon Thursday. There
sale LEON CALLAHAN, 7 Luce Ave.
103-105 for
Mabel Moody after a month's visit Montpelier." KATHLEEN S. FULLER
Tel. 1169*Y.____________________ 105-107
were eight guests. Games were en in Casco, is at the home of Mrs. Rockland., Tel. 303.____________ 103*105
5-ROOM
APARTMENT
to
let.
All
PLACE wanted on main highway, i
NORWOOD Drop Head Sewing Majoyed after lunch.
Ralph Starrett.
set of buildings, modern Improve- | Antique SHOP*116 Bt RUBENSTEJ ^ t j chlne for sale, $5. TEL. 239-J. 102-104
Philip Creighton, who spent the Katherine Starrett of Warren has small
ments. few acres of land, no brokers
SAWED SLABS for sale, $1 ft.. $6 50
FURNISHED APARTMENT of four
month of August at Camp Huckins been passing a few days with Mrs. State price In first letter. Address
edgings $1 ft., long slabs $3 load.
FARM, care Courier-Gazette.
103*105 rooms and bath to let at 59 Masonic St. cord;
a State Y Camp in New Hampshire, Hattie Davis.
ALFRED DAVIS, Lovejoy St. Tel. 1064-R.
I
TEL.
722-J
or
apply
at
59
MASONIC
WORK
OF
ANY
KIND
wanted
to
do
at
_______________________________105*107
was chosen from a group of 70 boys Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoyt have home ALVIRA PAYSON CLANCY. 27 ST._________________________________
102-107
WOOD for sale, fitted $14; Junks $12.
as the "best all-round camper," and had as recent guests friends from TRAVERSE ST.
103*105
SINGLE HOUSE on Rockland St., to
round $10. Buy a cord of Junks,
rooms, electric lights, lota of small
thus will have his name engraved on ' 3 ^ ^
SIBLEY'S HISTORY of Union wanted let—six
spilt them yourself and save $2. O. H
land.
Inquire
15
ROCKLAND
BT
a silver cup prominently displayed in H erbert
T
r
n
r
h
and
H
enry
C
h
a
n
d
le
r
»t
reasonable
price.
MRS
CARI,
MOCrle
Tel. Thomaston 122-2.
99-tf
102-tf
. , i Leacn ana Henry onanaier ,
25 Chcst..r., s t Tel 161
103-105
the lodge of the camp.
BLACK WORK HORSE for sale. 1800
spent last Thunrday deep-sea f i s h i n g ________________________________
FURNISHED ROOM with bath to let. lbs.
Harness and wagon. P. G. WILLEY
James A. Howell has returned from and had great luok.
TEL. 684-J or 684-M.
100-tf & CO..
'B n
Camden.__________________ 99-tf
Camp Huckins, Ossipee, N. H., where Wilbur Thurston is traveling
DOWNSTAIRS RENT of four rooms,
HARD
fitted $14. limbs $10,
during July and August he was direc through Aroostook for ten davs.
closets and pantry, with or without ga Junks $12. WOOD
$10. Soft wood and slabs.
rage. electric lights, flush closet. No $8. lumberlong
tor of the religious program. Mr
Master Joe Robbins is visiting with .vou arc thoroughly dissatisfied, and children.
for
sale.
T. J. CARROLL.
Inquire 8 LAUREL ST. 95-tf Tel. Rockland 263-21.______________93-tf
Howell resigned his position as teach
discouraged with different prepara
LARGE
ROOM
on
Main
St.,
to
let,
er of history in Groveton (N. H
SUNBEAM hot air furnaces for sale.
Notice is hereby given that the Board tlonS th at- i'ou h a v e used for' I ndi8 e s- suitable for office or living purposes
have a carload which we are selling
High School to enter upon a year of 0{ Registration win be in session a t ! tion, Sour Stomach, Bloating. Gas on Inquire DAVID RUBENSTEIN. Tel. 1285. We
at
very low prices this year. Also one
graduate study at Columbia Uni- their rooms, spring street, tor the p u r - .the Stomach, Heartburn and general ________________________________ 93-tf second hand 20 In furnace at a bargain.
LARGE SPACE suitable for any busl- A T. NORWOOD. Warren. Tel. 22.
versity for his Master’s degree. Mr ^ . . “V o f^ th e eSv c°The’sessions 'win Stomach Misery, go to your neighbor________________________________ 98-tf
and Mrs. Howell leave Sept. 19 for neBheld Sept '2 3 4. 5. 8 9. 10. 11 and hood druggist and get a bottle
officeW ix>u
W°U
Double
en“
LUMBER for sale. Save. Direct from
12 from 9 a m. to 1 p. m and from 3 p. Priest Indigest;on Powder, price 50c, i trance, hard wood floor, toilet and lavaNew York city.
the
manufacturer to the user. Fitted
m. to
and from
p m.
9 p m. M-UU,
.. of. . .
p riest
Regulators the
> ’■ *5. week. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
David Hesselgren of Lynn has As
the5 p.
lastm. three
days 7 of
saidto session
irn
e b i xteguiavurb,
wic '«
wood $14. Junks $12. 4-ft mill slabs $6.50,
St.
Tel.
1080.
89-tf
tQiiie laxative for chronic constove length $8. shims 15 bundles $1.
purchased the estate of the late Eta are for ...
the -------purpose of verifying said
JUST REPAIRED and cleaned 6 room Delivered. L. A. PACKARD. R. F D..
lists and to complete and close vp the stipation, price 25q. and 75c.
M. Coggan and is located there.
tenement on Warren St. Inquire 11 ' Thomaston. Me.
93-tf
records of the session, no names will be
JAMES ST. Tel. 577.
87-tf
Lesley W atts and Mrs. Golden added to or stricken from said lists on
P rie s t D ru g C o m p an y
i Alley) Thompson were united in said days.
UPSTAIRS RENT at 28 Florence St.,
Bv order of the Board of Registration. 98 Exchange Street, Bangor, Maine five rooms, lights, flush closet, cellar and
marriage recently by Rev. Charles II. HENRY
M. de ROCHEMONT. Chairman.
shed. Call at 41 FULTON ST., or Tel.
At
The
Sign
Of
The
Blue
Bottle
B. Seliger a t his home. T he single
104-106
| 213-R.___________________________ 83-tf
M READ THE
THREE furnished rooms to let, or
1single rooms, all modern. HILL DANE, '
30 High St. Tel. 427-R.___________ 93-tf
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23 i
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
240 Broadway, __________________93-tf '
■ GARAGE and storage space to let. V
F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
MEN NEEDED FOR NAVAL
________________________________ 93-tf
COMMUNICATION RESERVE,
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your sawt
U. S. N. R.—JOIN NOW
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST. Tel. lulO.
93-tf
No Radio Experience Necessary

Shark Breaks U p Quaint
Island Postal System
Suva, Fiji Islands.—A shark has
broken up the postal system of the
Island of Niuafoou.
For years a native of the island
swam a mile out from shore every
four weeks to meet the steamer S.
S. Tofua which delivers the mall.
The native carried with him out
going mail and took back to shore
the incoming mail, which was
tossed overboard to him in a sealed
tin.
A communication received from
the United Press correspondent on
the island said that the last incom
ing mail was lost when a shark a t
tacked and killed the swimmer.
Hereafter a large canoe will be
sent after the mail.
Niuafoou is about halfway be
tween Samoa and Tonga. It be
longs to the Kingdom of Tonga.

U. S. M oney Order T akes
U nauthorized China Trip
East Hampton, Conn.—A, postal
money order mailed here in Octo
ber, 1930, to South China, Maine,
lias Just reached its recipient. The
envelope bears the postmark of Se
attle, Wash., and Shanghai and
Hankow, China.
Hairless Calf Born
Hickory Flat, Miss.—A hairless
1calf was born on a farm near here
recently. It Is healthy and said to
be making average growth.

♦ London is gradually sliding
* towards the River Thames.
<S>
The National Physical
j laboratory In Its annual report states that while the
* movement of the quay wall ls
j Tt away from the river, that of
♦ the Salt Tower is towards
4 the river, both at a rate of
- about one-twenty-fifth of an
inch a year.
4.

T h e M e d o m a k N a tio n a l B a n k

his grandmother Mrs. J. D. Thurs
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Chandler recently spent the day in Waterville.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Ripley and family are at their home again, having
made a visit in Feeding Hills, Mass.,
guests of their daughter Mrs. Helen
Fuller.
The Brown sisters of Camden were
recently at their home here.
Mrs. Willard Leach and Mrs. San
ford Chapman of Rockland. Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Leach of New Haven,
were calling on friends in town re
cently.

F L O R E N C E V IL L A IN N

♦
J Tower o f London
t
Is N earing River
S London.—The Tower of

Continuing O ur Policy of Conserva
tive Banking, The Board of Directors
Have Voted That The Dividends On
Savings Deposits Payable Sept. 1,
1931, Will Be Computed At the Pres
ent Rate of 4% Per Annum From
June 1, 1931, to September 1, 1931,
and Thereafter At the Rate of 3'/^' <
Per Annum.

Every-Other-Day

Scientists will search for the miss
ing link between man and beast in
Borneo. Of more value now would
be discovery of the missing link be
I tween depression and prosperity.—

6 Yes, a dollar will pay more than
61it did five years ago, but dollars

5 were common then—Detroit Free

OPEN

M AY 15 TO NOVEMBER 1 ,1 9 3 1

TO LET

In E verybody’s Column

LOST A N D FOUND

.W A N TED

xI B-4 __

JVAMT A P I

D O NOT FO R G E T T H A T

G . W . P A L M E R & S O N ’S

Big Stock Reduction Sale
of Jew elry , D iam onds, W atc h es, Etc.

C o n tin u e s T ill S a tu r d a y N ig h t
«

Plenty of Good B arg ain s in th e Entire
Line Y et

S P E C IA L S A L E
Preserving P eaches
$1.59
25c
Sw eet Potatoes 8 4bs
Green Tom atoes pk
33c
Preserving Jars qts $1.09 pt 99c
Pickling Vinegar
gal
25c
BUSHE1
BASKET

TESTED

LOBSTERS
TU ESD AY -W EDN ESD AY SPECIAL

25c

POUND
P e r r y ’s M a r k e t

25c

Free Instruction That Will Enable
You To Pass Government Exams.
Ages 18-35
See R. W. TYLER, tel. 58-23, or
K. V. WHITE, tel. 437
102*T108

REAL ESTATE

THE CARRIE S. ROBBINS farm at
Ingraham Hill ls for sale. Has 119
acres Including 60 acres ol tillage land. I
remainder wooded. Fine set of build
THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
ings on place. Including residence tn
Shareholders' Meeting
perfect condition, seven rooms with
Notice ls hereby given that pursuant
bath, hot water heat and electric lights to call of Its directors a special m eeting
R. U. COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
of the shareholders of The Thomaston
_____ _______________
86-tf National Bank will be held at Its bank
In the Town of Thomaston.
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale, large lot. j ing house
of Maine, on Monday. September
garage. Thomaston St. V. F. STUDLEY, State
14.
A.
D.
1931.
ten o’clock In the fore69 Park St. Tel. 1080 .
93-tf I noon. Eastern atStandard
Time, for the
FARM for sale, about 55 acres. Good j purpose of considering and determining
buildings, house, barn, garage. Plenty by vote whether an agreement to con
of hard and soft wood, pasture and solidate the said bank and The Georges
fields; 2Smiles from Thomaston Prison, National Bank of Thomaston located in
on *Cushlng road. Small amount down, the Town of Thqmaston. State of Maine,
balance on rent plan. Price $1550. V. F under the provisions of the laws of the
STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
93-tf United States, shall be ratified and con
and for the purpose of voting
SEVEft ROOM house, four acres land. firmed.
for sale, also 6 room bungalow. 6 room upon any other m atters incidental to
h
o
u
s
e
,
fa
r
m
s
,
s
u
m
m
e
r
c
o
t
m
e
e
s
.
b
u
l
l
d
l
n
e
T
hc
.
Pr0P?sed
o t theaitreetwo
house, farms, summer cottages, building .
roDvconsolldallon
of the Morelsaid
lots and general real estate service ol 2?„n“ - „ A,5°Syu “ . t l e. . “ ?.r®sal<1.? ? r^ :
all klmls.- ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375, S cm rsT ^each of t h e ^ b a n k s nrov?cL
Main
Rockland, Me. Tel, 77.
93-tf ; f ^ V o r th ^ c o S L u d a u Z ?s" on Pfl°e M
the bank and may be Inspected during
business hours.
J. WALTER STROUT
Cashier
August 11. 1931.
97-108
4
THE GEORGES NATIONAL BANK OF
THOMASTON
Shareholders' Meeting
ELECTRICAL WIRING by contract
ls hereby given that pursuant
day or hour, first-class work. HARRY to Notice
call of its directors a special meeting
MOORE, 10 Bunker St Tel. 246-X.
the shareholders of The Georges Na
105*107 of
tional Bank of Thomaston will be h e ld ,
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale at Its banking house in the Town of
by manufacturer. Samples free. H. A Thomaston. State of Maine, on Monday.
BARTLETT, Harmony. Me.______ 105-117 j September 14. A. D.. 1931, at nine o^clock
forenoon. Eastern Standard Time,
NOTICE—This ls to notify all---------in
th a t the the
purpose of considering and de
from this date I will pay only those bills for
termining
by vote whether an agree
th a t I contract myself. EMERY J. ment to consolidate
the said bank and
WOOSTER. North Haven. Me. Aug. 31. The Thomaston National
Bank, located
1931.
105*107 in t^ie Town of Thomaston.
State of
NOTICE—This ls to notify all persons Maine, under the provisions of the laws
th at my wife Marie Sanford has left my of the United States, shall be ratified
home without Just cause and that after and confirmed, and for the purpose of
this date I will be responsible for no voting upon any other matters inci
bills of her contracting. CECIL SAN dental to the proposed consolidation of
FORD. Waterville. Kings County. N. S. the two banks. A copy of the aforesaid
Aug. 31. 1931.
105*107 agreement executed by a majority of the
HThnrooc rev wifn iTvra
directors of each of the two banks, pro-

MISCELLANEOUS

HORACE A FLANDERS. Friendship. Me.
Aug. 26. 1931
104*106
LET
A. KNOWLTON file your saws
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
93-tf
IF YOU NEED SERVICE of stenogra-,
pher or typist call HUSTON-TUTTLE
BOOK STORE. 405 Main St. Tel. 684-M. i
Rates reasonable.______________ 100-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
_____ __________________________ 93-tf
LADIES—Reliable hair goods'at Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
93-tf

L. S. LEVENSALER.
Cashier.
Ausust 11. 1931.
97-108

?W drR every grave

Memorials

9* *•* *•• *•* *•• *•• *•■ *•* ••* ••• «•••••«•,••• •••

We believe “a satisfied cus
tomer is the best advertise
ment,” and on that principle,
our business is increasing.
We shall be very glad to ad
vise you on the selection of a
suitable Memorial for your
Cemetery plot.

FURNISHED cottages to let on sea
shore, good fishing. P. O. address E. V.
SHEA, South Thomaston. Me.
Tel.
853-11 Rockland.
\
100-1O5

Wm. E. D om an & Son

•

♦!

: Sum m er C ottages ;
■

-------- *1

C u s e d F a r n iit n e W
k w E A P W A M T A O rl

Inc.
EAST UNION, ME.
117T-tf

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 1, 1931
Flora Colson entertained a house
I party last week a t the Colson cotI tage at Ash Point, her guests being
Lucy French, Cynthia Wasgatt, Ruth
i Perry. Joan Moulaison, Elizabeth
Creighton of Thomaston, Helen Dei lano, Madelyn Coffey, Dorothy
Lawry, Virginia Proctor and Ruth
Richards. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Colison chaperoned.

Page Seven

LEAVITT-LIGHT
Miss Elva C. Tooker of Allston,
------Mass., arrives today to visit Mr. and
Miss Alice Luella Light, daugh'
Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr. Miss Tooker
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Light of
is working for the George Baker
JCamden and who has been teaching
Foundation a t Harvard University
j in Norridgewock for the past year,
in editing the John Jacob Astor let
f]
A Q U A K E IR S C H O O L FOR GIRLS
I and Harry Howard Leavitt, son of Mr.
ters now on the press. She is a for
j and Mrs. Almon B. Leavitt of AuOPENING SEPTEMBER 15, 1931
mer teacher at Wellesley.
N O T E D for i t s s u c c e s s in d e v e lo p in g s c h o l
gusta, were married early in Augus
a r sh ip and p e r so n a lity . O ak G rove a t tr a c t s
at Old Saybrook, Conn., by the Rev.
s tu d e n ts from the b e st h o m e s in a ll p a r ts of
The 11th birthday of Rose Athearn
In addition to personal notes regard-1 Mr. and Mrs. Walter Scott Hall
N e w E n glan d a s w e ll as d is ta n t s ta t e s .
William Robinson of the Grace
was
celebrated
Saturday
afternoon
lng departures and arrivals, this depart of Auburndale, Mass., were visitors
E x p er t tea c h e r s ta k e a v ita l in te r e s t in
Lloyd
Clark
who
has
been
swim
Episcopal Church. Mr. Leavitt is
m en t especially desires Information of |
by eight of her young friends at the
p r o g r e ss of each g ir l. O r ig in a l s e lf - g o v e r n 
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. in the city yesterday returning ming instructor at the Hatchet associated with his lather in pub
m
en
t p roject d e v e lo p s c h a r a c te r .
R ecent
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be homeward from a vacation trip to the Mountain Camp for the summer is lic accountancy, with offices in Au
g r a d u a te s en rolled in o v e r t h ir ty d iffe r e n t
gladly received.
Coombs,
Masonic
street.
Games
were
c
o
lle
g
e
s
and
p
r
o
fessio
n
a
l
s
c
h
o
o
ls
.
A
d
v
an ced
home
for
a
short
vacation
before
re
gusta. Mrs. Leavitt was graduated
TELEPHONE ........................ 770 or 794-W St. Lawrence and Saguenay region.
w ork fo r H ig h S ch ool gra d u a tes.
happily rounded out by dainty re
Mr. Hall is a former Rockland boy, turning to Massachusetts Tech to from the Maine Central Institute at
E
x
c
e
p
tio
n
a
l
a
d
v
a
n
ta
g
e
s
in
M
u
sic
.
A
r
t,
D ra
freshments. The table was festive
who after an absence of 15 years, resume studies.
Pittsfield and from Lasell Seminary
m a tic s and P h y s ic a l E d u c a tio n . H o r s e b a c k
The steamship Lapland which a r  found a delightful naturalness about
J
in
yellow
and
orange
decorations,
the
r
id
in
g
.
S
eparate
Ju
n
ior
D
e
p
a
r
tm
en
t
fo
r
lim 
in Auburndale, Mass. Mr. Leavitt is
ite d num ber in S e v e n th and E ig h th G rad es.
rived in Boston Sunday had among the city. Mrs. Hall quite agreed with
center of attraction being the pretA delightful event of the past week j a graduate of the Deering High
B e a u tifu l n e w fire-p roof d o r m ito r y . S p a 
its passengers Dr. and Mrs. Everett him that while Canada has many at- . was the tea given Monday afternoon | School. Portland, where the family
| tily iced birthday cake. There were
c io u s g ym n asiu m . T e n n is c o u r ts and a t h le t ic
C. Herrick of Newton Center and tractions Maine is not beaten by its for Miss Kate Vannah, the famous j at one time resided, also from the
favors for the guests. Mrs. Coombs
fie ld s. R id in g R ing. G lee C lub. O rc h e stra .
Mrs. Edward D. Spear of Rockland northern neighbor. Mr. Hall is city composer, at the home of Mrs. ' Maine School of Commerce in Portwas assisted by Mrs. Blake Annis and
Com plete modern Department of Secretarial
and her granddaughter, Miss Gail freight agent for the Boston & Al Cbarles H. Gray in Gardiner. Miss land. The. young couple will reside j
Science opening for ambitioua and capable
Mrs. Edward Prescott.
Poat-Graduatea.
Sharpe of New York. The two bany Railroad stationed at 232 South | Vannah's native place. Old Gardi- at 20 Court street place, Augusta
parties, returning home from tour Station, Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Newcomb
ner friends of the musician greeted
Principal!:
Mr.
& Mrs. Robert E.Owen
ing Europe, met unexpectedly upon
1who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
her on this first visit to her home
STARKEY-CLARKE
Box
417
Vassalboro, Maine
the returning steamer, thereby re
L.
F.
Chase,
have
returned
to
their
The Woman’s Educational Club town in eight years. Tuesday Miss
newing long-time acquaintances and picnic will be held Thursday after Vannah was the guest of Mrs. Wil
home in Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Miss Nettie A. Clarke of Damari
exchanging interesting notes of noon at the home of Mrs. Lena Mer liam Tudor Gardiner at Montsweag, scotta Mills and Richard O. Starkey
Capt Millard E. Rowe and Maurice W P U / A N T E D V N A U / I
travel.
The Rockland voyagers rill, Rankin street, instead of as pre the Gardiner's summer home.
Mrs. Donald Carter (Thelma Lit
of Ellsworth were married Saturday
YVA l l 1 EilVlwilU Yl 1
reached home yesterday and were viously announced. Take box lunch.
tlefield), Mrs. Marguerite Hurd, Hall have returned from Swan's'
evening at 8 o'clock in St. Margaret’s
_____
met at the station by the warm greet
Miss Abbie Evans, daughter of the Church, Belfast, the double ring
Misses Meiva and Audrey Littlefield, Island after a few days' visit with j
ings of relatives and friends. Dr. and
IS IT BROWNING?
of Orono, were recent guests of Supt. Mr. Rowe's parents, Mr. and Mrs. B.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Linnell and Mr. late Rev. L. D. Evans, pastor of the service being performed by Rev.
E. Rowe.
Mrs. Herrick are expected soon to and Mrs. William Hull of Boston who Camden Congregational Church for ( Thomas Akeley.' The bride was given
and Mrs. E. L. Toner.
_____
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:visit their Ash Point cottage.
have been on a motor trip through 25 years and pastor emeritus for ■in marriage by her father. The ma
“The flesh I wear, the earth I
Mrs. G. E. Nicholas and son Guy
Mrs. Bert Haskell and Mrs. Nor
Canada, have been guests of Mrs. eight years, is spending a vacation in tron of honor was Mrs. Leland Cowan
Mrs. Robert Barrett of Williston Herbert Linnell, Thomaston, for a Camden. Miss Evans is a writer of of Ellsworth, a sister of th,e groom.
man Gray of Everett, Mass., visited are spending the week in Newport, tread, are not more clear to me than
Park, L. I., who has been the guest few days.
poetry. She is now director of so The groomsman was Grevis Milville
Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Luf R. I., guests of Lt. Com, G. E. Nichp- , my belief." This I think is Brown
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Grie, James
cial activities a t the Settlement of Damariscotta. The ushers were
las, D.D.S. of U.S.S. Pensacola.
kin, Otis street.
x
ing, and I should like to be told in
street, for several days, has now gsne
for
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Underwood who Music School in Philadelphia, where j Harold Witham, a cousin of the
to Round Pond before return ng have been at the Herrick cottage, arc 400 pupils with 200 in the chorus, j bride; and Alvah Nickerson. The
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Perry and Dr,
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. MacAllister which of his poems it is to be found
home. Mrs. B arrett has spent her Ash Point, have returned to their
and Mrs. Perley Damon entertained (Miriam Turner) of Boston were Sat I shall be glad to hear from any of
------—
I wedding march was played by Miss
summers in Maine for some time, and home in Swarthmore, Pa.
Mrs. Mildred Crie entertained sev- H. Emily Cunningham of Damarithe Friday Night Club for supper urday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl the readers of this always entertain
it was because of the Barretts spying
eral friends Wednesday evening at i scotta Mills. The bride's gown was
and bridge at the Perry cottage at McIntosh.
ing dpartment.
Searcher.
a Maine license plate in North Caro
Megunticook Lake, with honors carA. H. Benner and family of Ban her home, the guests being Mrs. Celia i white crepe with tulle veil and she
lina last winter th at this friendship gor visited relatives in this city Sun Cross, Mrs Alice Spear, Mrs. Ruth ■carried white bride roses.
Rockland,
Aug.
29.
| ried off by Mrs. A. M. Moody and
Chapin Class is invited to picnic
was formed. It resulted in the two day.
September 8th is almost here!
Hary, Mrs. Gladys Estes, Miss Myra
Following the ceremony a reception
Wallace Spear.
with Mrs. E. F. Berry at Cooper's
couples spending an enjoyable week
Linnekin, Miss Adelaide Cross and was held in the rectory, attended bv
Beach Thursday. Take cups and sil
And every mother will dress her
end together in Salisbury, N C. Later
Mrs. Angus Hennigar who is Mrs. Evelyn B arrett of New York, about 50 guests, including several
Opportunity Class meets Thurs ver.
they met, unexpectedly, in Elberton. spending the summer season at her honor guest. Bridge was played with frem out of town. The couple left
day evening in the First Baptist paryoung daughter as well as—or
Ga„ and then again for several days Vinalhaven home is with Mr. Henni prizes going to Mrs. Spear. Mrs. Estes, for a few days' honeymoon trip.
| lors. Finished work for the misMrs. Emily Weeks, who has spent
WED.-THURS.
in Atlanta, Ga.
Mrs.
Cross
and
guest
prize
to
Mis
better
than
herself!
The
bride
is
the
daughter
of
Mr.
gar at their apartment on Rockland
| sionary box. soon to be packed, is to the past month at Ledgemere, the
Barrett.
Lunch
was
served.
and
Mrs.
Leslie
Clarke.
She
is
a
street for the week.
be brought to this meeting.
Ash Point summer home of Mr. and
Mrs. Clara T. Curtis and David H.
graduate of Lincoln Academy, Shaw's
Mrs. Henry E. Edwards, left today
Smalt, serviceable school togs
She Must Choose—
Curtis, Jr., are on an automobile trip
Ruth
Campbell
who
has
been
visitBusiness
College
in
Portland
and
the
L. W. Fickett and Donald Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Falvey and enroute to Birmingham, Mich., ac
to Massachusetts and Vermont, and of the Maine Music Co. are in Bostop ing Mrs. Alton Decrow has returned ! R^lne School of Commerce in Lewisand accessories are on disp ay
two children have returned to their companied by her children Nancy
Reputation or Love?
will return over the Mohawk Trail. on a short business trip.
to her home in Hallowell.
ton. She taught several terms of
home in East Newton, Mass., after and Jimmie, and Mrs. Max Le Bar
now—at the lowest prices in
schcol in Damariscotta and for the
I
spending
a
week
at
Holiday
Beach.
ron.
The
party
will
motor
as
far
as
Frances Marsh and Catherine Jo r
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence M. Thomas past eight years has been secretary
Miss Martha Burkett, R. N„ who
Buffalo and there take the lake
dan have returned from a visit in has been visiting relatives and friends yesterday passed the 50th milestone in John N. Glidden's Insurance office
years. Do come in soon and
Mr. and Mrs. William Wells, Mrs steamer for Detroit.
Vinalhaven wtih Mrs Clyde M cIn in this vicinity for some time, left of their marriage. While the event in Damariscotta. Mr. Starkev is a
i Jerome Crea and F. S. Reynolds ol
make your selection!
tosh.
yesterday by motor for her home in was observed quietly, open house at son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Starkey of
Lubec were guests Sunday of Mr. and
ST. GEORGE
their
attractive
home
on
Spruce
Ellsworth,
a
graduate
of
Brewer
White Plains, N. Y., accompanied by
Mrs. Charles Small at The High
Mrs. A. H. Clarke and daughter her aunt, Mrs. W. F. Tibbetts, who street was kept, with callers and High School and Washington State
lands.
Mrs. Edla Ela has returned to Som-1
Miss Mary Clarke, who have been oc will visit her for the week.
many remembrances being received Normal Schcol. He taught two years
erville, Mass., after spending several
cupying one of the Duncan cottages
during the day, outstanding of which as orincipal of the grammar school in
Rev.
E.
O.
Kenyon,
rector
of
St
weeks with Mrs. Edw. Riley.
at Holiday Beach since the middle of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Simpson and was the wire of congratulation from Damariscotta and is now teaching
Peter's, is on a motor triD to Quebec,
The regular circle supper will be
July, have returned to Washington, Mrs. Emma Grindle of Camden were their son Lucien, who is in Rio in Sagamore. Cape Cod. where the
expecting
to
return
the
latter
part
of
held in the church dining room
D. C.
couple will reside. The presents were
supper guests Sunday of Mr. and Janeiro, South America.
the week.
Thursday at 5 o'clock.
numerous and
beautiful.
Mrs.
Mrs. George E. Dunton, Rankin
Mrs. Nettie Drown of Waldoboro
A delightful desert-bridge was given street.
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Perry enter Starkey is a niece of Mrs. Carrie B.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Weed of South and Mr. and Mrs. Minot Mathewson
by Mrs. Mildred Crie last Tuesdav
tained at dinner Wednesday eve Waltz of this city.
Paris are guests of Mr. and Mrs. K. of East Weymouth, Mass., called on
afternoon at her home in honor of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bird, ning Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Brunner
B. Crie. Talbot avenue.
Mrs. Ella Robinson Sunday.
her guest, Mrs. Evelyn Barrett of Misses Helen and Mary Bird, Ruth of Miami, Fla.
Miss Dclma Green who is training
Carl Skuglun and son and Mrs.
New York. "Deserts" were furnished and Mary Lawrence, attended the
at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Hodgkins, Emma Gilchrest and daughter mo
by Mrs. Crie’s mother. Mrs. Sidney horse show at Islesboro Thursday,
Miss Kitty McLaughlin who has in Boston is home for a short vaca
daughter Ruth and son Wendell, of tored to Portsmouth, N. H„ over the
Oxton, who also furnished the love luncheon guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. been with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. tion.
Winthrop. Mass., spent the week weekend.
ly summer flowers. Prizes were E. WilUams.
George McLaughlin for several weeks,
end with relatives here.
Mrs. Evelyn Wilson, daughter Julia
awarded Mrs Josephine Perry, Mrs.
The Chase Farm crowd was en
is ls leaving Thursday for New York
The 1931-32 season of the Auxili
and son Maynard were recent over
Gladys Estes and Mrs. Barrett.
Mrs. A. W. Smith and daughter where she will resume her musical tertained Sunday by Mr. and Mrs. ary of Sons of Union Veterans opens
Mrs. Fred Faber and daughter night guests of Mr. and Mrs. James
Charles R. Coombs at their cottage
Arlene of Tenant's Harbor are visit- activities.
evening with a business Elizabeth have left for their home Riley.
Albion H. Buker who has been with l ing Mrs. Smith's sister, Mrs. Alice
Ten Oaks in Belmont at Tilton's tomorrow
in Peoria. 111., after spending several
meeting at Grand Army hall.
The Grange resumed meetings last
his mother, Mrs. Parks Buker. Cam ' Comstock, Broadway.
Mrs. Merle Hutchinson and son Pond. There were 30 present who
weeks at Crescent Beach. They were Friday night after a recess during
den street, for several weeks, has re 
report
one
of
the
banner
gatherings.
—
Richard have retum ed from Vinal
accompanied
as
far
'as
Eoston
by
July
and August.
turned to Holliston, Mass.
Cyrus Pinkham of Catonsville,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harriman (Mary haven where they spent several
------Mrs. Faber's mother, Mrs. H. I. Hix.
Mrs.
Oscar Fish and Lcn White of
Md.,
has
been
the
guest
of
Fletcher
; Jordan) and daughter Jean of West weeks. Mr. Hutchinson of the HorMrs. May A. Berry who has been
North Grafton. Mass., Mrs. Shat
Miss Viola Mank has returned from Hartford. Conn., who have been at net was home for the weekend, leav- making an extended visit with rela- Brown, School street, for a few days,
Donald
Small
who
has
been
visit
tuck. Mrs. Doucette and Arthur
Boston where she has been in a hos Sebago Lake for the summer, are ing yesterday to rejoin the yacht in fives at Lincoln. West Roxbury and leaving yesterday to go to Boothbay.
ing his parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Letgher of Washington were Sunday
pital for surgical treatment since the ! visiting Mrs. Harriman’s father,
ether Massachusetts points and also
New
York.
Small
at
The
Highlands
for
two
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Rob
severe accident she sustained some Frank H. Jordan, Thomaston, for a
Miss Lenore Benner, Mrs. Leila
in Putnam and Hartford, Conn,, a r
Benner, Edward Benner. George S. weeks, retumed Sunday to Boston inson.
weeks ago.
Is a woman’s reputation worth
short time before returning home.
Mrs. Marguerite Hurd of Orono " ves ‘odayJ ° beT atwth%h°m»
to
resume
his
position
with
the
In

Ardie Thomas is having repairs
Wardwell and Harold Savage Sun
the price of love? This girl de
and
Miss
Celia
Tibbetts
of
Exeter
daughter
Mrs.
L.
W.
Fickett,
Rangersoll-Rand
Co.
Mrs. G. D. Gould and Mrs. Carrie
made to his house, Fred Robinson do
day motored to Bingham to inspect
An enjoyable family party a r
kin street.
cides! How? See "Silence!"
ing the work.
Waltz were recent guests at the ranged by Woodbury E. Hall of Win have returned to their homes after
the Central Maine Power dam.
Mrs.
Eleanor
Baldwin
Cass,
noted
Lafayette Hotel in Portland.
Mrs.
Walter
Maker
has
returned
to
A Paramount Picture
throp, Mass., recently took place at spending a week with Supt. and Mrs.
George E. Dunton, local agent of
Mrs. Frank L. Green and daugh fencing expert and author of “The work in Medfield, Mass., after spend- j
the home of Mrs. Mary E. Hall. Glen- E. L. Toner.
directed by Louis Gasnier
_____
the Eastern Steamship Lines, reBook
of
Fencing."
making
a
tour
of
Daniel G. Munson of Brooklyn, and cove, those present in addition to
ported for duty Sunday after being ters Evelyn and Delma are guests of Maine, is at present stopping at ing a vacation here.
and Max Marcin
friend Mr. Jennings, were visitors Mr. and Mrs. Hall being Mrs. Harriet
Miss Cora Murdough has returned
The Girls Friendly Society of St. conflned t0 his home on Rankln relatives in Deer Isle for the week.
Damariscotta Lake. Mrs. Cass re to Newton, Mass., where she has em
last week in this city where-Mr. Mun A. Buker, Albion H. Buker, Mr. and Peters have completed an enjoyable street „ iU
with
a rare o^u^ence in
son was formerly submaster in the Mrs. Edwin B. Hall, Miss Emily V. week at the Episcopal camp at Lake ■
Raymond C. Perry is confined to cently returned from a year’s tour ployment.
, his busy life
CLIVE EROOK
of Europe, accompanied by two of
High School.
Miss Cora Hilt and Miss Elizabeth
j Hail, Mrs. Helen S. Hall and Mr. and Megunticook. with Miss M argaret, Mr. and Mrs. M. Colonari and son his Summer street home by illness.
her sons, also expert fencers. The Riley were guests last week of Miss
Brldge.
I Mrs. Frank H. Ingraham. The chief Butiomer in charge. The girls in- Raymond of Black
Marjorie
Ramheau
Miss Vivian Mullen was the guest 1dish at the bountifully laden table eluded Feme Brown. Margery and ,
t Conn„ are
u todav 0, Mrs
C. C. Wahle of Flushing. L. I., a r Cass family have been instrumental Emma Harding, Rockland.
in
introducing
this
sport
to
Maine’s
>f Mrs. Ray Easton in Rockport last was smothered haddock, cooked “to
Peggy Shannon
rived Sunday to join Mrs. Wahle and
A BASEBALL BOOK
reek.
the king's taste” by Mrs. Mary E.
son Buddy a t the home of Mr. and summer camps, six members of the
family
teaching
fencing
here
at
one
Charles Starrett
Beulah
Wright,
and
Gladys
Widde|
| Hall. She was particularly designatMr. and Mrs. Ernest P. Jones and Mrs. George McLaughlin, Walker time.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter O'Rourke (M ar | ed to prepare the fish in that way by combe, with Evelyn Tracy of Rock
There are many bovs of mature
Place, to remain until after Labor
son
Robert
motored
Sunday
to
garet Brewster) who have been i “Uncle Woodbury" and all approved land, Fern Smalley of Long Cove and
years as well as many of the younger
Day.
ALSO
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. Walker ■of his selection when they took the Edna Rogers of Boothbay Harbor as Boothbay Harbor with Arthur Nutt
Fales Circle is holding a card generation who will be interested in
BOBBY JONES
Brewster, have returned to Philadel first taste. A social evening followed special guests. Visitors during the of Portland.
party
at
7.30
this
evening
at
the
"The
B'g
Baseball
Book
for
Boys,"
Kalloch Class will have a picnic at
"MEDIUM IRON'S"
phia.
with music and conversation, remi- week were Mrs. Sarah Thomas, Mr
Knott Rankin's cottage, Cooper's home of Mrs. Bertha Everett at In  by M. G. Bonner (Mclouiblin Bros.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Warren
Hill
and
two
Ire ) In it M. G. Bcnnrr has includ
; niscent and otherw'se. A wooden and Mrs. Thomas Foley, Mrs. Alton sons who have been at the Herrick Beach Wednesday. Take dishes and graham Hill.
Cyrus Pinkham and sister Miss | reel, made in 1847 for winding yarn, Decrow. Ruth Campbell of Hallowell,
ed. briefly of course, not only a his
telephone»1098-J in regard to trans
NOW SHOWING
dargaret Pinkham of Baltimore have attracted especial- attention, as it was Mrs. W. M. Little and son Neil, Miss cottage at Ash Point have returned portation.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlyle Brown and tory of the game itself and of the
“MOTHER'S MILLION’S”
leen spending a few days with hand made by Capt. Ezekiel Hall on Nettie Clark, Earl Savward. Mr; to their home in Northampton, Mass.,
children, Mrs. Sumner Banks and two maior leagues, but short, inter
MJ- Hil1 ,is r“ earch engineer
riends in this city. They return to- I some sea voyage and given to his Emma L^ne"and“ Mrs“ Ellis'SmalVey
Mr. and Mrs. James McConaughy daughter Marie, and Mrs. William esting stories of famous plavers and
lay to Boothbay Harbor where Mrs. wife, Jane Kendall Hall, upon his of Long Cove, Rev. and Mrs. J. P. B. for the Prophy-lac-tic Brush Co.
(Melvina Wentworth) of German Thomas motored to Brooklin Sunday. plavs of other years, pithy paralyrus S. Pinkham is visiting.
granhs about men whose names are
A Paramount Publix Theatre
return home. They were the parents Franklin and small son of Thomas
town. Philadelphia, were guests yes
Members of the Cardinal Club, terday of Mrs. Belle Burpee. They
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Clement and celebrated In the canals of baseball
of Woodbury E. Hall and Harriet A. ton and Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector of
Miss Nellie Webster, who has been Euker and grandparents of the lat St. Peter’s. Miss Buttomer was as husbands and guests were enter have gone to Isle au Haut to visit daughter Esther of West Medford, and a discussion of the gam" itself
visiting her brother Robert A. Web ter’s nephews and nieces present. sisted by Mrs. Edna Browne. Mrs. tained Frday evening for picnic Mrs. Conaughy’s sister, Mrs. Clyde Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. and how it Is plavcri. It may be giv
ster, is now visiting in Old Town be The decorations on the reel indicated William Anderson of Pennsylvania, supper and bridge by Mrs. A. J Bird Turner for a short time.
William Clement at their summer ing away a secret, because of course
fore returning to Chelsea. Mass., some artistic ability of the ancestor Miss Mary Buttomer and Miss Mary and Mrs. J, A. Jameson at Shore
male vanity hardly could admit that
home at South Thomaston.
She was accompanied to Old Tov/n and were particularly interesting McIntosh. A portion of each day was Acres, the Bird summer home.
a woman could write authoritatively
Recent guests of Mrs. J. R. Flye,
Sunday by Mr. and Mrs. Webster.
The Speech Readers Club is to and correctly unon such a game as
Miss Margaret Stevens looked in on devoted to religious education, and
Crescent street, have been Mr. and
the party briefly, her coming being j many recreational features, includLEADBETTER FAMILY
Mrs. George F. Lahey Jr., and chil have an outing tomorrow at the baseball. But M G. Bonner is reallv
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Meade of especially pleasing to those present. j ing swimming and bathing, games,
The annual reunion of the Lead- dren George 3rd and Doris, of Mont home of Mrs. Charles Hewett, Ran Mary o . Bonner, who dedicates herr bock has been edited by Alan Gould.
Salem, Mass., were weekend guests She is a granddaughter of Mrs. Mary j etc., provided. Thursdav with Father better family will be held in Crockett's clair.
N. J.; Rev. and Mrs. George L. kin street and Broadway, with picnic book to "Harry Meyer, who took me Sports editor of the Associated
of Mr. and Mrs. Almon Young, P u r E. Hall. The combined ages of the Kenyon and Father Franklin the hall. North Haven, Saturday. Sept. 5. Davis of Newtonville, Mass.; Mr. and dinner at 1 o'clock, rain or shine.
to mv first baseball game.” However, Press, should be sufficient to re
chase street and are now visiting three oldest present total. i 249 years, rirls climbed Maiden Cliff, where on 104-106 ' Mrs. Jessie Beverage, Sec.
a special autographed introduction move any doubts from the minds of
Mrs. E. M. Law of Rockport. Mass.
relatives at Vinalhaven for a few 6 months and 19 days and these octo the summit the former conducted a
There will be a bridge party this by Ty Cobb, and the fact that the the readers as to its accuracy.
Mr. Lahey and family spent the
days .
genarians are all mentally alert and service, with Singing of hymns and
Steamship tickets to all parts of weekend at Pond Island with Mrs. evening at Grand Army hall under
smart. All derived much chants. Friday an indoor circus and the world. We attend to all details Annie Bosse Lurvey, and expect to the auspices of Auxiliary of Sons of
Miss Winifred Little, a student at physically
watermelon hunt were enjoyed, and
Veterans, with Mrs. Nellie
W EDNESDAY A N D TH URSDAY
St. Barnabas Hospital, Newark, N. J., pleasure from the get-together and in the evening the grownups pro- including passport and visa. Phone return to be guests of Mrs. Flye for Union
Achorn in charge.
look forward to a similar event next ■.. ,
, .
. ,
675 for details. Robert & Veazie. a few days more.
arrived Wednesday for a three weeks' year
MATINEE AND EVENING
when all members of the family vided a ghost party for the young In c. Masonic Temple. M F Lovevisit in the city with friends.
people.
may be able to attend.
The BPW Club meets at the rooms
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Starr and son
ON THE STAGE IN PERSON
loy. Mgr.
36-tf
Thursday evening for its regular Jack of Larchmont. N. Y., and Camp
monthly meeting. Supper will be Cathedral Pines, Winthrop. Me., were
served at 6.30.
weekend guests of Miss Kitty Mc
Laughlin and Mrs. H. B. Fales.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Gay and
son Stanley, Mr. and Mrs. Harold J.
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Mills have re
Philbrook and son Carl, and Miss turned from a week at Old Orchard.
We Give
We Give
Carol Gardner, motored Sunday to
S. & H
GOLD BOND
Bangor where they were guests of
Mrs. Arthur Hall and daughter
GREEN STAMPS
D E P A R TM E N T STORE
STAMPS
Rev. Jesse Kenderdine who Is teach Frances who have been guests of
410-12 M A IN S T . R O C K LA N D
ing at the Bangor Theological Semi Mrs. B. E. Rowe and Mrs. Cheever '
nary during the summer session. Ames of Swan's Island have returned
Members of the party were former home.
parishioners of Mr. Kenderdine at
Rockland and the meeting was a very
Mrs. William T. Haines and grand
happy one.
daughter Edith are at Crescent
Beach where they are occupying for
Felice Perry who spent the sum three weeks the C. A. Rose cottage.
mer with relatives and friends in Fall
River, Boston and Providence has
Chester Leach, who has been visit
returned home.
ing friends and relatives has returned
to New Haven.
NO ADVANCE IN I " 'CCS
Mrs. H. A. Yates of Garden City,
L. I., N. Y„ and Owl's Head enter
Mr. and Mrs. Charles O. Sanborn
tained at golf and a bridge luncheon cf Albany. Ga., have returned after
ON THE SCREE; I
Friday at the Country Club. In the a visit with Fred H. Sanborn, this
former, played in the morning, Mrs. city. It was their first view of Rock
LOWELL SHERM AN, M AE M URRAY
Frank A. Tirrell Jr. and Mrs. W. H. land in a decade and they found
IN
Rhodes carried off honors, and in many notable improvements.
bridge JUrs. Fred Pillsbury of South
‘HIGH ST A K E S”
Weymouth, Mass., and Owl’s Head
Miss Annie Russell, gifted English
was high liner.
woman and famous dramatic star. Is
spending the summer at Rockport,
One of The PiJ'ttx Theatres
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hale of where she is resting on account of
East Boxford, Mass., who have been illness and an injury from which she
INDIAN BLANKETS
LAST TIMES TODAY
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Jones is now recovering. It was largely in
Plain Color ELANKETS
a t The highlands spent the weekend the hope that Miss Russell might find
"TRAVELING HUSBANDS”
with relatives in Hope. They re  new inspiration to hasten her recov
Part W ool BLANKETS
with
turned home yesterday accompanied ery that her lifelong friend. Mrs.
by Mr. and Mrs. Jones who will be Mary Louise Curtis Bok, gave Rollins
All W ool BLANKETS
EVELYN
BRENT
their guests for the week, also by College a sum for the construction
Home of Paramount Pictures
Edward
Wilder,
returning
to
his
and
equipment
of
the
Annie
Russell
ALL O D D LOTS LEFT FROM DOLLAR D A Y S TO BE CLOSED O UT A T VERY L O W PRICES.
Shows 2.00, 6.45, S.45
home in Lowell. Mass., after spend Theatre, and Miss Russell will active
Daylight Time
ing the week with his mother, Mrs. ly direct the buildings erected tn her
F. J. S IM O N T O N CO.
Rose Wilder at Hope.
honor at Winter Park. Fla.
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Publicity Bureau, in cooperation with helped in every way to njake it a
Station WCSH, which have been so success and extend thanks. It Is
successfully conducted since July. hoped they will all feel rewarded for
their efforts when they ride over the
Desired By Maine Publicity
The Amateur Radio Experts
new piece of road the money is to
PLEASANT
POINT
Committee
—
Why
Stein
By Janet Houston
build.
Tune In O n the TransMr. and Mrs. Oliver Copeland of
A rare treat was afforded the resi
Song Doesn’t Answer
Whitinsville, Mass., were among re dents of Pleasant Point Saturday
Asia Expedition
cent visitors at D. L. Maloney's.
evening when they were all invited
The State of Maine Publicity B u
Mr. and Mrs Oscar Copeland and to enjoy a performance of the third
Communications history between
reau
believes
th
a
t
Maine
should
de
Mrs. Rose Marshall of South Warren
organization headquarters and ex
of the play "Sun-Up,” by Lula
velop an outstanding Maine song, spent Sunday evening with Mr. and act
peditions in the field is being written
Vallmer, as guests of the summer
one
that
will
not
only
thrill
the
State
Mrs. A. W. Maloney.
this summer in Washington, where
residents of Stone's Point. The play
but possibly the nation. Rudy Vallee
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Orne and Mr. was given in Mrs. Laura Littlefield’s
th e National Geographic Society is
i
did
this
with
the
Stein
Song
but
this
and Mrs. L. O. Young attended camp barn which was converted into a little
in almost daily touch with its staff
cannot be classed as a strictly Maine meeting Sunday at Washington.
representative. Maynard Owen Wil
theatre for the performance. It was
I
song,
in
the
opinion
of
Daniel
W.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Robinson of under the direction of Ernest Law
liams, who is with the Citroen|
Hoegg,
chairm
an
of
the
advertising
Warren were visitors at Everett Da Johnson of Auburndale. Mass., and
H aardt Trans- Asia Expedition
and publicity committee of the Pub- vis' Sunday.
among the Himalaya Mountains of
several of the cast were members of
licity
Bureau,
because
its
theme
was
Miss Arietta Maloney who has em the Auburndale Club Players, a group
northern India 7.500 miles away.
Senator White Charges It With I n 
written
about
one
of
its
institutions,
ployment in Waldoboro spent Thurs directed throughout the year bv Mr.
The reception of the frequent
• the University of Maine Mr. Hoegg day night with her parents Mr. and Johnson. The play depicted life in
difference To American Interests
messages that fly from this remote
says.
Mrs. D. L. Maloney
region to Washington is dependent
the mountains of North Carolina,
Senator Wallace H. White. Jr., co
"In order to develop this outstand
Mrs. Estelle McMaster of Lowell, | and the rough boards of the barn
on the cooperation of the most elabo
ing Maine song, the Publicity Bureau Mass., and Mrs. Alonzo Putnam of formed an appropriate background
rate network of am ateur radio oper author of the Jones-White Shipping
Maine is noted for the beauty is to stage a great contest to pro Rutherford. N. J., were guests of Burt for the scene. The audience sat fac
ators that has ever been organized bill, in a statement charges the Fed
of its rock-bound coast and its duce one. Possibly the song which Carter one day last week.
as an aid to scientific exploration.
ing the stage on benches constructed
eral Farm Board with "indifference
deep sea fishing. . Perhaps not will be chosen will be an entirely new
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Morton of for the occasion. An explanation
America's Bed Operators Listen In to American interests" in planning to
everybody knows that, despite its composition, one th a t will be inspired Friendship with their daughters Mrs. and summary of the first two acts
Each evening at 6 p. m. Eastern use foreign ships to carry American
size, not least in importance in the by the competition which is to be Lena Davis, and Mrs. Grace Smith, was read by Janet Esterbrooks before
Standard Time, more than 150 of wheat to Brazil in the recent agree
Maine fisherman’s catch is the I held; possibly it may be an old song, were at F. A. Flinton's last Wednes the performance. The cast: Widow
America's most expert amateur radio ment for a trade of wheat for B ra
diminutive silvery sardine.
one written years ago and long since day. Among other visitors there were Cagle. Helen Brown; the stranger,
operators, under the supervision of zilian coffee.
Has it never seemed strange to i forgotten. Its theme must be the Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Messer of Charles Weden; Sheriff Weeks, Herb
th e American Radio Relay League,
you, Mrs, American Housewife, State of Maine as a whole, not any Union, and Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Stev ert Wellington Smith; Emmy, Doro
He said that the numerous boards,
listen in for messages from the ex bureaus and commissions "ou'side
that salmon and tuna fish should
ens.
,
special section.
thy Bates; Bud, Forest Esterbrooks.
pedition. which are relayed from a the executive department and be
seem fitting ingredients of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Hennessey of Following the play the guests were
“All
songs
to
be
submitted
in
the
station in Beyrouth, Syria, at the yond the authority of the President”
salad plate to so many people and
contest must be addressed to Daniel Auburndale. Mass., and the Misses invited to have refreshments in Mr.
eastern end of the Mediterranean had made it “increasingly difficult to
that only relatively few use sar W. Hoegg, chairm an of the advertiS' Sweeney of 1,0well were weekend Smith’s studio on the Point. Coffee,
Sea more than 5,000 miles from coordinate many of the activities” of
dines in the same manner?
tng and publicity committee, State
of nguests
of M Ur z - and
Mrs- T - F - Donp- doughnuts and cheese were served
- ..
o n o t th n
ilie n n r , t b n T o r lr r o
Washington.
Assuredly th :s is no fault of the Maine Publicity*' Bureau, Longfellow
gan
at the House
on the Ledge
and the tables were attractively
the government.
In most cases the messages are
sardine;
for
the
superlative
flavor
Joseph
Farm
er
of Floral Park, decorated with candles and flowers.
“The grievous blunder'' in the use
ccnied direct in Washington and are of foreign ships would not have been
of these small fish has never seri Square. Portland. Maine.
Long
Island,
N.
Y„
is
passing
Ills
va
Fveryone present spent an evening
"They may be submitted by an y 
telephoned a little later to the committed, he said, if the functions
ously been questioned.
cation at B. L. Stevens where his long to be remembered, and feel that
headquarters of the National Geo of the Farm Board had been con
Try this salad the next time one; in other words, the composer little son Joseph Farmer has been they cannot find words in which to
your mind turns to salmon and does not have to be a resident of spending the summer with his grand express their thanks to those who
graphic Society. On some occasions, ferred upon the Agricultural D epart
however, atmospheric conditions have
tuna fish and compare their merits Maine. Any existing Maine poem parents and who will return to New gave them such a good time.
or upon the President.
mav be set to music and submitted.
been so bad in the Washington area ment
for
yourself:
"No excuse can be offered for the
"All songs entered in the contest York with his father.
th a t it has been impossible to re board.
Dr. and Mrs. E. George Payne re
One-half
cup
Maine
sardines,
Its
action
deserves
only
must
be in the office of the Publicity
ceive the messages. At these times criticism and condemnation.”
STRAND THEATRE
shredded, and mixed with the J Bureau by noon, September 26. At cently entertained Mr. and Mrs. R
some of the many other listeners
E. Dunn of Thomaston and Mr. and
juice of half a lemon.
!
a
date
to
be
selected
the
songs
which
w ith more favorable conditions in
"Silence,” which a fpw years ago
Mrs. Carl Webster taking them to
One-half cup celery hearts, diced
SCHOONER WAS FLOATED
have the most merit will be sung over Monhegan
T h is 130-yeur-old cloth is in use today.
their region's have copied the mes
in their yacht Anna, with thrilled Broadway audiences on the
very fine.
,
Station
WCSH,
Portland,
by
a
well
sages. and thev have been quickly Glouee-ter Craft Clarence B. Mitchell ’
stage, has been brought to the screen
One-half cup stuffed olive9, cut I known concert singer, whose name Capt. A. W. Maloney at the wheel. and will show here Wednesday and
BY LINDA BROWNE
relayed to their destination. During
Mrs. Grace Malonev accompanied
very
fine.
Had
Run
In
With
Smutty
Nose
will
be
announced
within
a
short
th e more than th rea months since
Thursday.
Twelve dozen ot everything,— that was the quantity which the
Mix all these ingredients to time. This selection of the outstand- them as far as Port Clyde, where she
th e expedition began its trek across
The thrilling melodrama which has
spent the day with her son Ernest
proper Continental bride ot a century ago received in her trousseau,
gether
with
mayonnaise
and
serve
The
Gloucester
fishing
schooner
, ing songs to be sung will be made : Maloney and family.
Asia no messages have failed to reach
stood the test of time has been filmed
it sounds lavish hut it was actually common sense, because our
on
lettuce
leaves.
Garnish
with
by a committee soon to be appointed. j Mr. and Mrs. Clark Dwyer of Mar with Clive Rrook playing the role
Washington within a few hours after Clarence B. Mitchell, which went
great-grand p-had a grand laundering only once every three
chopped nuts.
“There will be two awards in con- tinsville, accompanied by their son which H. B. Warner made famous on
they were sent.
ashore on Smutty Nose, a small island
months'
' nection with th e concert.
Clarence Dwyer and their daughter the stage. Marjorie Rambeau and
A relic of thoi-e brave days appears on special occasions now, in a
Message Confirms Remarkable Climb in Mcnhegan harbor. Saturday after
“The first will be for the song se Mrs. Annie Knights, were in town Peggy Shannon have the chief femi
TENANT’S HARBOR
smart New York home The linen damask cloth shown above was
The value of keeping in almost noon. was floated at flood tide late
woven by hand in the days when George Washington was more than
Winthrope Seavey and friend are lected by the committee of musicians last Thursday calling on relatives nine Darts, and handsome Charles
daily contact with a field party which at night, being assisted by the crew
ocrunvine
his
prominent
citizens Ior
of Maine,
a memory, and hand woven so finely that linen experts of today
and looking up old friends. Mr. Starrett, who plaved opposite Miriam
occupying
ms cottage
cottage for
ior aa few
lew weeks
weeks. Ii and
„The
SMOnd will
the
of
the
Coast
Guard
Station
at
Burnt
Is often far from ordinary channels
marvel at it. Narrow looms compelled the weavers to make this
: Dwver said he was celebrating his Hopkins in “Past and Loose,” carries
Mr.
Seavey's
family
will
join
him
Island.
So
far
as
could
be
ascer
of communication has been demon
which receives the greatest popu 82d birthday, but he looks to be many the juvenile role. “Silence" is the
cloth
in
two
strips,
which
are
sewn
together
down
the
middle
of
the
’‘ Mrs. Etta Stimpson Is ca'ring for I larlty vote from its radio receptiom
strated on several occasions. The tained no damage was done to the
table.
years younger, and gets around as storv of a likable and handsome
most recent of these was when a tel°- craft.
An interesting feature ot this setting is that the ancient damask
Mrs Lizzie Burdick during her illness
The final selection will be mad sprv as many of the bovs. He is a crook whose crimes bring ruin and
The Mitchell struck when she swung
praphic report from Srinagar, capital
creates a background o*
nv for the latest silver, whose design
Mr. Melquist is painting his house , »y.the
beIievfS brother to Mrs. Fannie Morse of this death to the woman he loves. His
of Kashmir, stated that the expedi out to allow the mail steamer Gover
identically matches i
place. Mrs. Dwwer is a daughter of daughter, while a baby, is taken from
Mrs. Mildred Morse was called home
So. when select i:i,
well to remember that one Is adding
tion had found it impossible to nor Douglass from Thomaston to
that
in
conducting
this
contest
it the late John Stone and spent her him. and brought up in the home
from Rockland by the illness of her j
a permanent niem l.
usehold. Fine damask becomes an
negotiate the 14.000-foot Burzil Pass Boothbav Harbor, to enter port, and
will
perform
a
real
service
for
the
oavs here.
of a kind foster-father. Years later,
mother Mrs. Weston Wiley.
heirloom which acquit*.
with the years.
in the Himalayas with its motor cars soon after she went on the rocks she
State of Maine, that it will stim u
The
suoper
and fair which the la the crook, still pursuing his lawless
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edmund
Ulmer
are
began
to
list,
finally
being
at
an
angle
and that they had been abandoned.
late
interest
in
Maine
and
will,
in
dies of the Pleasant Point sewing career, meets his daughter. When
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Fears at The Society's headquarters of about 45 degrees. Two heavy
addition, give the State widespread circle held in Grange hall last Wed the girl is threatened with disgrace
Hazard Leonard, first; Amory Car-1 Walter Ulmer.
were set at rest a few hours later hawsers were attached to her hull to
FIFH
H
HORSE
SHOW
publicity.”
nesday evening proved a grand suc and ruin because of her real father’s
Harland Rawley Is suffering with
_____
hart, second.
when a radio message from the moun prevent her from falling over and one
The State of Maine Song Night cess. It was the largest gathering past, the crook, bv a great sacrifice,
ca r \ i i i i_
For seat and hand, youngsters u n -| abscesses In his throat.
tainclimbing party itself. 100 miles of these parted within a few minutes , .
which
will
probably
be
early
in
Oc
Younger Set A t Dark Harbor der 15 years: Ann Paul, first; R u th ' Edward Pease and Everett Snow are tober, will mark the conclusion of the they have ever had and the proceeds attempts to shield her. Only the
north of Srinagar, announced that but the other held her firmly.
werp *282 87. The ladies of the girl’s great love and courage save
The crew of 12 went aboard a n 
second; Camilla Kellogg,1cutting bushes on the State road.
th e cars had climbed over Burzil.Pass
"Come to Maine” broadcasts by the circle feel very grateful to all who him from death.—adv.
Wins Laurels and Prizes Carter
Richard Peterson is painting
third.
without serious difficulty and were other craft in the harbor.
I
Local saddle pony: Hope Hale, I house.
proceeding steadily on their way to
In Annual Event
first; Margaret Hale, second; Ire n e ! Mrs. Martha Farnham is critically
ward the India-Chinese Turkestan Some London jurist rules th at worn- !
j ill She is attended by Dr. Brown of I
en are entitled to vacations from
border.
Younger members of the Dark McLeod, third
He Is right. They Harbor summer colony had their
Jump for boys and girls: Ann Paul, I Rockland,
This is not the first experience of housework.
hast Thursday night officers were
th e National Geographic Society in should have a chance now and then inning Thursday when they rode the first. Emily Leonard; second, Bay! nominated at Puritan Rebekah Lodge.
communicating between headquarters to stretch tired fingers cramped by spirited steeds participating in the ard Kinnicutt. third.
Pairs of riders: Priscilla Potts and
Mrs. Rose Dukeshire is guest of her
and field parties bv means of radio. can-openers.—Buffalo Evening News. annual horse show.
Charles Leonard won the trophy.
i daughter Mrs. Marion Baker at ElThe only part taken by older horse
Best .girl rider between 12 and 18 more.
lovers was played by the judges,
i
Mrs. Richard Babcock. Mrs. Richard years' An" Paa
M ary,J °ane‘
1 To obtain good tomato seed, select j
Whitney and Mrs. Charles Morgan. so? :.sec° nd’
js Howe third
one or more plants which have a high
Jr., all New York women.
M« s Pe??Y Cl* b y ’ on
„
.
,
, , , , race for girls and Miss Alice Whit- proportion of good fruits, taking Into
Fourteen classes were scheduled. ney the eg„ an(j sboon race
account size, smoothness, solidity, |
but one of these was scratched beAmong those giving cups in va and freedom from cracking in the
cause Mrs. George Bourne, whose rious classes were Miss Forbes, J. fruit, and vigor, productiveness, and i
driving ponies have been an out Murray Forbes. Mrs. Charles R. freedom from disease in the plant, j
S P R IN G F IE L D , M A S S .
standing feature of the show for sev Leonard and Mrs. Frederic R. Kel The whole seed crop from a plant
eral seasons, was ill and unable to logg.
with uniformly good fruit will be bet- I
Hree thousand pure-bred animals.
. drive.
ter than that from a superlative frutt j
)ver 100 Divisions and Depart-*
from a plant with some uneven or
Comedy in the show was supplied
UPTON
SINCLAIR
SPEAKS
ments.
State,
Home,
Agricul
\Z '
inferior fruits Tag the selected
by young Hazard Leonard, entered
tural and Industrial displays.
plants and let the fruit remain on
1with Miss Dianna Dilworth in the
175 Acres of Exhibits. New
All
my
life
I
have
lived
in
the
pres
them >until thoroughly ripe but not
wheelbarrow race. Master Hazard
York Police Band, Sunday,
is somewhat frail Dianna, as was ence of fine ard beautiful men going decayed. Tomatoes intercross only |
Sept. 20. Governors’ Day,
her namesake of old, proportioned to their dea’h because of alcohol. I slightly and it is fairly safe to save;
Monday, Sept. 21. Horse
for the hunt, and the horse didn't call it the greatest trap th at life has seed from more than one variety in
Races, M o n d a y to
I seem to realize w hat it was all about, set for the feet of genius; a rd I record the garden.
Thursday, Sept. 21-24.
i She got three spills before her escort
Auto Races, Friday,
brought her to the finish line, thereby my opinion that the prohibition
Saturday, Sept. 25We are g.'ad to read that the stock
' giving the grandstand sitters and amendment is the greatest step In market is developing a firmer tone.
26. Thrills and
acres of fea
, rail birds the one big laugh of the progress taken by America since the Now if we can only get the tone back
tures, e v e ry
afternoon. Pat Morgan and Emlyn freeing of the slaves—Upton Sinclair to the right key.—San Diego Union.
minute, daily.
Leonard were winners in this event.
The cup in the local surry class
I was given by Miss Dorothy Forbes,
who. unable to attend the show perI sonally, sent a congratulatory note
I to be read to the winner in the ring.
Cup and note went to a rig from the
Hale stables.
Incidentally, the same stable drove
away with second, third and fourth
! ribbons.
Other events and winners: Class
NAZIMOVA. Who would guess, looking at this recent photograph, that she is over 40! More fasci
for girl riders under 12 years—Alice
nating than ever she seems, this star who won early stage fame in T h e D o ll's H o u s e , became a favorite
Whitney, first; Dianna Dilworth, sec
of the screen in such hits as S a lo m e , and returned to the stage recently in T h e C h e r r y O rc h a rd .
ond; Mary Aldrich, third.
For boy riders under 12 years:

KEEPING IN TOUCH

With the cooperation of the Ameri
can Radio Relay League, The So
ciety pioneered in such activities in
1025 when numerous reports were
received through amateurs from the
MacMillan-National
GeographicNavy Expedition to northwestern
Greenland, the expedition with which
Rear Admiral Byrd obtained his
first Arctic flying experience. The
of radio communication
i technique
has been greatly Improved since 1925,
however, and the present communi
cations network is believed to be more
efficient than any similar organi
j zation which has been in Operation.
I
ATTACKS FARM BOARD
f

Heirlooms o f L inen Chest

A MAINE SONG

Sardine Salad

{asternStates
Exposition/

S e p i.2 0 '2 6

RIOUCtDRR. RATES

OUR JU N IO R PUZZLE

Save regularly

IB

NAZIMOVA

//

Spend wisely
7 he happy medium between spending and
saving is the course to pursue. This bank
does not countenance either miserliness or
wastefulness. It does believe, however,
that everyone can and should save some
thing from their regular income and it is
equally firm in the belief that they should
spend something as well. Find the happy
medium that fits your circumstances and
you will find the road to financial success
and contentment. We cordially invite
your account at any of our five offices.

P R IN T IN G
Permit us to create
a personality in your
printing work . . . such
personality as you would
prefer in the human
salesman that you would
employ.
We plan and print
, . , booklets. Inserts,
sales bills, broadsides,
announcements, office
and factory forms and
supply estimates on a
competitive basis.

T H E C O U R I E R -G A Z E T T E
ROCKLAND, MAINE

SECURITY TRUST
Company
ROCKLAND
N O W H E ’S G O NE!
“Hi! H i! th e re !” shouts Willie,
chasing afte r something that
darted past him like greased
lightning! See how Willie runs!
I hope he catches the runaway.
If you take y o u r pencil and join
all the num bered dots together,
starting-^with d o t number^ Vine
ending w ith d ot number fifty,
you will see w hat he is chasing.

Camden, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven

Financial Institutions. Inc. Is a Maine corporation owning a m ajority
Of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks having total resources ol more
th an $95,000,000 Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
institutions. Inc. Is owned by Maine capital and the corporation Is
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
In banking and financial operation.
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am o v er 4 0 years o l d !
F am ous stage a n d screen
s ta r declares years need
n o t rob you o f Youth
tN L Y the wom an who l o o k s it is
afraid to adm it her age,” says
N azim ova. “ But I am proud of m i n e look a t m e—I am over forty!

O’

“ I t is easy to be lovely at sixteen,
but to be still lovelier at forty . . . well,
that is easy, too, if a woman is wise!
Actresses rarely look their age, you
notice. Like me, th ey guard their com 
plexions with Lux T oilet Soap.

“ I t is a marvel, that soap. For years
I have been faithful to i t —and m y skin
is so soft, so smooth. A woman’s age is
not th e measure o f her charm —oh, n o.”
I l o w 9 o u t o f 1 0 sc re e n sta rs
g u a r d c o m p le x io n b e a u ty

N azim ova is only one o f countless, per
petually youthful stage and screen stars
who use Lux Toilet Soap to guard com 
plexion beauty.
In Hollywood, actually 605 of the 613
im portant screen actresses, including all
stars, use this fragrant w hite soap regu
larly. Surely y o u r skin should have this
gentle, luxurious care!

L u x T o ile t S o a p ..lo t

